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Introduction 

Throughout much of the past century and before, jails have,been a 
national disgrace, and pretrial release often both grudgmg cu;a 
discriminatory. Beginning in. the early 1960s the Manhattan Ba~l 
Project and its progeny caused a different flame to bum. Equal 
treatment for the pcx::>r and an end to unnecessary detention became 
imt:X>rtant public goals. This fire is rrM flickering, however. Many 
ar~ willing to do a1.Irost anything to -ltop crime, the jails are fuller 
than ever, and concerns about justia'~ and equality are not the order 
of the day. The question posed fo·":' the 1980s is thus a sharp one: 
Shall we return to the brutishness of the past or can we 
insti tut.ionalize the gains of the past 20 years as a permanent part of 
the system and nove on to develop the full potential of pretrial 
services as a way of handling sane of the massive problems of the 
jails and the courts? 

It would be £oolish to be too opt~stic about how this question will 
be answered. Crime is not a figment of sane politician I s imagination 
but a reality that affects the quality of alnost everyone's everyday 
life. Measures that offer sane hope for its control deserve careful 
consideration even at the cost of same loss of liberty. Beyond this, 
pretrial services agencies-~y now mov~ng into the ~eco~d deca?e of 
their existence--are no longer young , v~gorous organ~zatJ.ons WJ. th a 
clear sense of mission, but battle-scarred veterans of the 
burecLucratic wars--wiser perhaps, but more "realistic" and more 
consel"vati ve than a decade ago. Like public agencies everywhere, they 
are under budgetary attack and must hustle to survive. The field has 
also been plagued by a certain arrount of faddishness, diluting both 
resources ~ the sense of direction. 

There are also positive signs, however, and the picture is by no means 
entirely bleak. Much has been learned in the past 20 years and a 
priceless organizational infrastructure has been created. Among other 
things, the field has been blesssed with an unusually high quality of 
leadership and an exceptional willingness to innovate and try new 
ideas. 

If the course is to continue forward rather than backward, however, 
all who a.re concerned about pretrial services must face the new 
realities squarely. The central dilerrma is the conflict between 
public safety and fairness to individuals. 

- ! , 
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There are at least three ways of resolving this dilemma: 

-opt clearly for the avoidance of punishment prior to the 
establishment of guilt; 

--Qpt clearly for maximum pUblic safety; and 

--Qpt for a hybrid system Which involves sane mixture of the 
two goals. 

During much of the fonnative period of the refonn movement it was 
widely assumed that the Constitution required the first solution, that 
the only pennissible criterion for judging pretrial release was 
whether the defendant would appear in court. The issue of Whether a 
defendant Who was not likely to appear could be detained without bail 
was rarely faced, however, and it was an open secret--not seriously 
Objected to b¥ the reformers--that it was all right to detain really 
dangerous defendants by setting high bail as long as this was not 
talked about too much. 

The legal battle inVOlving these issues is. far fram settled but the 
"appearance only" standard no longer holds the cannanding heights. 
Where once John Mitchell stood almost alone, the courts have now begun 
to fill in the ranks. The Supreme Court has held ,that pretrial 
detention is not punishment and is not prohibited by the presurrption 
of innocence, al1d a number of courts have upheld the constitutionality 
of preventive detention and the dangerousness criterion. 

While the legal signals on preventive detention have turned fram red 
to yellow and many states have adopted such measures, no jurisdiction 
has adopted anything like a maximum public safety proposal. Most are 
opting instead for same third solution that tries to ride both horses. 
Even the traditional leaders of the re:Eonn movement have embraced the 
need to detain highly dangerous defendants, arguing t.hclt if this is 
done it will then be pJssible to re!lease virtually everyone else 
without the use of money bail. 

In many ways this is a very appealing c:lpproach. It is mora open and 
honest, avoids sane of the problems of the past, and may 'provide a 
greater measure of public safety. It alBsumes, however, that high-risk 
defendants can be identified and thalt the political forces Which 
focused attention on the public safety issue will be satisfied b¥ 
detaining these defendants. 

-
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The first assurrption is probably safe enough. While it is extremely 
difficult to predict Which individuals are likely to commit dangerous 
acts, it is feasible to identify the high-risk groups: De.:taining ,all 
of these is vastly overinclusive but apparently a pr1ce that soc1ety 
is now willing to pay despite the overcrowding and individual 
unfairness engendered. 

The second assurrption is much more questionable, however. Even low
risk defendants commit same crimes, including a few horrendous ones, 
and the pressure to extend detention to even lower ris~s, will, be 
substantial, particularly as it be~~s clearer that deta1n1ng h1gh
risk defendants does little to stop crime. Once the high ground of 
principle prohibiting detention on the basis of dangerousness has been 
breached, there may be no natural stopping place other than 
practicality. 

Given present attitudes and directions I perhaps the best hope--for 
liberals and conservatives alike--is for more research and for more 
innovation like the quantitative experiments with risk assessment now 
being underta1<en in the District of Columbia. At this late date we 
sadly still know virtually nothing about crime on bail. The few 
stUdies we have tend to treat arrests for pUblic drunkenness While on 
'bail the same as arrests for robbery and tell us much less than we 
need to know either to justify greater detention or to identify the 
high-risk groups. 

In these circumstances it is particularly important that the work of 
organizations suCh as the Pretrial Services Resource Center continu7. 
The Center has served as an invaluable resource for all Who work m 
this field--improving the exchange of information, facilitating 
training and innovation, and adding directly ~ our knowl~ge, of 
pretrial issues and solutions. The past 1S Just the begUl!l1ng, 
however. If the system is ever to be both fair and effective against 
crime, it needs the kind of sustained effort and expertise that the 
Center can provide. 

Floyd Feeney 
Professor of Law 
University of California at Davis 
August 1982 

------~--~------~----~----------------------~'~ 
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J3.l\IL REFO~m CALIFORNIA: 
THE P1$SAGE OF AB2 

L 
by 

JAMES Ausrm, Ph. D. 
EDWIN M. LEMERl', Ph. D .... p 

A controversial issue facing criminal justice systems across the 
country is how to abolish bail bonding for profit, as has been called 
for in virtually every national examination of pretrial release 
procedures. States have tried various methods including the expulsion 
of bail bondsmen from the criminal courts of the state,_ imposing 
s:trict regulations and accompanying sanctions on the bail bond 
industry, and providing alternative mechanisms for defendants to meet 
financial conditions of release. 

One such alternative, ten percent deposit bail, permits the defendant 
to deposit with the court ten percent of the face amount of the bail 
set. The appeal of this system, according to its proponents, is that 
the deposit is returned to the defendant when the case is adjudicated, 
unlike the surety bail system where the defendant is required to pay a 
non-refundable premiUm to a bondsman to be released. But the 
opposition to such a change is often strong and persistent. 

Assembly Bill 2 (AB2), discussed in this article, passed the 
California legislature in 1979 and allows for the use of deposit bail 
in misdemeanor cases for five years. The article describes the 
history of the passage of this bill and provides an insight into the 
impact the legislation has had on the pretrial release system in 
California. This impact is the subject of four-year study, currently 
in its second year, called for by the AB2 legislation and being 
conducted by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) 
Research Center. 

James Austin, a senior research associate at the NCCD Research Center, 
is co-director of the "Evaluation of the Bail Reform Act of 1979 
( AB2 ). " He is also co-director of the Superv ised Pretrial Release 
Model Test Design Study now underway. Dr. Austin recently completed a 
study of a pretrial diversion project in California. He received his 
masters degree in sociology from DePaul University and a doctorate in 
the same field from the University of California at Davis. 

Co-author Edwin M. Lemert is Professor Emeritus in the Departm€?ilt of 
Sociology at the University of California at Davis. Dr. Lemert, who 
received his doctorate in sociology and anthropology at Ohio State 
University, is a consultant to NCCD on the AB2 E,Aluation. 
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Introduction 

During the past two decades, considerable efforts have been made ~ 
refonn America I s bail system. Generally, these have resulted ~n 
liberalization of pretrial release policies: legislative and 
programmatic reforms have sought to increase the frequency of release 
after arrest and instill fairness and equity in release decisions. 
Yet it remains unclear today whether these refonns have realized their 
original purposes. Pretrial detention topulations have not been 
significantly reduced, am inequities in pretria~ release decisions 
continue to be reported. M:>reover, a conservat~ ve rcovernent toward 
restricting pretrial release thrCJ1J.gh preventive detentions threatens 
to undennine the ameliorative efforts of the past. 1/ 

In 1979 the California legislature, after almost a decade of debate 
and intense controversy, made its own effort to liberalize the state IS 

bail system through legislative decree. Known as Asserribly Bill 2 (or 
AB2), the law provided an alternative means to release defendants fran 
pretrial custody. 2/ 

AB2 I S advocates claimed that the new law would create no additional 
costs for local government, would not increase threats to public 
safety, and would eliminate inequities inherent in ,the ba:i..~ system. 
OplX'nents countered that costs nCM borne by the pr~vate ba~l system 
would have to be paid by taxpayers, that costs would increase due to 
excessive rates of failure to appear, and that crime would increase as 
more criminals avoided prosecution and pretrial detention. 

As events were to show, refonning judicial procedures and, rcore 
specifically, a finnly entrenched bail system, is a canplicated and 
unpredictable enterprise. Numerous interest groups and powerful 
individuals with canpeting ideologies and values becane involved in an 
intense struggle to use, canpranise, or resist the refonn for their 
own purposes. In the end, the original ~oals of the :ef,?Dn ~y ~ so 
campranised that it becomes rcore syffibol~c than real ~ ~ts immed~ate 
consequences. 

---------------
Gerald R. Wheeler and Carol L. Wheeler, "Bail Refonn in the 1980 IS: A 
Response to the Critics," Criminal ~ Bulleti!!, VoL 18, No.3, May/June 
1982, pp. 228-240. 

Specifically, AB2 assured rnisdareanant deferXlants for Whan a bail figure 
was established above $149, to be released upon deposit of ten percent of 
that anpunt and the execution of an atpea.rance bond and. release agreerent. 
In essence, AB2 created a state bail system opented by the counties which 
canpeted with the traditional private bail system operated by bondsmen and 
insurance canpanies. Unlike private bail, AB2 mandated that al..trost al~ of 
the ten percent deposit be returned to the defendant after all requJIed 
court appearances have been made. 

~~ __________________________________________________________________________ 1 ____________ .. ______________ ,~ ______ ~ ______ .r.~ ________ ~~ __________________________________ • __________ ~~M· ______________ ~ __ 
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The passage of AB2 provides a uni~le opportunity to understand how 
canpeting forces directly affect the social change process, as well as 
how ronflict and ccmpranise can, in the final analysis, severely 
dilute the prospects for meaningful refonn. 

The Context of Bail Refonn in America 

The earliest bail refonn in the United States was direct.ed at corrupt 
practices and the anarchy prevailing arrong bail b.Ji.il::-men. lack of 
financial responsibility or II straw bail II on the part of individual 
bondsrren led to government regulation through licensing. Tnis opened 
opportunities for insurance canpanies to enter the field and !TOre or 
less pushed bondsmen into becaning their agents. 3/ The activities of 
bail bondsmen continUed to give concern, noted in appellate court 
cases raising issues about the powers of bondsmen with respect to 
arrest, detention, and handling of absconders or llbail jumpers II while 
transporting them between jurisdictions. Questions concerning the 
absolute right to bail and the meaning of lIexcesssivell bail cont~nued 
to 'be raised in appellate actions. Confusion on these issues, to 
which was added a heightened awareness of problems of poverty and 
inequality as they affected II equal protection of the laws, II rrade bail 
a fertile source of cor.troversy and reform, especially during the 
decades of the 1960s and 1 C;70s • The first conspicuous bail refonn 
came in 1966 with federal legislation iiberalizing the rules of 
pretrial release . The~e did not abolish bail, but they provided 
competitive alternatives of nonf~~cial relvase by own recognizance 
(OR) and conditional release. • 4/ In 1967 th~~ President IS Crine 
Cannission rpC'_!l!r.c£1ded that bail refOl.'1llS be considered by the states. 
An even st.ronger :impetus to refonn carte fran the Manhattan Bail 
Project (VERA), established in New York with private support. 5/ . 
Fueled by IEAA funds, literally hundreds of pretrial release and 
pretrial diversion programs soon follCMed based on the Manhattan 
experience. 6/ 

John J. MJrphy, IIState Control of the Operation of Professional Bail 
Bondsmen, II Cincinnati Law Review, VoL 36, Sumner 1967, pp. 375-41L 

U.S. Ibuse of Representatives, Cannittee on the Judiciary, Hearings en 
Bills to Revise Existing Bail Practices in ~ Courts of the united States 
~ for ~ Purposes, 89th Congress, Second Session 1966. 

Charles Ares, Ann Rankin, an:i Herbert Sturrs, IlManhattan Bail Project: An 
Interim Rep)rt on the Use of Pretrial Parole," New York University Law 
Review, VoL 38, pp. 67-95. - --

James Austin, Instead of Justice: Diversion, unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, University Of carrfornia (Davis), 1980. 

• ... 
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Bail in California 

Tt~ early history of bail in california was neither excepti?na~ nor 
significantly different fran that rrore generally charac.ter~st~c of 
reil elseJihere. The basic bail statutes were enacted, m. 1871 and 
1872. These noted that custody of the accul::led remam;;, m effect 
because the bail, rather than the sheriff, becanes, t1;e Ja~ler • 'n,le 
first reference to bail bonds in the penal code prov~s~ons occ~red m 
1927, and the first refonn in bail practices came in 1937 ~th the 
qualification and licensing of bondsmen under the ,Insurance ~e. ~e
stlr''''oly corporate surety bail had becane establ~sh7'l 'h¥ th~s tll1"l7. 
Another reflection of the entry of insurance ccmparu.es mto the ba~l 
business was the progressive lengthening of the grace per~od for the 
forfeitures of bail bonds, fran 30 to 60, 90, and ultimately 180 
days. 7/ 

AIrendments to california bail statutes were rrade in 1929, 1933, 1941, 
and 1945 plus several rrore in 1955. These do not seem to have been 

, f II • k 'II 11 major changes, being more in the form 0 t~n ~er~ng ,-:srna, 
accretional changes deemed necessary to correct prol?lems ~:s:ng ~n 
different county jurisdictions. The fir,st cc:mpr~hens~ve (,,~~t~c~sm of 
california bail procedures was voiced m 1956 ~n an art~cle m the 
california law Review. 8/ This called attention t5 the II state of 
hont:> less confusion in bail laws, II noting that no ccmronly accepted 

1:'- ch lltaki f 00': ~l" or rreaning could be found in code tenus su as ,ng ,0 .J. , 

"admission to bail." 9/ The article urged that leg~slat~ve attent~on 
be given to which procedures were subject to bail provisions, the need 
for a uniform release system, simplification of forfeiture procedures, 
and clarification of conditions under which sureties are released or 
cash refunded. 10/ 

The first significant changes in pretrial detention prOCedur~s in 
california were introduced in 1957 and 1959. These allcw;a t:?l~ce to 
use field release and statiorihouse release b¥ means of c~tat~ons for 
misdemeanors. These saw little inunediate use; but after ~he 
establis"hlrent of the Manhattan StlIt1TOns Project by the New York Cl.ty 
police in 1964, several California police departments began 
experimenting with procedures for voluntary court appearance of 

--------------
11 This grace period remains a sore po:int with sane county administrators who 

feel bondsmen abuse the 180-day wait period to accrue profits on interest 
bearing accounts. 

Fay A. Gustafson, "Bail in california," california ~ ~view, Vol. 44, 
1966, pp. 815-832. 

Ibid. -
Ibid. -

. , 
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persons charged with minor offenses. Then i? 1969 a new l~w ~equir~ 
that p::>lice agencies investigate the possible use of cJ.'t:atl.ons l.n 
place of arrests in the instance of misdemeanors. W Studie;:; of the 
operation of citation procedures showed that the ,rl.sks of 
nonappearance were minimal and that the cost, savl.ngs were 
considerable. 12/ Hc:Mever, law enforcement. agel1;.cl.es , were, never 
authorize.d to exceed the misdemeanant charge oarrl.er m USl.ng OR 
releases. 

An::>ther rrajor influence in California bail reform stenmed fran a 
higllly pUblicized program establis?ed in,New York City in ~96l, the 
previously JreIltioned Manhattan Bail ProJect. An equally llnP;'rtant 
influence was a Washington, D.C., project rrodeled after that m N7W 
York and set in notion in 1964. Both programs ~erronstrat,ed t:I;at l.t 
was possible to release II good-risk " defrmdants prl.or to trl.al Wl.thout 
great adverse effects of increased failures to a~ar. 13/ At about 
this titre, a nove was begun to establish, an exper~ntal, program to 
release indigent criminal defendants prl.or to trl.al m oakland, 
California. 

The politics surrounding the decision to put the oakland project into 
operation foreshadowed later controversies over state legislation f~r 
bail reform. Partisans of the plan stressed that the local ~l.l 
systen was not working well and that ~ney could be save? for 
taxpayers by adopting the new systen. ReSl.stance came fran offl.cl.als 
in the oakland p.:>lice department, who believed that there would be 
danger to the pUblic fran releasing criminally ~ged persons ~~ore 
trial. 'tDca1 oondsmen, as might be expected, ~ol.ned the opPOsl.tl.on, 
echoing the negative p::>lice attitudes and arguJ.n~ that bal.l allowed 
punishment. of criminal suspects who c;therwl.se could not. be 
successfully prosecuted because of evidentl.ary problens. The fl.r~l 
outcane of discussion and argument was a narr()f..A1 one-vote:-margl.n 
approval of the oakland project by the county supervisors, Wl. th the 
financial argument of taxpayer savings winning the day. 14/ 

'!he use of field release citations by law enforcement agex;cies for 
misdemeanor cases in retrospect proved to be the major bal.l reform 
legislation to occur in california. Field citations and later, the 
proliferatioo of own recognizance programs quickly becaroo the daro.nant 
rooans of pretrial release for this category of defendants. 

W Floyd Feeney, "Citatioo in Lieu of Arrest: 
Vanderbilt ~ Review, Vol. 25, pp. 367-394. 

The New california Law, II 

W David J. McCarthy and Jeanne Wahl, "District. of Coll.mbia ~ Project: An 
Illustration of Experimentation an::l a Brief for Change, Georgetown Law 
Journal, Vol. 53, pp. 675-748. 

W Forrest Dill, Bail and Bail Reform, unpublished dissertation, University of 
california (Be?keley), 1972. 
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The Oakland project, although well funded by the Ford Foundation, did 
not produce :impressive results. The number of defendants who could be 
processed was disappointing, running less than two-thirds of that 
which had been projected. Following a pattern already established in 
prior bail legislation and to be duplicated in the AB2 legislative 
battle, felony defendants and drunk-driving cases were excluded at the 
project I s inception. The great bulk of eligible minor offenders were 
unaffected by the project and continued either to Obtain bail, plead 
guilty at an early court appearance, or remain in detention. 

Since the staff of the oakland OR program were secured on loan fran 
the Probation Depart.rrent, there was a tendency for its \\lOrk to be 
coopted into that of the court. This contrasted unfavorably with the 
work of volunteer staffs of law students and VISTA \\lOrkers of the 
Manhattan and Washington, D. C. , projects. Close study brought out 
signs that free use of OR releases as envisioned for the Oakland 
project thwarted infonnal practices in the court revolving around the 
negotiation of guilty pleas. The project was useful in certain ways 
to judges: but it also created problens for then, particularly in 
balancing requests of defense attorneys against those of district 
attorney deputies. 15/ 

A further symbolic liberalization of ~etrial release came via a San 
Francisco County Superior Court, which announced the Van Atta v. Scott 
decision in 1976. J:2j This decision shifted part of the burden of 
proof in own recognizance decis;.ons from the defense to the 
prosecutor. If challenged by the defense counsel, the prosecutor must 
ncM sheM why OR should not be granted, rather than release under bail. 
Theoretically, this decision should increase the court I s use of OR. 
Ibwever, at least in one county it appears the decision has not 
significantly affected pretrial release. The Van Atta decision there 
did little to motivate compliance by defense-attorneys and 
prosecutors: 

In interviews with prosecutors, judges, and others in Contra 
Costa County, it is evident that Van Atta has not had any 
noticeable effect to date. Defense attorneys have reportedly 
not pressed strongly for OR release using Van Atta, nor has 
the District Attorney been able to assign additional 
personnel to appear and present evidence at bail hearings. 
In any event, judges intervi~~ ~ended to respond that Van 
Atta would have little practical bearing on their rulings 
regarding bail and OR release. 17/ 

--------------
w ~., p. 154. 

!§{ ~;lifornia SUperior Court, Docket #662-928~ partially upheld 27 C.3d. 

W Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors .Adult Correctional Facilities 
Master Plan, 1982, Section 3, p. 30. 
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The legislative History of AB2 

The legislative change in bail procedure which was several times 
attempted and finally achieved by a California statute in 1979 was 
similar in aim to that of the nationwide bail reform rrovement. It was 
an effort to introduce a measure whose application would not be 
dependent on discretionary use py poli:e or j~ge~ and whi?h directly 
addressed the perceived problems of ~nequall.ty m pretrl.al release 
practices. 

The bail reform bills whi<~h began to be introduced into the California 
legislature beginning in 1971 were all variations of the so-c~lled ten 
percent deposit bail plan, which returned most of the deposl.t to the 
accused if he appeared for his hearing as scheduled. The idea was 
first put forward in a New York City law in the early 1960s. 18/ 'Ihen 
in 1964 Illinois adopted the plan and at the same time eliminated bail 
1:ondsmen. 19/ In 1966 the ten percent plan was made part of the 
federal Bail Refonn Act with one exception: the federal law returns 
the entire deposit to defendants who appear at all court:- hearings, 
whereas the Illinois statute allO'WS the court to retam a small 
portion of the deposit to cover administrati;re expenses. 2:Q/ 

Several other jurisdictions have rt:M adopted similar laws, and others 
are considering such legislation. As of 1980 the status of ten 
percent legislation is as follows: 

• Five states have a percentage deposit system as a defen
dant option with an accompanying administrative fee 
requirem:mt. 

• Fourteen states have percentage deposit as a court option 
with the administrative fee. 

• Four states (including California) have sane canbination 
of the above depending on the charge. 21/ 

On its face, the ten percent bail scheme does not make bail any easier 
to obtain but rather it converts what historically was a cost or 
premium retained by the bondsmen into a deposit of cash which is 
returned to the accused.. The serriblance of traditional bail was 
preserved py provisions for forfeiture of bail, which became a claim 
the state must collect fran the defendant. In a li tex'al sociological 
sense, the defendant becanes his own bail--ancmalous, to say the 
least, in light of the historical meaning of bail. 

W National Council of Critre am Delinquency, l!.'valuation ~ Bail Reform ~ ~ 
.!212. (AB2): Report II to ~ california r.egislature, 1982. 

!2/ Ibid. 

?:!21 Ibid. 

?JJ D. Alan Henry, Ten Percent ~Sit 
Services Resource -center, 1980~. 6. 

Bail (Washington, D.C. : Pretrial. 
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'Ihe first such ten percent bail bill was introduced in the California 
legiSlature by Assemblyman William Bagley in 1971. This move 
apparently materialized from interpersonal contacts between Bagley and 
a staff meniber, Art Azevedo, who had been a Boalt Hall law student and 
Who brought to his attention the draft of a bail refonn act prepared 
by three other Boalt stUdents at work on a criminal justice refonn 
project. 22/ This became AS 2752. Surprisingly, Bagley was able to 
get his bill out of the Criminal Justice Committee, according to one 
inforrrant, because rnerril::>ers resented the so-called "street tactics" of 
the bondsmen lobbyists. Another explanation attributed this to the 
new liberal-urban image of the Committee, which later became known as 
the graveyard for conservative criminal justice legislation. But 
despite Bagley's early success, he was able to command only l4 votes 
in favor of passage against 49 nays in the Assembly. Bondsmen were 
joined in their opposition to the bill by the California Peace 
Officers Association, the California Sheriffs Association, and the 
District Attorneys Association. 

Senator Arlen Gregorio also introduced a ten percent bail bill in 1971 
and again in 1972 (SB329). Drafting for the latter was done by the 
San Mateo County Bar Association. Gregorio's bill seems to have 
aroused more media discussion and controversy than the Bagley 
proposal. It was endorsed by the State Bar Association, several 
county bar associations, and supported by the Dis,t:.rict Attorneys 
Association, the California Peace Officers Association, and the 
California Sheriff's Association, along with the Judicial Council of 
California. Just why law enforcement groups in this instance shifted 
away fran their traditional opposition to Assemblyman Bagley's bill in 
1971 is not clear. Despite the fact that SB329 was a relatively mild 
proposal to add ten percent bail deposit to other pretrial release 
alternatives, it could not be gotten out of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee. Bail bondsmen were again strongly organized against the 
bill, and the balance of votes lay with conservative senators. 

By this time arguments against the ten percent bail refonn had 
crystallized around a number of assertions: that in states Where the 
procedure was installed there was an increase in failures to appear: 
that it was a boon to organized criminals: that pretrial crime 
increased; that the plan shifts the costs of bail fran the defendant 
to the taxpayer; that forfeitures would be uncollectable: that 
relatives would be reluctant '1:.0 post bail if they stood to lose 
property; and that courts W)uld react to the new system by raising 
bail schedules. 

Boal t Hall law School is part of the u. S. Berkeley campus and is frequently 
described by conservatives as a c(~nter for liberal and radical, oriented law 
students who eventually find their way into the legislature or are 
appointed by Derocratic administrators to key administrative or judicial 
J.X)sitions. 

.. 
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In 1975 and again in 1976, Allen Seroty introduced ten percent bail 
bills covering both felonies and misdemeanors, at a time When he was 
chainnan of the Assembly Criminal Justice Ccmnittee. Despite his 
strategic position Seroty was unable to get his bills out onto the 
floor. The likelihocx1 of a veto by then-Governor Reagan partially 
explained Seroty's difficulties. 

Ibward Bennan first su1::mitted a bail reform bill in 1977 (AB 1233). 
This, like its predecessors, allowed for ten percent deposit bail; but 
it also required an appearance bond and imposed conditions in 
connection with the deposit, along with procedures for release on 
recognizance and regular bail. Failure to appear for hearings after 
release on a misdemeanor charge was itself made a misdemeanor, and a 
felony if the defendant failed to appear on a felony charge. Four 
other bail bills were introduced into the Assembly in 1977, all 
reflecting the gr~~ng interest in reform. 

Bennan I s bill was supported by the State Bar Association, the los 
Angeles Bar Association, and by the District Attorneys Association "in 
principle. II However, the American civil Liberties Union and the 
Public Defender Association withheld approval because they wanted 
stronger legislation. Stiff opposition came fran the bail bondsmen; 
the California Pea.ce Officers Association also opposed the measure, as 
did the Superior Court judges of Santa Clara county. The net result 
of hearings before the Criminal Justice Ccmnittee and its deliberation 
was a five to three vote against bringing the bill out. However, 
permission was given to bring the bill t~fore the Ccmnittee again in 
1978. 

Berman' s 1978 version again failed to make it out of the Ccmnittee, 
and it was not until 1980 that ten percent legislation cleared the 
Canmittee, passed roth houses, and was scheduled to go into effect 
January I, 1981. But the passage of AB2, as it was known, proved to 
be one of the nost controversial and fiercely fought pieces of 
legislation in the 1979-80 legislative session. 

viewed in retrospect, California bail reform had several distinctive 
features: the relatively long period during Which attempts at reform 
legislation failed 1 the intense controversy sur~ounding the ultimate 
successful passage of the reform bill; and the spurious aspects of the 
process by Which passage was secured. These ,..lill be discussed under a 
number of interpretive headings: The Ideology of Bail Reform, The 
~lescence of Power, Group SUpport, The Opposition, and Credibility 
and Canpranise. 

:' .. 
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The Ideology o~ Bail Reform 

One easy explanation as to Why bail reform finally came to fruition 
in California is that it was an idea whose time had cane. This 
assumes that there was same kind of efflorescence of public opinion 
Which pervaded attitudes of legislators, making them favorable to 
changing the bail law. There was ample support for this conception in 
the nationwide movement for ~eform beginning with the Illinois bail 
reform of 1964, plus the popularity of pretrial OR release and 
diversion programs funded by LEAA. By the time reform was given full 
consideration in California, 15 other states besides those mentioned 
had instituted ten percent bail procedures in one form or another. 
Literature on the subject had grown large, and awareness of the 
related problems was widespread. 

But intensified exposure to the new conception of bail through reading 
ana derronstration projects obviously did not immediately transform the 
effective views of legislators on the subject. Sanething had to 
happen to overcame the inattention, the inertia, the unpopularity of 
defendant-oriented legislation, and the sense of political hazard it 
conveyed. On its face the ten percent bail bill pretty well 
emasculated the age-old notion of surety £Or those accused in crime. 
it attacked interests who were sources of campaign support for ~ 
number of legislators; it posed complex questions about its possible 
effects on government; and it struck at same deeply rooted attitudes 
about the respective ~les of public and private enterprise. 

The nore immediate awareness of the need for bail reform nost likely 
resulted fran a cumulative process 'Nithin the legislature itself, 
based on the repeated introouction of reform bills during the 1970-80 
decade. This was done by several different assemblymen ffi1d senators, 
who along with their staff might be considered a kind of loose 
constituency of bail reformers within the legislature. 

Equally significant was their CClmon training in law Which set them 
apart fran the business-oriented bondsmen. 23/ They saw bail reform 
as a legal issue bearing directly on problems of due process. 
Numerous studies and their own practical experiences reinforced their 
belief that excessive and unnecessary detention unduly biased criminal 
court dispositions. They were uneasy over situa'l:.ions in Which 
insurance agents made profits from pretrial release decisions, 
decisions which also affected court dispositions. Although they 
portrayed themselves as advocates of the poor who felt the financial 
burden of the carmercial bail system t in fact there was little 
evidence that the momentum for reform came from the lower 

W Bcn:1smm frequently are rot totally :i.nm3rsed in the bail bonding industry. 
They tem to be eli versified in other aspects of the insurance irrlustry 
including the sale of auto and hone C7IJl1er fire and theft insurance 
premiums. 

1 
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socio-econanuc classes. In fact, a recent California public op~10n 
poll found that low-incane groups were as opposed to liberalizing 
pretrial release policies as middle- and upper-incane groups. 24/ 

The bail reformers not only became familiar with the problem itself 
but also with the tactics and arguments of the opponents of refor.m: 
Peter Jensen, for example, had been on Allen Seroty's staff When he 
introduced the 1975 and 1976 bills and was later on Berman's staff. 
Fonner Assemblyman Bagley was another bail reformer who returned in 
1979 to playa role in advocating what was "after all I11Y bill." 25/ 

Meanwhile bail issues had repeatedly cane before the State Bar 
Association and different county bars. Scrne legislators, district 
attorneys, and individual attorneys had experiences with pretrial 
release programs in different California counties. '!here was concern 
with issues raised in several bail cases which had cane before the 
state Supreme Court. 26/ A final important consideration in 
converting the ideology of bail refonn into a basis for action was an 
interim study of the issue ordered after the failure of Berman's 1977 
bill. Scmetime thereafter, Berman's staff person, Peter Jensen, a 
representative of the Governor's Office, five members of the Criminal 
Justice Committee, and a representative of the Slrrety Advisory Board 
visited Illinois, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and New York, and 
II saw for themselves II how ten percent bail and other release procedures 
worked in other jurisdictions 0 The net effect of this junket was not 
to change any views so much as to solidify the comni trnents of Bemen 
and supporters through seeing and hearing practical evidence that such 
a plan was indeed 'WOrkable. 

24/ Field Insti tute, Atti tudes of Californians Towards Prisons, Jails I 
Punishment, ani other Aspects c5f-the erii1linal Justice System, August 1981. 

25/ Personal ccmnunication, Fall 1981. (As part of their role in the 
evaluation of AB2, the authors reviewed public tp.stimony and, in the fall 
of 1981, interviewed lobbyists, bondsm:m, and legilllators.) 

?:§/ 'I'estimony by John Van de Kamp before the Assembly Criminal Justice 
Carmittee on AB2, April 2, 1979, Los Angeles County District Attorney 
Department meno. 
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The Coalescence of PcMer - - -.,;.--

No ,rratter how widespread and convincing was the belief in the need for 
ba11 re~orm, successfully legislating such reform required a 
rrarshal11ng of action b¥ persons in positions of power Whose values 
were, ~avorable to th~ passage of AB2. This took the fonn of a 
coal1t10n of persons ~fluential in the law-making process. Newly 
elected Governor Brown rrade bail refonn part of his official program 
by putting it in his State of the State message, calling bail "an 
~bv10US tax on the poor, f'e<?Ple of, ~liforniall arrl adding that 
thousands of people langu1sh ~ the Ja11s of this state even though 

they have been convicted of no crirrE. II The Governor's support not 
only, rerroved the threat of p:>ssible veto, it also meant that the 
cons1derable powers of his office could be involved to aid passage of 
AB2. 

~rd Bennan, Who carried AB2, has a very agile mind and is a 
sk11lful and persuasive legislator. His concenl with pretrial release 
problems was rooted in experience with an OR program in San Francisco 
~d he ha? lectured on the topic in Oregon. Apart from this personal 
~terest ~,the substantive issues of bail, Bennan in a real sense put 
h1s rE;putat:-or; to the tes~ by sp:>nsoring AB2 inasmuch as he had little 
to ga1n po11tically fran 1tS passage and possibly sanething to lose. 

An'?ther key person arrong the coalition of those wielding pcMer to 
br1ng AB2 ~o passage was Anthony Kline, Governor Brown's Secretary of Lega; Aff~1rs and later appointed to California's Superior Court in 
San ... ranC1SCO. ,He: had, beer; one of the Boal t Hall law stUdents who 
worked on the cr1ffi1nal ~ust1ce refonn project prior ·to 1979 and ~ater 
one ,o~ a gr~up of ~11c advocates Who were brought into the Brown 
Adm1n1st~at10n., H1S access to the Governor and his voice in 
recarrnend1ng appo1ntrnents gave him 1:oth the substance and the illusion 
of,power. He was ~aid by others to have a sense of outrag~ over the 
unJust nature of ba11 and was probably the ItOst strongly ItOt~vated of 
any of those pursuing refonn: 

On a C8rtain level the bail system is a device Wherebv a tax 
is imp:>sed for being arrested, on people (who are) lea~t able 
to pay it" for the benefit ,?f a very srrall group of people, 
Who,are, ~ e~fect" extract1ng profits fram the poor in our 
~1ety: It 1S bas1cally a tax not levied by the state--i t 
1S a pr1 vate tax on the poor. 27/ 

Still another important figure in the history of AB2 was John Van de 
Kamp, the los Angeles County District Attorney. He had been aU. S. 

----------------
27/ As quoted in Hall Rubin, liThe Drive to Kill the Bail Bond Business, II 

California Journal, March 1979, pp. 109-111. 
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Attorney and federal public defender, much interested in installing 
some fonn of the federal Bail Refonn Act of 1966 in California. His 
imnediate concern was to forestall decisions on bail cases pending 
before the state SUpreme Court so that a more desirable legislative 
solution for the bail problem could be found. Van de Karnp did the 
dr,"lfting of the 1978 and 1979 bills which were introduced by Bennan 
and, of course, actively lobbied for them in the name of one of the 
largest county criminal justice systems in the nation. 

To solidify legislative support, Leo McCarthy, Speaker of the lbuse 
and a p:Merful dem:::>cratic leader, was enlisted to assist Bennan in 
guiding AB2's passage through the legislature. A considerable 
coalition of liberal state legislators and their aids were n:::M 

prepared to carry the bail refonn act through the legislature, backed 
by the Governor's office and the District Attorney of IDs Angeles. 
Never before had the opponents of bail refonn faced such a powerful 
foe. 

Group Support 

The coalition of power in support of AB2 included groups as well as 
important individuals. The array of groups which were enlisted in the 
fight for the bill was probably as great as any ever orchestrated to 
prarote legislation in California. Sanewhere around 40 groups and 
organizations were listed in legislative files as endorsing the ten 
percent bail refonn. Impressive as this was, it must be remembered 
that official endorsement of a bill does not mean that there was full 
support or consensus by organization I'IlE!!lU:>ers. Thus the California 
District Attorneys Association and its executive board were split on 
AB2, and its endorsement signified no more than that of a majority on 
the board. Fran one };X)int of view, its endorsement and advocacy of 
the bill by Van de Karnp were anc::rralous in that, ordinarily, those Who 
represent law enforcement. and cx:mnunity protection "WOuld be expected 
to oppose legislation benefiting defendants. Mare specifically, 
district attorneys have an organizational interest in preventive 
detention, which certainly could not be furthered by making pretrial 
release more accessible tA) all defendants. 

It was to be expected that a number of minority groups would lend 
their support to the backers of AB2i these included the NAACP, the 
California Association of Black Lawyers, the Mexican American Bar 
Association, the california Association of Japanese Lawyers, and 
Chinese For Affinnati ve Action. HcMever, these fonnal endorsements 
have to be weighed against the fact that minority members of the 
legislature were split arrong thanselves on the merits of the bill. 
There was no evidence of grassroots support arrong minority voters. In 
the background of this was the fact that a high percentage, perhaps 
half, of all 'bondsmen were blacks Who were all entrenched politically 
in their localities. For example, the black president of the Bail 
Bonds ASsociation was active in the Los Angeles NAACr ,. 
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The supp?rt for ~2 had an appreciable degree of partisan, liberal 
dem:::>cr~t~c color~t~on, emphasized by the opposition of a number of 
~p:ml~c;ans. Wlul,? the bill attracted the favor of a spectrum of 
c~v~l r~ghts and c~vic groups, including an association organized to 
d7fe~ nude ~aches, still there were, in addition to the unresponsive 
11U.nor~ty leg~slators, liberal Dem::>crats 'Vmo sided with the opposition. 
Some Observers contended that this was due to contributions made by 
bondsmen to their political campaigns. 

Whether the extensive lineup of groups and associations giving their 
approval of AB2 "WOn over many legislators is doubtful A oodl 
nurrber of the 't ' , . g y , o~gan~za ~ons had no d~rect interest in the bill 3 and 
leg~slators ~yp~cally are much more sensitive to attitudes of persons 
and gr~ps l~kely to be affected in their necessary tasks or duties. 
Proport~onately, rnore of the latter were found anong the opposition
namely, law enforcement personnel and the bail bondsmen. I 

The Opposition 

The , oppo:>i tion ~o AB2 consisted of the Attorney General, the 
Cal~f?rn~a Sher~ffs ~ssoc~ation, ~he California Peace Officers 
Ass?c~a~~on, ~he Cal~forn~a Assoc~ation of Police Chiefs, the 
~:~forma Adv~sory Board o~ Surety Agents, and the bail bondsmen. 
~C;J. ten years the core of t1us opposition had defeated all efforts to 
change the bail,laws, of the state. Early opposition was led by Pack.y 
McFarland, a Univers~ty of San Francisco Law School dean retained by 
the Surety Agents Advisory Board. Later Gerald Desmond ~carne counsel 
for t;he Board i, and he, too, proved to be a skilled and talented 
l~bby~st, at t~es even getting bills introduced into the legislature 
himself. 

'!hese lobbyists effectively defended their clients' interests up to 
the a~ve?t of AB2. At this time, in 1979, sane problems arose for the 
oppos~t~on bec~use the rank-and-file bond agents through their 
assoc~at~on dec~ded to, stri1ce out on their own and make separate 
~r~<?ements for 10bbYJ.ng. In addition, there were a nurriber of 
mdiv~dual qondsmen, not happy with representation by either rou 
Who contacted legislators directly. At tirres this led to confusion ~~ 
to who s.p:>ke for the bondsmen. The appearance and tactics of sane of 
t:t;e "WOr~~ng ,bondsmen (not knowing, as it were, the "rules of the arne" 
d~ctat~ng ~nformal interaction ~Ti thin the legislature) may ghave 
counted aga~nst them. 

While the la~ enforcement people were generally against AB2 th 
we:;e also spl~ts in thei,r ?pposition, the most conspicuous, of 'cour:~~ 
be~g the f~vo~able pos~t~on taken by the district attorneys through 
~e~r assocd~at~~. Only the Attorney General stood fast. There were 
a so sane efect~ons anong sheriff's departments i namely, the Sacra-
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me.'1to, San Diego, and also the los Angeles County sheriffs, who felt 
AB2 would be a means for better controlling their pretrial jail 
populations. 

While it might be said that the active interest and stands taken for 
and against AB2 determined that same kind of action was imminent, it 
was difficult to forecast what the outcane of legislative interaction 
was likely to be. This was because the central issue became one of 
credibility and the kinds of reactions legislators were likely to have 
-to structured arribiguity. 

Credibility ani! Caqpranise 

Most of those involved agreed that the legislative interaction 
surrounding AB2 was one of intense conflict and heated controversy. 
Much of this materialized in ccmnittee hearings, with bail bondsmen 
pitted against the bail refonners. The strong feelings were generated 
by the bill I s threat to the livelihood of the business-oriented 
bondsmen and by the strong sense of injustice and moral indignation 
fel t by the legally trained reformers. The problem for the 
legislators was how to choose between them and, essentially, which one 
to believe. This was recognized by observers on both sides of the 
conflict; one put it as follO'I15: 

The strength of the bondsmen is explained by their ability to 
contradict the statistical arguments for AB2. We were stuck 
in our philosophical differences and they in theirs with no 
way to prove our case to the legislature. It was their 
ability to point out that we really didnlt know what would 
happen that counted heavily. No one had valid information 
and no one knew what the costs would be. 28/ 

And in truth there were very few studies made of the issues raised by 
AB2, and the facts which were available could be interpreted in 
different ways. For exarqple, although Governor Brown had asserted 
that "thousands of people languish in jails of california although 
convicted of no crime, II a 1964 survey of three california counties 
concluded that only about 9 percent of persons arrested and detained 
could be deemed "victims" of the bail system; and a 1967 survey in San 
Mateo County found the figure to be 4 percent. 29/ This arrounted to 
eight persons out of the 201 who were booked Tnto jail during the 
survey period in the latter county. An extrapolation of this ratio to 
californials jail population as of 1975 would make the figure of bail 
victims rrore nearly that of "hundreds" rather than "thousands." 

28/ Personal camrunication. 

29/· JOhn Hoskins, "Tinl<ering with the California Bail System," california Law 
Review, Vol. 56, 1968, pp. 1134-1177. 
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The numbers of persons unable to make bail for economic reasons ~as 
only one of several AB2 issues that were clouded by arribiguity and 
insufficient information: the nurriber and arrount of forfeitures of 
bail bonds to 'be expected: the probable effects of the bill on jail 
populations; the effects of the bill on the fail ure-to-·appear rates; 
the possible effects of cheap bail on recidivism, rates; whether bail 
schedules would be raised. after the passage of AB2; the cost of 
administering the contemplated system; and possible appellate 
challenges to the new law. 

In 1972 information was suhnitted by the bail bondsmen to show that 
forfeiture rates increased in Cook County, Illinois, after adoption of 
ten percent bail there and that it remained difficult for the poor to 
make bail because bail schedules were elevated by the court -to 
oounteract the intention of ten percent bail. later the advcocates of 
the ten percent pIal"). brought in testimony to rebut these claims. 
Unfortunately, this was often little nore than statements that the ten 
percent plans appeared to be working all right with no definitive 
evaluations at hand. ~n 1979 the california Depar'"unent of Finance 
estimated that there would be same increase in net costs to counties 
after adopting' AB2. 30/ In the same year an estimate by the Center on 
the Administration of Criminal Justice, University of California at 
Davis, concluded without qualification that there would be a 
sUbstantial financial advID1tage to state and local governments under 
the ten percent bail scheme. 31/ However, as in otr~r such studies, 
this required a nurber of assumptions ,one of which was that funds 
frcm one to two million bond forfeitures \o,1Quld be forthcoming fran 
defendants. 

Given the difficulties of sorting out the conflicting testimony 
suh'ni tted by the proponents and opponents of AB2, like\<lise the problem 
of balancing its po~sible gains and losses--particularly the possible 
effects of facilitating bail for persons charged with felonies--it is 
not surprising that its passage remained in doUbt. The bill finally 
was reported out only because a major canpromise was forced by the 
opponents of. AB2 to rarove felony cases fran those eligible for the 
ten percent baiL As it was, the vote in the Contnittee was only five 
to four in favor. 

The exclusion of felonies fram AB2 was a significant victory for the 
bondsmen. It is the felony cases Which pro~ide ~he vast majority of 
revenues for bondsmen. Only a few agentf3 spEl:cialize in misdemeanor 
cases I for two good reasons. First, after 'the enactment of field 
citation legislation and the growth of OR programs, bail bonding 
became an infrequent mechanism for release. Table 1 illustrates the 

~ Testim:>ny before the Assembly Criminal Justice camrl.ti.:ee on AB2, 1979. 

~ See note 30. 
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low rates of bail release from the Los Angeles County jail system in 
1980. Second, misdemeanor cases are 1011 bail offenses but are viewed 
as high-risk cases by 1::x:>ndsnen. Bondsmen claim they can only afford a 
2 percent FrA rate and still remain in business. 32/ And it is known 
from recent research that persons charged. with less serious 
property / econanic charges (many of which are misdemeanor offenses) are 
nore likely to fail to appear, canpared to those charged with cri.mes 
against persons or drug crimes. 33/ One 1::x:>ndsman indicated that 
misdemeanor 1::x:>nds help pa.y business-=related overhead expenses but are 
not the primary source of profit for bail agents. 34/ Another 
infonnant went so far as to express his appreciation to the s~te f<?r 
taking over what he saw as the nonprofit sector of the carmerc~al bail 
industry. 35/ 

TABIE 1 

PRErRIAL RELEASE OF MISDEME'ANOR PRISOOERS 
1980 

LOS ANGEI.FS CXJUNlY 

Method of Release M':>nthly X 

Released in Field 313 

Cited 2227 

Charges Droppeii (849 PC) 779 

Bail Bond 387 

~Tot Released 1332 

Total 5038 

% 

6.2 

44.2 

15.5 

7.7 

26.4 

100.0 

Source: Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department Statistical 
Sumnary Sheets 

W Celes King and Marvin Byron, An Analysis of ~ Inpact of AB2 (~Bail 
Refonn) Effective JanllafY 1,1981 (iDs Angeles: Independent Bail Agents 
ASsociatf'cii of cali£orma, 198rr;-p. 9. 

W Mary A. Toborg, Pretrial Release: A National Evaluation of Practices and 
OUtcanes, National Evaluation Program Phase II Sunmary Report (washington, 
D.C.: National Institute of Justice, October 19B1). 

'MI See DOte 25. 

See DOte 25. . 
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Further trouble for AB2 came in the Asserribly, Where the original vote 
was considerably less than that needed for passage. The bill was put 
on call for eight hours I during Which 26 of the 72 asserriblymen changed 
their votes one way or another. While the more intimate details of 
what transpired are lacking, it may be inferred that a variety of 
pressUt'es were applied and political debts called in. This was 
fittingly synbolized by the asserriblyman Who cast the deciding vote 
with his ann suspended in a gaudy White sling to indicate that it "had 
been twisted. II 36/ A less hurrorous reflection of the situation was 
tile bitter complaint of the bondsmen's representative that political 
favors were pranised by the Berman-Kline coalition While "all we had 
was persuasion." 37/ 

There was furth~r rear guard resistance to the pa.ssage of AB2 in the 
Senate, whe:~'·e a number of delaying amendments were proposed. 
Ultirrately the bondSIren, faced with probable defeat, withdrew their 
total opposition in return for a provision that the bill ~uld be 
limited to five years I duration, during which no effort ~uld be made 
to amend it to include felonies. Also a bondsmen representative was 
to be included on the Bail Reform Evaluation Ccmnittee overseeing the 
study of the effects of the bill. 

Epilogue 

The pa.ssage of AB2 was in a sense a high-water mark of the bail reform 
movement in California, perhaps, too, of the liberal civil rights 
influence on state p::>litics. It was observed that by 1981, When the 
bill went into effect, the climate of public opinion on criminal 
justice had so changed and the bill's liberal supporters were so 
dispersed that it could not have passed. For example, the 1981 
California p::>ll on criminal justice issues found that 84 percent of 
the public believed that too many cri.mes were being ccmnitted by 
defendants released on bail: and only 4v percent agreed that too many 
defendants are in jail because they cannot afford bail. 38/ These 
findings plus increasing public support for tougher sentencing and 
preventive detention policies seems to have signaled the end of an era 
of liberal reform in California. 

It rray be \'JOndered whether this shift tcmard conservative politics and 
the mode of passage of AB2 did not mark it as a kind of syrribolic 
legislation in that it allowed liberal policy.makers to claim a victory 
for their values While maintaining an equally salient position of 
groups opposed to defendant legislation. The test of this 

---------------
W See rote 25. 

!!l See rote 25. 

~ Field Institute, 5:£- ~. 
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interpretation will hinge on the various ways AB2 is being used. 
Although it is premature to reach final judgment on AB2, a few 
preliminary Observations can be rrade, 

First, ten percent bail is being used infrequently but may be 
indirectly increasing the use of citation. Los Angeles data indicate 
that durirg the first ten rronths of 1981, AB2 was used infrequently 
relative to other forms of release (Table 2). When canpared to 1980, 
the usage of field and station citations has increased over 7 percent, 
While the rate of those not released prior to trial has decreased py 
less than 4 percent. Other release rates have remained fairly stable. 
Los Angeles officials indicated they were anticipating the change to 
AB2 and due to uncertainty about the manner of its application, they 
began using cita,tions rrore frequently. 39/ Tension generated by 
increased bookings and an overcrowded jai1imay have encouraged greater 
use of citations. While the small decreases in both rate and 
percentage of defendants not released may encourage reformers, the 
overall finding is that AB2 is not having a major impact on the system 
at this time. 

T.ABI:;E 2 

PRErRIAL RELEASE OF MISDEMEANOR PRISONERS 
1980 AND 1981 

IDS A."lGEf:E'S CXXJNlYA' 

Methcxl of Release 1980 1981 

M::nthly X % M:>nthly X 

Released in Field 353 6.9 442 

Cited 2227 43.8 2608 

Charges Dropped 779 15.3 726 

Bail/Bond 387 7.6 349 

Ten Percent (AB2) - - 102 

Not Released 1332 26.2 1227 

Total 5077 100.0 5454 

'It Reflects first ten rronths of 1981 only. 

~ See note 25. 

% 

8.1 

47.8 

13.3 

6.4 

1.9 

22.5 

100.0 
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Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department Statistical Summary 
Sheets 

Further evidence for this conclusion is the manipUlation of ba'l 
~chedules to cir~ent provisions of AB2. Several counties ha~e 
~7reased 1981 ba~l schedules to fbrce defendants to pay typical 1980 
ba~l :ate~. For example, in one county the standard bail ClIlOunt for 
pros~~tut~on was $500. That was subsequently increased to $5,000, 
mean:-ng that under !ffi2 defendants will continue to pay the $500 
prenu.um. Sane count~es have reduced the bail amount to $149 bel 
the $150 cutoff point, which makes the defendant ineligible for' AB2. CM 

Local ~ltriSdictions, are still in the process of determining if and how 
they mll ~ly ~th thta intent of AB2 reform. Their decisions will 
largely depend on ~ts usefulness to their organizational interests 
Although ,~2. mad~ ~om~nal bail "a right of the misdemeanant 
defe~ant, . th~s r~gh~ 'YlJ.ll take on its meaning fran the particular 
ways :;n ~ch the var~~us prc:visions of the bill are used, depend in 
on eXl.~en~~e;; ~d cont~ngenc~es of the criminal justice process i~ 
local Jur~sd~ct~ons. 

t " -
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:IlllliGER, PUBLIC OPINION, AND 
JUDIC~BEHAVIOR 

by 

MICHAEL P. KIRBY, Ph.D. 
CYNTHIA GAIL McKNIGHr 

In his Introduction to this volume, Floyd Feeney identified the 
central dilemma facing those concerned with pretrial services as "the 
conflict between public safety and fairness to individuals." 

Legislatures and policy-makers have invested considerable time in the 
determination of how that conflict should be resolved in state' and 
federal laws. To a large extent, it appears that the deci~ions made 
in these forums reflect the opinions and demands of the public, which 
1s understandably focused on public safety. Less clear is tIle impact 
of public opinion on individUal bail decisions made by jUdges 
interpreting the pretrial release laws on a daily basis. 

This article examines the extent to which judges in Memphis, 
Tennessee, consider the potential dangerousness of the defendant in 
bail setting--despite a law that allows for the consideration of 
flight risk only. In addition, the article examines public opinion in 
the city of Memphis concerning the purpose of ba.il and the need to 
consider danger in bail setting. Because bail in rape cases had 
become a controversial public issue discussed in the Memphis 
newspapers and had recently been subject to statutory changes, the 
authors emphasiZed bail in rape cases in their case study of danger. 

Dr. Michael P. Kirby is an associate professor of political science at 
Southwestern at Memphis. He was formerly Research Associate at the 
Pretrial Services Resource Center, has been involved in numerous 
criminal justice evaluations with an emphasis on pretrial services, 
and is tIle aut.hor of several pUblications on research methodology, 
issues and findings. Dr. Kirby received his masters degree in 
political science fl'om Northern Illinois University and his doctorate 
from the University of Wi$consin at Milwaukee. Co-author Cynthia Gail 
McKnight is a senior-year student of political science at Southwestern 
at Memphis. 
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Introduction 

The ~se of this paper is to examine the impact of public opinon 
concerz.ung pretrial danger on bail decision making by judges. This 
paper ~s un~que, not only because few studies have ever addressed the 
issue of public opinion and bail, but Oecause it is derived fram a 
political science perspective, 'Which links public opinion with the 
behavior of decision makers. 1/ 

~e research in Manphis on Which this paper is based showed that many 
Judges expressed the view that release decisions should be based upon 
"danger II criteria. Yet an examination of the Tennessee state law 
~~ed ~~ ju~ges are only author~~ed to make decisions based upon 

f17ght cr~ ter~a. Thus, as a pract~cal ma.tter judicial bail decision 
makwg does not a~rently emanate fran the statutes, but fran sane 
ollier source. This paper derronstrates both that judges respond to 
"danger II criteria, and that the public feels the need for the 
consideration of danger in bail decisions. 

Flight and Danger 

This secti,?n wi~l briefly describe issues related to dangerousness. 
The relat~onsh~p between flight and dangerousness of pretrial 
defendants has been extensively illustrated in. the literature. 

The pur,pose of bail to assure the defendant I s appearance in court has 
been well doc~nted in Stack .Yo' Boyle (342 US 1, lSSl) , a Supreme 
Court case wh~ch stressed the presumed innocence of criminal 
defendants. The court held that bail decisions ought to be based upon 
Whether the defendant had a propensity to flee fran prosecution. This 
case. ~ormed the basis for the 1966 Bail Reform Act, with its 
prov~s~ons to assure the appearance of pretrial defendants. Numerous 
state laws are based upon the Bail Refonn Act. 2/ 

Danger considerations have fOllnd some authority in another case, 
Carlson v. Landon (342 U.S. 524, 1952). In this non-criminal 

----------------
An illustration in legislative studies is provided b¥ John walke at al., 
'!he. l!,;Sislative ~stem (New York: Wiley, 1962). An illustratioo in 
'3\iRcial stllaies l.S provided b¥ J. Woodward fbWard, "Role Perceptions arrl 
Behavior in Three US Courts of Appeal," Journal of Politics, Vol. 39, 
~atber 1977, pp. 916-938. ..--

For a discussion of presurrption of innocence 'Which justifies a flight 
perspec~ive for bail, see Nancy Travis Wolfe~ liThe Guardian Angel: 
Prasunption of Innocence, .. Pretrial Services Annual Journal, Vol. IV, 
1981, pp. 53-69. 
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irrrnigration case, the Supreme Court found there was no constitutional 
right to release before conviction and that "reasonable apprehension 
of hurt II (later to be used as the idea of dangerousness) was reason 
enough not to release (or at least to set onerous conditions of 
release). 3/ 

The legal guidelines on bail, at least as expressed by the Supreme 
Court, are quite confusing. Goldkamp refers to these two perspectives 
as ideologies. He finds that ambiguity in boCh the statutes and in 
the court cases "may foster interpretations supportive of both bail 
ideologies. Clearly I the danger ideology lurks potentiallY behind the 
scenes of all bail decisions making I unaffected by arguments 
concerning i ts legality, appropriateness, or definitions." 4/ 

What is the posicion of the Tennessee state law on the issue of flight 
and danger? It can be argued that Tennessee statutes and case law are 
generally flight based. The one case in this area decided by an 
appeals court held that the defendant was illegally detained by 
excessive bond. The court ruled it lIunconstitutional to fix excessive 
bail to assure that a defenaant would not gain his freedcrn." The 
court noted flight-based criteria when it said other conditions may be 
utilized to canpel the defendant I s appearance. 5/ 

Tennessee state statutes on bail, originally passed in 1978, are also 
essentially flight based. The statutes state that "any person charged 
with a bailable offense may be ••• ordered released pending trial, II and 
that the purpose of bail setting by a judge is to II as sure the 
appearance of the defendant." Bail is to be set II as low as the court 
determines it necessary to reasonably assure the appearance of the 
defendant. II The laws require the judge to consider release on 
recognizance before other conditions, including monetary bail. 
Further, the criteria for release are similar to those of the Bail 
Reform Act. The Tennessee statutes do not generally provide for 
consideration of dangerousness, except in some special circumstances: 
bail may be denied after conviction pending appeal 7 it may be 
increased for felony defendants Who are rearrested on a felony; and a 
statute passed in 1982 specifies criteria that may be used in setting 
bond for defendants charged with rape. 6/ 

For various definitiona of danger, see Perfonnance Standards and Goals for 
Pretrial Release and Diversion: Release (Washington, D.C-::- NatioiiaI' 
Association of Pretrial-services Agencies, July 1918), f? 45. 

John S. Goldkarnp, ~ Classes of Accused (Cmbridge: Ballinger Publishing 
Company, 1979), p. 220. 

Wallace v. State, 193 Tenn. 182, 184; 245 SW2d 192& 194; (1952). 

1978 Tenn. Pub. Acts ch. 506, s. 1-18; Tennessee Code Annotated, s. 40-1201 
to 1244. 
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Views of Memphis Judges 

Our conclusion is that the statutes, except in limited circumstances 
are flight based. Yet, the statutes do not define hc::M judges actuall~ 
set bail in Memphis. A recent study by Christie estimated that on the 
basis of statutory guidelines, at least two-thirds (if not rrore) of 
felony defendants ought to be released on recognizance. Yet, this 
study showed that 64 percent of the defendants had financial 
conditions of release set. '!he reason for such a high percentage of 
rronetary bail is that judges in Memphis generally set higher bail 
where the charges are rrore serious. They are necessarily responding 
to dangerousness considerations, since there is no indication in 
Memphis that individuals with rrore serious charges are rrore apt to 
flee. 7/ 

Further, inte~,iews and newspaper reports have indicated that judges 
consider dangerousness to be exceptionally important. In a 1974 
study, Kirby interviewed judges in both the lower and upper courts. 
He found that lIa number of judges admitted that I society needed to be 
protected, especially fran violent criminals. III One judge stated that 
in setting high bond he is II incarcerating the dangerous defendant 
~til his case is disposed." 8/ A 1981 study by Christie interviewed 
Judges who reflected dangerousness criteria. Christie provided the 
judges with hypothetical cases and asked them to set bonds in 
particular cases. Though he found a range of responses, many judges 
set exceptionally high bonds. In one case of a hypothetical 
aggravated rape, a judge who set $15,000 bond llmeant that he was 
trying to protect society. " Another judge setting $75,000 bond 
in~ended lito hold ~e defend;ant in jail to keep him fran repeating the 
crJ.me or threaten~ng the WJ.tness, ~ho had been through a traumatic 
experience." In questioning judges about the state interest in bail 
decision making, Christie found one judge who said lithe nature of the 
crime is the main consideration when setting bail. The protection of 
society is necessary. II Three of the judges indicated that. they were 
interested in whether a defendant II is going to conuni t another 
offense. II Christie found that in determining dangerousness, the 
judges utilized dangerousness criteria WhiCh were not mentioned by the 
Tennessee law. 21 

Jarres S. Christie, "Release on Recognizance: An Ehlpi:dca1 and Legal 
Analysis, II unplb1ished Honors thesis, Sout.l'Mestem at Memphis, Department 
of Political Science, May 15, 1981, Ch. !!V. 

Michael Kirby, An Elvaluation of Pretrial Release am Bail Bond in ~s 
and Shelby county (Memphis:Policy Research InStitut.e, Southwe=t-.~rn 
College, 1974), Ch. 2. 

Christie, .92.. ~., Ch. VI. 
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NOt only did Christie find that judges talked about dangerousness as a 
II state interest II in bail decision making, but they used what Christie 
perceives to be dangerousness criteria. He argued that in setting 
forth criteria for making bail detenninations, judges often used 
danger-related criteria not suggested by the Tennessee statutes. 
Furthermore, Christie argued that the nature of the charge and prior 
record were criteria perceived by many judges to be danger- rather 
than flight-based. Christie also found that judges appeared to be 
using flight-based criteria on the defendants charged with minor 
crimes and danger-based criteria on defendants with nore violent 
crimes. 10/ 

A review of the local newspapers revealed statements by judges 
admitting they use danger criteria. There were also illustrations of 
cases 'Where judges resp:mded to public opinion. A 1974 article showed 
that Judge Ray Churchill set higher bond in gun and fear cases. For 
example, Churchill decided to increase bail after the slaying of a 
retired police inspector in a hold-up; the suspect in the case was out 
on bond. Churchill said, III feel there is sanething wrong with a 
system that allows persons to continue getting out on bond and 
ccmnitting additional criIres. II 11/ Judge Horace Pierotti stated that 
limy philosophy is that it shouldbe as high as p:>ssible, especially in 
view of the increase in crime .... Society has to be protected. II 
Pierotti went on to say lithe Constitution was written years ago. We 
live in the 20th century, and crime has increased considerably. True, 
bail is to guarantee appearance, but it also must protect the 
carmunity." 12/ In another case a defendant charged with stabbing a 
waren was released on recognizance. After neighborhood canplaints and 
newspaper editorials, a City Court Judge raised the bond of this 
defendant to $25,000. 13/ A recent article sllC1Wed that one judge held 
special hearings "for defendants charged with serious offenses so that 
he could hear fran the p:>lice, the victim, the defendant I s attorney 
and the defendant himself. II 14/ A recent Manphis case involved a 
defendant charged with several rapes, one of which involved 
considerable newspaper publicity. Judge Nancy Sorak was criticized 
widely for setting a low ($5,000) bom on this defendant. Judge Sorak 
said, IlNo judge likes to feel they are resp:>nsible for having a 
criminal. on the street •.•. It's terrible to think that perhaps the bond 

}21 Ibid. 

!Y Me:rg?his Press Scm tar , ~eniber 11, 1974. 

W Memphis Press Scimitar, December 13, 1979. 

W Me:rg?his Press Scimitar, March 19, 1979. 

W Me:rg?his Carrnercial Appeal, May 7, 1981. 
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should have been higher. II After this public criticism of the lOW' 
bond, Judge Sorak decided to change her bond-setting procedure. She 
llno longer sets oond over the phone in cases involving violent 
crimes. II 15/ 

Public Opinion Literature 

There is a lack of literature on the relationship between public 
opinion and bail. We were able to find two studies Which addressed 
this issue in the context of dangerousness. A Field Institute study 
asked the following question in their 1981 survey in California on 
criminal justice: IIPlease tell me Whether you agree or disagree--so 
many crimes today are ccmnitted by persons awaiting trial who have 
been freed on bail that the entire bail system should. be reexamined 
and changed. II A ma.jority of the 1018 respondents indicated their 
agreement with b"1is general approval of the use of danger-related 
criteria. Sixty-five percent of the sample agreed strongly with the 
statement, While 18 percent agreed sanewhat. Only 12 percent of the 
sample disagreed to sane degree with the statement. The study did not 
find any great variations on the basis of party affiliation, p:>litical 
ideology, age, sex, ineane, ethnicity, religion, and union menibership. 
The only variation in all the tables seemed to be am:mg those who were 
older than 60 years of age, who tended to agree !lOre strongly with the 
statement. 16/ 

A second study, commissioned by the National Center for State Courts, 
was done by Yankelovich, Sl~elly, and White. The study asked whether 
it was a serious problem that occurs often "that courts ... do not help 
decrease the arrount of crime II and "COurtS ... grant bail to those 
previously convicted of a serious crime. 1I The percentage of resp:>nse 
for the two questions was 43 percent and 37 percent. It was, h.c:m'ever, 
difficult to tell fran the descl'ipt:.ion of the data whether this was an 
overwhelming public resp:>nse to problems with bail. 17/ 

Methodology 

The public q:>inion data on Memphians I views on bail laws was part of a 
larger study of criminal justice issues. The sample was generated 
using randan digit dialing. A sample of 225 Memphis residents was 
surveyed in February 1982. Extensive infonnation was also gathered 

15/ Memphis ~ Scimitar, January 4, 1982. 

W Field Institute, Attitudes of Californians 'l'cMard Prisons am Jails, 
PunishIrent, and ~ Other Asj)ects of ~ Criminal Justice System, AugUst 
1981. 

!1/ Yankelovich, Skelly, and White, ~ Public Image of Co~: Highlights. of 
a National Surv;x of the General Public, Judges, ~~ers am Camnmity 
Leaders (The Nat~onarCenter for State Courts, March 198), pP:].9-22. 
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about the demographic characteristics of the popula-f:.ion. The 
following discussion has not included all of the relevant tables and 
correlations because of space limitations. 

Although the sample of 225 was randomly generated and is sUbstantial, 
we recognize the statistical limitations posed by this sample size. 

Appearance and Danger 

This section will analyze the anpiri.cal data gathered in the survey of 
the Memphis population. Specifically, it' first contrasts public 
opinion on appearance and danger and then inquires of Memphis citizens 
~~eir views on setting bail generally and then specifically in violent 
crimes. In the following section, the article proposes a case study 
of rape as an example of the way Manphians view bail for allegedly 
dangerous defendants. 

We asked two questions dealing with flight and danger. Specifically, 
we asked the respondents Whether bail's primary use should be to 
assure that -the defendant appears for tri~l. Twenty percent of the 
respondents agreed strongly with the statement, vJl1ile 60 percent 
merely agreed. 'IWenty percent disagreed in sane fonn with this 
statement. 

We then asked the question, Whether "bail's primary use should be to 
protect the public fran a possibly dangerous person." We found that 
31 percent of the respondents agreed strongly with this statement, 
While 54 percent agreed with this state:nent. Only 15 percent of the 
respondents disagreed in 'same for.m with this statement. 

~ __________________________________________________ ~ __________ ~1 ____________ ~ ____________________ P----~---------~-----
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Several conclusions can be drawn fran these findings. First, the 
distribution of responses is generally similar for these two 
questions. Responses were nost strong in the lIagree" category. 
Unfortunately, a subsequent question, in which the respondent was 
asked to choose whether appearance or safety were the nore :i.rn.I;x:>rtant 
criterion, was not asked. Second, there is greater intensity on the 
danger issue. That is, we found that in the IIstrongly agree" 
categOl."Y, 31 percent ref:ponded to danger while 20 percent responded to 
appearance. For the "disagree" category, we found that 20 percent 
responded to flight, wh.i.le only 15 percent resp::>nded to dangerousness. 
Thougb the nagnitude is sanewhat limited, one could argue fran these 
data that danger is a slightly nore important consideration in terms 
of public opinion. We might be able to hyp:>thesize that if we had 
directly contrasted appearance and safety, we might have had a higher 
percentage of respondents responding to the latter. 

Next we examined the issue of setting bail. The authors argue that 
those who think in terms of IIdanger" will be nore apt to think 
negatively about setting bail in all cases. TWo questions were used 
to try to reach this issue: first, respondents were asked whet.."'1er 
they thought that federal law should require bail to be set in all 
cases. The Memphis population was divided on this issue. That is, 
51 percent disagr.eed in sane fonn with this question, while 49 percent 
agreed in sane fonn with this question. The level s of intensity were 
sinular for the various responses. 
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The analysis was then directed to danger concerns. Specifically, 
respondents were asked whether II a person charged with a violent crime 
should remain in jail before trial. II The distribution of responses 
was sUbstantially different from the previous question. That is, 52 
percent of the respondents agreed strongly with this statement on 
dangerousness while 34 percent agreed with this statement. Only 14 
percent of the resp:mdents thought defendants in violent crimes should 
not remain in jail before trial. 
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What are the implications of these figures for bail setting? First, 
when a question is asked in a general way aoout bail, the population 
tends to split itself aoout evenly on the setting of bail. Bdwever, 
when the analysis is shifted to violent crimes, the population also 
shifts in wanting to see the de:Eendant detained. Therefore it could 
be argued that the Memphis population is highly attuned to danger. 

~: An Example of Danger 

This pessimistic view of accused defendants in violent crimes is 
especially evident in dealing with the crime of rape. People see rape 
differently from other types of crime. The data in this study 
strongly support that claim. Two questions were asked about rape. 

The first question inquired whether bail should be available to 
persons accused of rape. Dangerousness considerations pervade the 
responses, with 44 percent disagreeing strongly that bail should even 
be available for persons accused of rape, while 31 percent disagreed., 
16 percent agreed, and 9 percent agreed strongly. A full 7S percent 
of those surveyed were in favor of allowing no bail whatsoever for 
defendants accused of rape. The second question asked whether bail 
should be higher for those persons accused of rape. In that response, 
42 percent agreed strongly that bail should be higher for rape, 29 
percent agreed, 24 percent disagreed, and only 6 percent disagreed 
strongly. In essence, 71 percent agreed with higher bond while only 
30 percent disagreed. 
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'!here are several p:>ssible explanations for such harshness When 
dealing with rape. Our hypothesis is that ra:pe is an erotional cr.ime. 
Although anned robbery, assault, and other violent crimes are also 
traumatic for the victim, they do not carry the same connotations as 
rape. '!he victims of other cr.imes may not feel the same subsequent 
anger as with rape. It would seem, then, that persons who have been 
victims of serious cr.imes would be more in favor of stiffer bail laws 
for defendants accused of rape. Fbllowing that logic, most of those 
large percentages in favor of vary restrictive bail laws for rape 
would probably be WOllen. 

Another explanation fOr the strong responses to these questions is the 
recent publicity about proposed legislation in Tennessee Which would 
permi t judges to consider the potential dangerousness of rape 
defendants. Because of the extensive newspaper reporting, it might be 
that the persons responding to the survey were more aware of this 
issue than they otherwise might have been. During the t.ime this 
survey took place, at least five articles appeared in the morning 
newspaper. The Senate voted 32-0 in favor of this bill. Senator 
Curtis Person was quoted as saying, "Rape is a sick, violent act of 
aggression. MemPhis has the horrible distinction of being the rape 
capital of this country." W 

Person went on to say that proposals in the bill were not alOtional, 
but were "sound constitutional proposals drafted after a great deal of 
research. .. Such research, he said, included such facts as: a 
reported rape occurs every ten minutes; age does not affect who will 
be a rape victim: and 75 percent of all rapes are carmitted by 
repeaters. He said that upon occasion the rapist who has been 
released on bail rides down to freedom on the same elevator as the 
victim. 19/ Certainly such erotional pUblicity could have influenced 
the respondents of this survey. 

Inplications 

What are the implications of these data? First, along with nany 
others, the authors have long argued that the primary purpose of bail 
is and should be to deter a defendant from fleeing prosecution. 
Philosophically, we believe in this tenet. Practically I the bail 
reform movement has been built on this tenet, especially with its 
emphasis on carmunity ties as reflective of a lack of propensity to 
flee. Author Kirby has also written widely about the difficulty of 
dealing with the issue of danger. Danger is difficult to predict. 
Criteria such as prior record Which are used to measure both danger 
and flight in some statutes do not reflect a meaningful distinction. 

-....-_-----------... 

w ~s Carrrercial !\}?peal, February 18, 1982. 

'l:2J Ibid. 
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'!here does not appear to be any :rreaningful way to foresee the 
potential dangerousness of a defendant. Monahan, arrong others, has 
extensively written about the false positives. 20/ These occur when a 
judge or statistician attempts to predict Who is dangerous: they are 
more apt to guess wrong than right about the defendant. Furthermore, 
an assessment of future dangerousness based upon the defendant I s 
original crime (if it ~dS a violent crime) is almost impossible. 

However, one must understand that from these data at least, which at 
this point appear to be localized at one site, the public is 
especially concerned about dangerousness. In fact, it 'WOuld appear 
that these data help us understand why judges use danger criteria in 
setting bail. State legislators in Tennessee and across the country 
seem to be moving toward mandating use of danger-based criteria. Tb 
this point, the pUblic does not understand the practical problems in 
considering danger, for there has not been :rreani.ngful debate on the 
issues involved in these cases. 

The implications of these data c..' ..•• : incredible, considering how few 
public opinion studies have been done in this area. The data are 
consistent with those of the study done in California in 1981 which 
asked a sarrple of 1018 persons whether they. agreed with a statement 
that the entire bail system should be re-examined and changed, showing 
a strong relationship in favor of consideration of dangerousness. 21/ 

What do these statistics imply? Very simply, the bail statutes are 
not in agreement with what the public considers the important purpose 
of bail. This suggests that if legislation were proposed to change 

---------------
(14) John Monahan, "Ethical Issues in the Prediction of Criminal 
Violence," for the Conference 00 Solutions to Ethical and IJagal Dilemnas in 
Social Research, washington, D.C.: February 25, 1978, p. 4. An excellent 
discussion of myth a"Xi reality en danger is provided by Bruce D. Beaudin et 
al., "A Proposal for the Reform of Pretrial Release and Detention Practices 
in the United States," in Pretrial Services Annual Journal, Vol. IV, 1981, 
W· 68-100. One of the authors of this article, Michael Kirby, bt.'s Written 
on this topic in The Effectiveness of the Point Scale (Washington, D.C.: 
Pretrial Services Resource Center, 1980): and "Pretrial Release },gencies in 
the 1980s," Southern Associatioo of Criminal Justice Educators, October 
1979. An excellent review of the lIterature is provided by Chris Eskridge, 
"Predict.irg and Protecting },gainst Failure in Pretrial Release: The State 
of the Art," in Pretrial Services Annual Journal, Vol. IV, 1981, W. 34-51-
The punis1':unent basis of pretrial process is presented by Malcolm Feeley, 
The Process Is the Punishment: Handling cases in a lower Criminal Court 
(New York: RUssell sage Foundaticn> , pp. 199-243:'" -A point made by all of 
these studies is that concern with identifying dangerous defendants is not 
apt to produce very many positive r.esults. 

W Field Institute, £E. £!!:. 
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those statutes, the pUblic would probably be in favor of authoriz~ng 
consideration of future dangerousness. This change, seems to rev1~e 
the entire framework of the bail system as we know 1t. The ~ 1S 
that the purp:>se of bail is to ensure appearance. The rea11 ty: 
people want ~o keep potentially dan~erous persons off ~e s:reets, and 
judges, using criteria not stated m the la~" are meet1l19 :the d~ds 
of the public by basing some bail dec1s10ns on the1r be11efs 
concerning the potential dangerousness of the defendant. 

Personal Characteristics 

The authors next examined the relationship bet~een the, background 
characteristics of the respondents. an? . the. ba1l que:St10r:S, The 
background characteristics included v1ct~zat10n, po11t1cal ~deology, 
income, education, age, race, and sex. ,Except as ,noted be:ow, these 
variables did not show a relationship ~th the ba1l quest10ns. The 
authors suggest that these vaI"iables are not explanatory because the 
issue of bail, especially in tenns of statutory changes to ;-eflect 
pUblic safety considerations, is one that transcends a person s a~e, 
incane, and education. Most citizens are concerned about cr:une 
regardless of their age or how much rconey they make or how many years 
they went to school. 

The victimization question had an interesting relationship ~o two ,of 
the bail questions. Victimization was de~ennin~ by ~ questJ.on ask7ng 
if the person were the victim of a ser10US cr:une m the last f1ve 
years. A startling result was found When victimization was t~ulated 
with the response to the question concerning Whether federal, ba~l laws 
should require bail to be set in all cases. The hypothes1s 1S,that 
persons Who had been former victims of cri:rres would not want ba1l to 
be set in all cases. T'ne opposite res';ll t ~curred. The garrrra 
statistic showed an astounding 0 . 328 relatl.onsh1p, The data showed 
that 19 percent of those Who had been former victims agreed strongly 
that bail should be set in all cases. Only 9 percent of those who had 
not been victims agreed strongly. Similarly, 48 percent of ~o~er 
victims agreed While only 34 percent of those Who were not V1Ct~ 
agreed. The r~sults of those Who disagreed ?r disagreed strong:y are 
similar. Fonner victims disagreed that ba1l should be set 1n ,:11 
cases by 21 percent, and disagreed strongly by 13 percent~ wh11e 
persons Who were not former victims disagreed by 42 percent and 
disagreed strongly by 15 percent. 

·~. ________________________ ~ __________ .aw ... ______ • ________________________________ ~ ______________________ ., ______________________________________________________________ ------------------~~----
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Chart 5 

FORMER VIcrIMIZATION AND RIGHI' TO BAIL 

Fonner Victim of a Violent Crime 

Yes NO 

Federal Law .Agree Strongly 19% 9% 
Should Require 
Bail Be Set Agree 48% 34% 
In All Cases 

Disagree 21% 42% 

Disagree Strongly 13% 15% 

'Ibtal = 101% 100% 
N= 48 163 

Why would fonner victims war .. t bail to be set in all cases in a greater 
percentage than persons who l~ave not been the victim of a crime? One 
possible explanation is that the respondents Who have been victims of 
crimes are nore familiar with the system. If they have been victims 
of violent crimes, perhaps they know What goes on in preliminary 
hearings, trials, plea-bargaining, and other parts of the system. 
MJst victims (or witnesses) will readily agree that the system 
involves a long, sIaN' process. Perhaps they have a better view of 
What it rreans to be presurred inncx'!ent. If they have seen the 
tediousness of the criminal :;ustice system, perhaps they are nore 
willing to allaN' persons accused of crimes out on bail. Persons Who 
have never seen first band the cr±minal justice process may be nore 
unaware of What the systan is really like: they might be nore willing 
to lock saneone up before trial. 

A contrary finding emerged When canparing victimization with the 
question concerning whether a person charged with a violent crime 
should rerrain in jail before trial. 

The data showed victims were nore apt to be in favor of pretrial 
detention. The survey showed that 38 percent of the respondents Who 
were fonner victims of crimes agreed strongly that the primary purpose 
of bail was to prevent release of a dangerous person, while 54 percent 
of those who were not victims of crimes agreed to the question. Only 
8 percent of fonner victims disagreed or disagreed strongly to sane 
extent, While 17 percent of non-forrner victims disagreed with this 
statement. These data llnply that persons who have been the victims of 
violent crimes are nore in favor of utilizing danger-·based criteria. 
However, those who were not victims of crimes are also significantly 
in favor of consideration of dangerousness. 

.-;:as llll! 
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Chart 6 

FORMER VIcrIMIZATION AND O)NSIDERATION OF DANGEROUSNESS 

Fonner Victim of a Violent Crime 

Yes No 

Danger: the .Agree Strongly 38% 29% 
Primary Purpose 
of Bail Agree 54% 54% 

Disagree 2% 14% 

Disagree Strongly 6% 3% 

Total = 100% 100% 
N= 50 162 

Several other variables showed a relationship with the bail questions. 
Ideology had an effect on the question of whether a person Charged 
with a violent crime should remain in jail. These data shaN'ed that 62 
percent of those surveyed Who said they were conservative agreed 
strongly that a person charged with a violent crime should remain in 
jail before trial. The statistics shifted as the person got nore 
liberal: 45 percent of the m::xlerates agreed strongly, while 37 
percl3nt of the liberals agreed strongly. These results suggest that 
political ideoloc:rY has an impact on views of the presumption of 
innocence as it relates to the right to bail. .As a person becanes 
nore conservative, it appears that s/he becanes nore in favor of 
pretrial detention for potentially dangerous persons. 

------,------------------------,_----__ ----------------------!~----------------------------------------------~ 
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Chart 7 

POLITICAL IDEDIDGY AND PRErRIAL DRrEN1.'ION 

OF DEFEN.DANI'S IN VIOLENr CRIMES 

Political Ideology 

Conservative Moderate Liberal Other 

A Person Agree Strongly 62% 45% 37% 67% 
Charged with 
a Violent Agree 32% 36% 40% 0% 
Crime Should 
Remain in Disagree 4% 16% 17% 34% 
Jail Before 
Trial. Disagree Strongly 2% 3% 7% 0% 

Total = 100% 100% 101% 101% 
N= 84 80 30 6 

The variable of race also showed a large correlation of .32 with the 
question of Whether a person charged wi 1:h a violent crime should 
remain in jail. For exarrple, the responses showed that 57 percent of 
the Whites agreed with this statement, While 41 percent of the blacks 
agreed with this statement. 

Chart 8 

RACE AND PRErRIAL DETENTION OF DEFEN.DANI'S IN VIOLENr CRIMES 

RACE 

White Black other 

A Person Charged Agree Strongly 57% 41% 40% 
in a Violent 
Crime Should be Agree 34% 34% 40% 
Held in Jail 
Before Trial. Disagree 7:!' 19% 20% 

Disagree Str""'1gly 1% 6% 0% 

'lbtal = 99% 100% 100% 
N= 136 70 5 

The authors had proposed that the respondents I sex would greatly 
affect their resp:mses to the two questions about rape. Because of 
the nature of the crime of rape, it seemed that wcmen would !TOre 
likely be harsh on rape defendants. The variable of sex, however, 
showed no relationship. 
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There was same difference in responses, but no significant difference 
in response to the statement, "Bail should be available to rtefendants 
accused of rape." The survey showed that 12 percent of the v.unen 
surveyed agreed strongly, While only 7 percent of the men agreE:..fi 
strongly. Another 19 percent of the men agreed, while only 13 percent. 
of the wanen agreed. Of those who disagreed, 33 percent. were men and 
28 percent were v.uneni while 41 percent of the men disagreed strongly, 
47 percent of the wanen disagreed strongly. 

In response to the statement, "Bail should be higher for those 
defendants accused of rape," 37 percent of the males agreed strongly, 
While 46 percent of the v.unen agreed strongly. Of those agreeing, 29 
percent were men and 19 percent were wanen. Disagreeing were 27 
percent of the men and 19 percent of the \\aneni while 7 percent of the 
men disagreed strongly, 6 percent of the wanen disagreed strongly. 

Chart 9 

SEX AND BAIL FOR DEFEN.DANI'S CHARGED WITH RAPE 

Bail Should Be Available 

'x 

Male Female 

Bail Should Agree Strongly 7% 12% 
Be Available 
For Defen... :c:..:ts Agree 19% 13% 
Accused of Rape • 

Disagree 33% 28% 

Disagree Strongly 41% 47% 

Total = 100% 100% 
N= 111 102 

- , , 
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Chart 10 

Bail Should Be ;ugher 

Sex 

Male Female 

Bail Should Agree Strongly 37% 46% 
Be Higher 
For Defendants Agree 29% 29% 
Accused of Rape. 

Disagree 27% 19% 

Disagree Strongly 7% 6% 

'Ibtal = 100% 100% 
N= 106 104 

To reiterate, these figures on personal characteristics shem that 
there are not individual variations in the population regarding 
consideration of danger in bail decisions. Even when one would expect 
an exceptionally large variation, as with sex and bail in rape cases, 
there was no relationship. 

Sunrrary and Conclusions 

'!'his study has attempted to examine the public I s p::>int of view and 
role in bail decisions. Issues such as the right to bail, the purpose 
of bail g presl.ll'Cption of innocence and the right not to be punished 
prior to an adjudication of guilt, and an example of rape defendants 
were described and evaluated. There are several main points which 
conclude this study. 

First, the plblic is divided on whether bail should be set in all 
cases • Fonner victims of violent crimes are nore in favor of bail for 
all defendants. 

Second, the public views the purpose of bail as 'both prevention of 
flight and protection of the carmunity fran dangerous persons, with a 
stronger percentage of those wao favor consideration of danger 
criteria having been victims of violent crimes. The public seems to 
place an emphasis on the use of bail to prevent dangerous behavior. 
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Third, the public appears unaware of or unconcerned about the 
"presumption of innocence" for a defendant charged with a violent 
crime. The mjority of those who are in favor of pretrial detention 
of those accused of violent crimes are conservative. 

Fourth, judges appear to take their cues fran the public rather than 
fran the flight-based statutes in bail-setting decisions. They do 
consider the p::>tential dangerousness of defendants, even though there 
are no reliable criteria b¥ which to determdne Who will commit crimes 
'MUle rut en bail. . 

Fifth, the public is strongly in favor of pretrial detention or higher 
bail for persons charged with rape. Surprisingly, this has no 
relationship to the respondentls sex or former victimization. 

t « 



MJRPHY v. HUNT: '!HE RIGHI' rro OOUNSEL 
AND EQUAL PROrECl'IOO IN NEBRASKA 

by 

In 1978, Nebraska amended its constitution to require the denial of 
bail to defendants charged with forcible sex offenses When the proof 
is evident or the presumption of guilt is great (Article 1, Section 9, 
Nebraska COTlsti tution) • This amendment was upheld by Nebraska's 
highest court the next year in Parker v. Roth, 278 N.W. 2d 106. 
Subsequently, the provision was overturnedrby the United States Court 
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, which found it to be an unconstitu
tional restriction of the right to bail in Hunt lr. Roth, 648 h'.2d 1148 
[vacated as moot, sub ~. Murphy Y,. Hunt,-s'OU.S.L.W. 4264 (1982)]. 
Tile State of Nebraska appealed the Eighth Circuit's decision to the 
United States Supreme Court. 

The following article is adapted from a brief filed amicus curiae with 
the Supreme Court by the National Legal Aid and Defenders Association 
(NLADA) and the National Association of Criminal Defense Attorneys 
(NACDA), requesting that the Eighth Circuit decision be affirmed by 
the Supreme Court. The brief raised two issues which were not 
addressed by the Eighth Circuit and whicll have not frequently been 
raised in debates concerning pretrial preventive detention or the 
right to bail generally: the extent to which constitutional rights 
embodied in the Sixth Amendment (the right to effective assistance of 
counsel) and the Fourteenth Amendmellt (the right to equal protection 
of the laws) are affected by denying bail to defendants chargc~d with 
certain crimes. 

Neither the issues raised in this article (or the brief on which it is 
based) nor any other constitutional issue involving the Eighth 
Amendment and the right to bail were decided by the Supreme Court. In 
Murphy v. Hunt, the high court rUled that the case was moot because 
the defendant who had brought the case had since been convicted' of 
rape, sentenced to prison and was not eligible for release. 
Therefore, the challenged section of the Nebraska Constitution remains 
in force today. 

The original of this article as a legal argument distinguishes it 
somewhat from the academic perspective which characterizes most 
Jourr:.ll articles. Nonetheless, it presents an important viewpoint, 
and illustrates the complexity of the issues involved in considering 
the meaning of the "right to bail" as it develops in state and federal 
courts. 

The author of the article (and the amicus curiae brief), Sheldon 
Portman, is the Public Defender of Santa Clara County, California. 
Mr. Portman is the past president of the California Public Defenders 
Association and is a current member of the ABA Standing Committee on 
Legal Aid and Indigent Defendants, the Board of Directors of the 
NLADA, and the California Council on Criminal Justice. He received 
his law degree from Case Western Reserve University. 
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Introduction 

The National legal Aid and Defender Association (NIADA) and the 
National Associaton of Criminal Defense lawyers (NACDL) filed an 
amicus curiae brief with the Supreme Court in Murphy v. Hunt. 1/ The 
brief was lirni. ted to t'v'wU primary issues-the effect -of the Nebraska 
bail provision denying bail to persons charged with forcible sex 
offenses on Sixth Amendment rights, and its validity under the Equal 
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The arguments in the 
brief were confined to these two issues because of space limd.tations, 
and not because of any lesser concern for the other important 
constitutional issues raised by the case. In general, these 
organizations and their counsel supported the arguments of the Omaha 
public defender on behalf of Eugene Hunt (the original defendant) and 
the views of the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth 
Circuit, WhiCh found the Nebraska measure in violation of the Eigbth 
Amendment I s bail clause. 2/ Nonetheless, only the arguments raised in 
the amicus brief are discussed in the following article. 

I. The Nebraska Constitutional Provision Which Denies Bail to Persons 
Accused of Violent Sex Offenses Violates the Sixth Amendment 3/ :!?l 
DePrIving Such Persons Their Rights to Effective Assistance of 
Counsel, Self-representation, and "the Fullest Possible Defe~." 

A. The II Tradi tional Right of Freedom Before Conviction" is 
Directly and Significantly Related to the Rights Protected by 
the Sixth Amendment. 

The important relationship between the right to bail and the rights 
encanpassed by the Sixth Amendment was stressed long ago by the 
Supreme Court in Stack v. Boyle. 4/ In setting aside as "excessive" 
the bail settings for various Smith Act defendants, Chief Justice 
Vinson, writing for a unan:i.nous Court, stated: 

-

"This traditional right to freedan before conviction pennits 
the unhampered preparation of a defense, and serves to 
prevent the infliction of punishment prior to conviction •••• 

See Hunt v. PDth, 648 F. 2d 1148 (8th ClI. 1981), vacated as rroot sub nan. 
Murphy v Hunt, 50 U.S.L.W. 4264, 30 CrL 3075 (1982). - -

Hlmt v. PDth, supra, reversing Parker v. PDth, 202 Neb. 850, 278 N.W. 2d 
lO6(1979) I cert. denied, 444 U.S. 920 f198O)."' 

'!be sixth l\mendment is nade applicable to the states by the Due Process 
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 

342 U.S. 1 (1951). 

Unless this right to bail before trial is preserved, the 
presumption of innocence, secured only after centuries of 
struggle, 'v'wUuld lose its meaning." 5/ 
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In a concurring opinion, Justice Jackson, joined by Justice Frank
furter, further added: 

"The practice of admission to bail, as it has evolved in 
Anglo-American law, is not a device for keeping persons in 
jail upon mere accusation until it is found convenient to 
give them a trial. On the contrary, the spirit of the 
procedure is to enable them to stay out of jail until the 
trial has found them guilty * Without this conditional 
privilege, even those wrongfully accused are punished by a 
period of imprisonment while awaiting trial and are 
handicapped in consultin counsel, searchin for evidence 
and witnesses, and preparing a defense." §. 

An arbitrary and unjustified revocation of bail during trial was also 
described by the Supreme Court as an lIunjustified and ••• \ll1Warranted 
bu.rden upon defendant and his counsel in the conduct of the case." 7/ 

A fair trial is, of course, a fundamental requirement of due 
process. 8/ And the right to effectiv~~ assistance of counsel is 
essential -to a fair trial. 9/ l-breover ,to ensure the attainment of 
that important goal, counsel-is required at all "critical stages" of a 
criminal prosecution. 10/ Furthermore, the Sixth Amendment requires 
that counsel's assistance be "effective and SUbstantial" and not 
merely pro forma. 11/ This includes adequate opportunity to 
investigate and to prepare for trial. W 

21 342 U.S. at 4. 

342 U.S. at 7-8: emphasis added. 

Bitter v. United States, 389 U.S. 15, 17 (1967). 

In re MurChison, 349 U.s. 133, 136 (1955). --
Gideon .Y: Wainwright, 372 U.s. 335, 344 (1963). 

!:!y E.g., Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) (in-custody interrogations): 
Gilbert v. cailfornia, 388 U.S. 263 (1967) (lineups): 2?leman Y,' Alabana, 
399 U.S.-1 (1970) (preliminary hearings). 

W Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 53 (1932). 

Id. at 58- Avery v. Alabama, 308 U.s. 444, 446 (1940). See also, 'V«:>lfs Y,' 
ik"itton, 509 F.2d 304- (Sth Cir., 1975) (counsel :irrq;>roper1y appointed a mere 
day-i3ii0-a-ha1f before trial); United states v. Venuto, 182 F.2d 519 (3rd 
cir., 1950) (defendant jmproper1y forbidden to confer with counsel during 
an 18-hour recess). 

... 
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Chief Justice Burger has observed that "[both] the I spirit and the 
logic' of the Sixth Amendment are that every person accused of crime 
shall receive the fullest p::>ssible defense •••• " 13/ That Amendment 
has been described by the Supreme Court as "constItutionaliz[ing] the 
right in an adversary trial to make a defense as we know it," and not 
merely that such defense "shall be made for the accused, [but that] it 
grants to the accused personally the right to make his defense." 14/ 

roes Nebraska's denial of bail to persons accused of violent sex 
offenses virtually eliminate their right of self-representation? 
Obviously, the Nebraska bail provision significantly affects not only 
the Sixth Amendment right of self-representation, but also the right 
to effective assistance of counsel. Surely, such denial of bail must 
be deemed, at a minimum, to significantly hamper What Chief Justice 
Burger described as the Sixth Amendment right of "every person accused 
of crime [to] receive the fullest J.X)ssible defense." This right lies 
at the heart of the issue of the constitutionality of the Nebraska 
bail provision. If, irldeed, "the traditional right to freedem before 
conviction permits the unhampered preparation of a defense"-as stated 
30 years ago in Stack v. Boyle-·-then the Nebraska provision deny- ing 
such freedan to accused sex offE!nders violates the Sixth Arnend- ment. 
Despite this clear language, the Attorney General of Nebraska 
asserted it was "fallacious" to contend that an accused "has a 
constitutional right to be free from custody after being charged with 
a crime in order to assist in the preparation of his defense." !E.! 
Utterly ignoring Faretta and the entire "spirit and logic" of the 
Sixth Amendn~nt, the State also erroneously asserted that an accused 
is entitled to nothing rrore than the right "to consult with his 
attorney" and for his attorney to be "given adequate time and 
opportunity to prepare his defe!nse," supporting this contention by 
arguing that a broadened view would render unconstitutional "all 
pretrial detentions, including those situations where a reasonable 
bail has been fixed which the accused is unable to meet." ~ 

The short answer to this argument is that it s:i.ny;>ly begs the question 
of the validity of the State of NE~braska I s canplete denial of any bail 
at all for alleged violent sex offenders. Obviously, if an accused 
cannot provide "reasonable bail," then under the "traditional right to 
freedan before conviction" referr(~ to in ,Stack v. Boyle an accused 

W Faretta~. California; 422 U.S. 806, 840 (1974) (dissenting opinion). 

14/ ~., at pp. 818-819; anphasis added. 

'};EJ Brief filed in the Suprane Court l)y Aa;>ellant James M. Murphy, District 
Judge of the Fourth Judicial DistJ~ict of the state of Nebraska, ~las 
ca..mty, Nebraska (State of Nebraska brief), p. 36. 

W Ibid. 
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must be detained in deference to the State's interest of assuring the 
defendant I s appearance. H:::Iwever, the State of Nebraska, in this case, 
urged a radical departure fran that "traditional right," contending 
that irrespective of an accused's ability to give reasonable assurance 
of appearance, he may be imprisoned on the basis of the "heinous 
nature" of the offense. In another context, Justice Stevens has 
warned that if such a doctrine were ever adopted" ••• it ~ulo \'JOrk a 
fundamental change in the character of our free society." 17/ 

B. The Denial of Bail Has Severe Adverse Effe<..ts on the Exercise 
of Sixth Amendment Rights. 

The adverse practical effects of pretrial ~risonment on an accused's 
ability "to receive the fullest J.X)ssible defense" include impairment 
of the ability of ti1e accused to personally locate and confer with 
potential defense witnesses. 18/ It also significantly detracts fran 
counsel's duty to investigate thoroughly the facts and law of the 
case. 19/ In the conduct of such investigation, the accused's 
assistance can be vital to location of defense witnesses, especially 
those in low-income, minority neIghborhoods where residents are often 
suspicious and uncooperative. !:9./ 
An accused's ability to exercise his Sixth Amendment rights is further 
affected by the adverse physical condi tions of most jails, by 
restricted telephone and visiting privileges, and by limited 
opportunity to consult privately with counsel. Attorney-client 
consultations are severely hampered by the lack of private interview 

!JJ Bell Y,' Wolfj.sh, 441 U.S. 520, 579 (1979) (dissenting opi.'1ion). 

W Sf·, Smith Y,' Iix>ey, 393 U.S. 374, 379-380 (1969). 

!2.1 See ABA Standards Relagng . .!:2. ~ Defense FunctiO!!, (AWroved Draft, 1971) 
Std. 4.1. 

t 

See Amsterdam, Segal, and Miller, Trial Manual 3 for the Defense of Crimi
nal Cases (1974), sec. 75 A, pp. l-'6i7 Calif. eo'ntfnuing F.ducatioo of the 
Bat', California Criminal Law Practice (1974), sec. 3.9, p. 113. An exanple 
of the value of a de~endant is assistance in locating witnesses was 
portrayed in an article in the N~ Yorker magazine [Kahn, Annals of Law, 
New' Yorker (Feb. 6, 1971), p. 76, reported in I<'atz, Litwin & BaIiEerg9F, 
Justice Is '!be Crilre: Pretrial Delay in Felony Cases (1.972) pp. 149-l50.J 
The defelidaii.'t ('!bonas Goins) was arrested for POsSeSsion of 600 glassine 
envelopes containing heroin Which he had turned in to the police, claiming 
he had found the contrabarxl on a New' York City street. His employer helped 
him make bail and supplied him a competent attorney. Under the latter's 
direction, he located. witnesses to the event, which had occurred. the night 
before, re9ulting in the disndssal of the charges. Had Goins been unable 
to secure his quick release and to retum to the scene, the witnesses who 
h'ld seen him pick up the envelopes J.n the street would probably not have 
been located.. 
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rooms in many jails, and the t:cavel time and fre51uen~ del~y 
experienced by lawyers in gaining en~~ and access to the~r cl~ents ~n 
pretrial custody. These circumstances impair attorney-client 
cannunications and rapport, which are so vital to effective assistance 
of counsel. They also generate a cycle of hostility and distrust 
between attorneys and clients that is the very antithesis of the trust 
and confidence tlhat are essential to effective representation. 21/ 
This was aptly describE>.d in a study of 1,660 felony defendants in 
pretrial custody in Cleveland, Ohio, rep::>rting: 

"An accused in jail is of little value to his attorney 
during the prepa;ation of his defense. Unlike [the bailed 
defendant], he cannot look for witnesses or personally 
contact anyone Who might. be able to assist in his trial 
defense, and his attorney must consequently assume complete 
investigatory resp::>nsibili ty • In many ways the jaileq. 
defendant is an absolute liability to his defense counsel, 
since the attorney must go to the jail every time he wants 
to see his client or conSjult with him on a particular fact. 

"Frequently, the defendant in jail is virtually forgotten by 
his attorney; rather than consult with his client eV,ery ~:i.me 
a question canes up, the attorney must defer looking mto 
the matter until it is convenient to visit the jail. The 
jails are filled with defendants Who have been waiting for 
trial for several months and Who complain bitterly that in 
all that time they have seen their attorneys only once or 
twice ." 22/ 

The difficulties experienced by public defenders in conferring with 
incarcerated indigent clients may well explain the deep distrust and 
unfavorable opinions that typify the attitude of Irost defendants 
toward public defenders. 23/ 

The deleterious effects of pretrial imprisonment have been \.,ell 
documented in several studies over the past 20 years. 24/ Each of 
these stUdies was controlled for variable factors, such as prior 
record, the amount of bail set, seriousness of ·the charge, type of 

---------------
W See ABA, 9£. cit., Std. 3.1, p. 201-

?:'Y Katz,~. cit., p. 150. 

See casper, Criminal Courts: ~ Defendant's Perspective (1978) 33, 35-36. 

See Rankin, The Effect of Pretrial Detention 39 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 641, 642 
(1964); '!he tJilCCilstituti.oiial AdIliii1istration of Bail: Bellapy y.. '!he Judges 
of ~ York City, 8 Crim.L.Bull. 459 (1972); Katz, ~. cit., p. lSI:'" 
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counsel, etc. , and they all found a substantial disparity in case 
disp::>si tions based up::>n Whether or not the defendant was in pretrial 
custody. The New York City study, Which was the most sophisticated, 
found that a first offender in pretrial detention was three times more 
likely to be uonvicted and was more than twice as likely to receive a 
prison sentence than a released defendant with rrore than ten prior 
arrests! 25/ When the factors of seriousness of thecr:i.me, prior 
criminal record, family ties, and employment status were controlled, 
detained defendants were 41 percent more likely to be convicted and 
sentenced to prison than those released. Pretrial status was found to 
be more than three times as :i.mr:ortant as either the seriousness of the 
crime charged or prior record in determining Whether a defendant would 
be convicted and sentenced to prison. In fact, pretrial status was 
more fut.J::x:>rtant than all other factors canbined. 26/ 

Professor Foote in evaluating Professor F~n's study data concluded 
that among the major reasons for this disparity were loss of 
employment, affecting a defendant's ability to earn a fee to employ 
his own counsel (as well as ability to obtain probation and support 
his family), and poorer legal representation due to the adverse 
physical environment of the interview process and the rerroteness of 
the jail. 27/ 

Similarly, Professor Katz and his colleagues cited the ability of the 
bailed defendant to "build a record I" i • e ., employment, family ties 1 

exemplary conduct, during delayed disposition. 28/ Another commenta
tor cited the pressure of miserable jail conditIOns and the delays in 
getting to trial causing in-custody defendants to waive their rights 

--------------
25/ ~ Unconstitutional Administration. of Bail, !:£. cit., at 460. 

26/ Ibid., a+-. 480-481-

?:1/ FCXJte, ~ Ftinf Constitutional Crisis in Bail: II I 113 U. Pa. L. Rev., 
1125, 1147 1965. 

28/ Katz, 92,. cit., p. 152. 

_ ________ ~ __________________________________ ~ __________ ~t~'---_
__ ,_______________________________ 1 
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and plead guilty. 29/ 

The State of Nebraska in its bail provision has extended these 
adversities that afflict the Sixth Amendment rights of those unable to 
afford bailor who are otherwise unable to give assurance that they 
will appear in courts. The "traditional right to freedan fran 
conviction [Which] permits the unhampered preparation of a defense" is 
denied to those charged with the "heinous II offense of violent sexual 
assault--who, if innocent and the victims of incriminating 
circumstances, are most in need of the benefits of the Sixth 
Amendment, i.e., lithe fullest possible defense." 

Thaler, Punishing The Innocent: ~ Need ~ Due Process and the 
Presunption of Innocence Prior to Tn.a)., 1978 W~SC. L. Rev. No.2, 441, 
457-458. Theinsidious pressure of pretrial imprisonment on the innocent 
to give up their Sixth Amendrrent rights was poignantly illustrated in the 
dialogue between an attorney and his client, reported in Mills, "!. Have 
Nothing 'lb Do vlith Justice, II Life (Harch 12, 1971) p. 62. After the 
deferrlant-waS told that if he were to plead guilty he would "walk today, II 
he offered to plead guilty, yet insisted ·upon his innocence. But the 
attorney told him that his plea would not be accepted if he was not "guilty 
of sanething. II \1hereupon the defendant insisted that he lldidn I t do 
oothing, II and his attorney replied: 

II I Then you 111 have to stay in and go to trial. I 

'''When will that be? I I In a couple of nonths. Maybe 
longer. I 

IlSantiago has a grip on the bars. 
guilty I get out today? I 

U'Yes.' ••• 

Iyou rrean if lim 

IlIBut if lim innocent, I got to stay in?1 

II I That I S right. I ••• 

lilt I s too much for Santiago. He lets go of the b:=lrs, 
takes a step back, shakes his head, turns around and 
canes quickly back to the bars. II 

II'But, man' - ." 
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C. Defendants Accused of Heino-Ils Sex Offenses Must Be Accorded 
the Fullest Possible Prot.ection Under the Sixth Amendment. 

The facts of Murphy v. Hunt present a remarkable irony in light of the 
historic recognition- given by our Anglo-American law that "rape .•. is 
an accllsation easily to be made and hard to be proved, and harder to 
be defended by the party accused, tho never so innocent. II 30/ Lord 
Chief Justice Matthew Hale of the Kingls Bench, l67l-l676~was the 
source of that observation, Which was based upon his long experience 
in presiding at trials of rape charges, and it became a standard 
cautionary instruction given to juries in such cases in this country 
as well as England over the next three centuries. 31/ 

California's experience with this instruction is eSpE::cially relevant 
to the issue presented in this case. Until 1975 California courts 
were required to so advise juries in all sex offense prosecutions. At 
that tirre the California Supreme Court ruled that the instruction 
would no longer be "mandatory." 32/ In arriving at that conclusion, 
fonner Chief Justice Wright, the author of the court's opinion, 
engaged in an extensive historic analysis of the instruction. He 
concluded that the admonition to juries that a rape charge was easily 
made and hard to defend was no' longer necessary because of the 
increased protection provided to criminal defendants accused of such 
offenses in rrodern trials by virtue of rights guaranteed under the 
Sixth Amendment! Thus, he observed: 

II ••• [F]unda.'11.ental precepts of due process [presumption of 
innocence and proof beyond a reasonable doUbt] ..• [and] [t]he 
rights of an accused "to present witnesses in his defense and 
to ccmpel their attendance, subsequently enshrined in the 
Sixth Amendment, [were] barely nascent in the 17th 
CentUl-Y, ... lv1ost importantly of all, in the context of a rape 
case, one accused of a felony in [Lord Chief Justice] 
Hale's day had 110 right t..matsoever to the assistance of 
counsel ... " 33/ 

30/ ~~. Rincon-Pineda, 14 Cal.3d J64, 874, 123 Cal.Rptr. 119, 538 F.2d 
247 (1975), quoting 1 Hale, History of the Pleas of the Crown (1st Am. ed. 
1847), p. 635. --.----

31/ Examples of rec~nt decisions upholding the instruction include Beasley v. 
~, 258 Ark, 84, 522 S.W.2d 365 (1975) 1 People v. Carr (Colo. App. 1975) 
541 P.2d 1041 Kennedy ~. ~ (Wyo. 1975) 470 P.2d 372, cert. denied, 401 
u.S. 939. See also, Anoo. 92 ALR2d 866. -

32/ People~. Rincon-Pineda, supra. 

33/ Ibid., at 878. 
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In language fraught with vital significance to this case, 
Justice Wright concluded: 

Chief 

1I ... Considering that under the Anglo-~axon adve7saric;tl 
system of justice I when a prisoner 1S undefended h1s 
position is often pitiable, even if he has a ~~ case I (1 
Stephen, supra, at p. 442) [History of the CrJ..nU.n.al Law of 
England (1883) J, we recognize that there ;raY ~ll have been 
merit to ~iale's assertion that a prosecut10n Ior rape was an 
ideal instrument of malice, since it forced an accused, on 
trial for his life, to stand alone before a jury it;flarned by 
passion and to attempt to answer a carefully contr1ved st<;>ry 
without benefit of counsel, witnesses, or even a pres~10n 
of innocence. But the spectre of wrongful conv1ct:on, 
whether for rape or for any other crime, has led our soc1ety 
to arm modern defendants with the potent accouterments of 
due process which render the additional constraint of Hale IS 
caution superfluous and capricious. II 34/ 

While it is not the purpose of the State of Nebraska, through i~s bail 
provision, to revert to the ancient practices sought to be av01ded by 
means of the Sixth Amendment, it is clear that Nebr~ska ~s madel'0t;e 
small, but significant, backward step in that d1r~ct10n. l'11:S 
:requires a reminder of the classic adrroni tion by Just1ce Bradley 1n 
Boyd v. United States, that: 

II. 

II ... It may be that it is the obnoxious thing in its mil~est 
and least repul~ive fom; but illegitmate and unconst1tu
tional practices get their first footing in that way, 
namely: by silent approaches and slight deviations frc::m 
legal modes of procedure. 

This can only be obviated by adhering to the rule that 
constitutional provisions for the security of person and 
property should be liberally construed. II 35/ 

The Bail Clause (Article 1, Section 9) of the Nebr~ska 
Constitution Violates the Fourteenth Amendment to the Un1ted 
States constitution by Depriving Persons Accused of Violent Sex 
Offenses of Equal Protection of the La"'!:. 

In detennining whether a person denied a right which others have 
enjoyed has been deprived of the equal protection of the laws, the 
courts may apply a nurriber of II tests • " Under these tests, the courts 

34/ Ibid. 

22! 116 U.S. 616, 635 (1885). 

1.-_______________ ,_ 
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will review Whether the statutory classif1cation Which results in the 
deprivation is pennissible. Depending on the nature of the right, the 
court may require ITErely that the classification be IIrationally 
related II to a valid sta'/'.e PllrpOse; or where the right involved is 
fundamental, II strict scrutinyll of the classification is required. The 
State of Nebraska, in its appeal to the Supreme Court in Murphy v. 
Hunt., argued that cl1.e right to bail was not a fundamental right. 
Further, they did not attanpt to justify Nebraska's discriminatory 
bail ulassification under the IIstrict scrutiny II standard, apparently 
conceding that the provision cannot pass constitutional muster under 
the test. fbwever, the State's argurrent also f&iled to justify the 
classification under the lesser "rational relationship test.1I 

A. Denial of the Right to Bail to Persons Accused of Violent Sex 
Offenses is Subject to the "Strict Scrutiny Teat II of Equal 
Protection. 

An. analysis of What constitutes deprivation of IIfundamental riqhtg ll 
for the purpose of the "strict scrutiny" equal protection test was 
presented in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodrigues, 
which involved the validity of the Texas financing system for pUblic 
school education. 36/ The issue w11ether II education II was IIfundamental ll 
'ViaS detennined by-II assessing whether ... a right to education [was] 
explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution. 1I 37/ The 
majority opinion by Justice Powell cited as examples of: rights 
lIimplicitly guaranteed" the right to vote 38/ and the right of 
procreation. 39/ The connection between these rights and any express 
constitutional provision is far rrore tenuous than that between t.."'1e 
right to bail and the Eighth Amendment 1 

The Rodrigues Court also ind':'cated,' in its restatement of the IIstrict 
scrutiny test, II that if such "fundamental freedans ll were merely 
"impinge[d] up::>n," the Coth.-t would be required to scrutinize the 
statutory classification to detennine if it was "not merely rationally 
related to a valid public purpose but necessary to the achievement of 
a ccmpelling state interest." 40/ Such "impingement," as distin
guished fran outright denial, .... ~as further anphasized by the Court in 

--------------
36/ 411 U.S. 1 (1973). 

3I/ 411 U.S. at 33-34. 

38/ ~ ,Y.. Blumstein, 405 U.O. 330 (1972); ~r .y. Virginia Board of 
Elect10ns, 383 U.S. 663 (1964). 

39/ Skinner y., Oklahan.\,316 U.S. 535 (1942); ~.y. ~, 410 U.S. 113 (1973). 

~ 411 U.S. at 34, n. 73, quoting fran Eisenstadt Y .. Baird, 405 U.S. 438, 447, 
n. 7 (1972). I 
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distinguishing the facts of the other cases (such as those involving 
the right to vote and the right to proc:-eation), in which it had 
applied "strict scrutiny,"--noting that those cases "involve[d] 
legislation which [had] 'deprived, I 'infringed, I or • interfered' with 
the free exercise of sane such fundamental personal right or liberty. II 
41/ In contrast to those cases, the Court found that the Texas 
education financing scheme was "affirmative and reformatol-Y" and, 
therefore, not subject to that strict standard. 

In the present case, there can be no doubt that the II free exercise II of 
a "fundamental personal right or liberty" has been "deprived," 
II infringed, II or II int~':-fered II with. This "tradi tiona1 right to freedc:m 
before convicti011," explicitly or ,implicitly guaranteed under the 
Eightil Amendment bail clause and under the Sixth Amendment right to 
"receive the fullest possible defense, II requires application of the 
II strict scrutiny" test and canpels the conclusion that the Nebraska 
provision violates the Equal Protection Clause. 

B. Even if Denial of Bail Does Not Constitute Interference With a 
Fundamental Right, the Nebraska Bail Provision Would Be 
Invalid Under the "Rational Relationship Test. II 

The State in its appeal asserted that the "differing treatment of 
sexual offenders apart frc:m other criminal offenders II under the 
Nebraska bail provision is "reasonab1e in that it is relevant to the 
legit:i.rrate state purpose of protecting society. II 42/ Ibwever, the 
requirement of shor.-ling "at a minimum, that Lthe] statutory 
classification bear[s] sc:me rational relationship to a 1egit:i.rrate 
state purpose" 43/ has not been met. Rather, the proponents of the 
provision sill'!plyassert that II [tJhe people of the State of Nebraska 
have reasonably detennined that the crime of first degree sexual 
assaulJ is distinct fron other crimes [justifying denial of bail] 
based on the undisputed fact that. rCl,pe is of such a heinous nature as 
to p::>se a grave tl1reat to society." 44/ 

This argument merely begs the question as to whether the 
discrfutinatory classification bear[s] sane "rationa1 relationship to a 
legit..iJnate state purpose. II Surely, it may be argued as an Itundisputed 
fact It that other crimes are equa.1ly I if not nore, heinous i under 
Nebraska law, such cr,imes carry even heavier penalties. Yet the 

~ 411 U.S. at 37-38. 

42/ State of Nebraska brief at 26. 

~ Weber y. Aetra casualty and Surety Carpany, 406 U.S. 164, 172 (1972). 

44/ State of Nebraska brief at 31-32. 
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p:oPle of the State of Nebraska have not denied bail Jc.o those accused 
of such crimes--inc1uding, arrong others, shooting or stabbing with 
inten~ to kill, ;obbery, kidnapping, arson, and burglary with 
exp1os~ves. It ~s unclear heM the crime of first-degree sexual 
assault is any nore "heinous II than those crimes, so as to warrant the 
discriminatory classification that is at issue here. All that the 
State argued, essentially, is that the crime of first-degree sexual 
assault has been "reasonab1y detennined" to be distinct and to warrant 
denial ,of bail simply because a majority of the people of the State 
voted ~ favor of an amendment to ti1e constitution that provides for 
denial of bail in such cases. 

The denial of bail has traditionally been limited to capital offenses. 
A£;cording to one view, that concept is "at least arguably consistent 
WJ.th one of the purposes of bail ••. to provide reasonable assurance the 
accused ,'WOUld appear for trial and sentencing if convicted ... [and 
that] ... ~t had been thought that nost defendants facing a possible 
death penalty would likely flee regardless of what bail was set, 
[whereas] those facing only a possible priso~ sentence would not if 
bail were sufficiently high. United States v. Kennedy, 618 F. 2d 557 I 
559 (9th Cir., 1980)." 45/ A similar justification for denial of bail 
in, rape cases (i. e ., likelihood of flight) has not been suggested in 
th~s case. In fact, the opposite conclusion might be suggested by the 
Supreme Court's decision striking down the death penalty for the crime 
of rape as cruel and unusual in Coker v. Georgia. 46/ At the time of 
the decision, of the 16 states that had authorized-Capital punishment 
for rape prior to the first main case striking down capital punishment 
in 1972, 47/ only three had reenacted the death penalty for that 
offense afterwards. 48/ And while the Court acknowledged that rape 
deserved II serious punTshment; II nevertheless: 

" •.. in tenns of nora1 depravity and of the injury to the 
person and to the public, it does not cc:mpare with murder, 
which does involve the unjustified taking of human life. 
AltJ;a;g1; it may be ,accanpanied by another crime, rape by 
def~n~t~on does not ~clude the death of or even the serious 
~njur:Y to another person. The murderer kills; the rapist, 
~f no nore than that, does not.. Life is over for the vict,im 
of the murderer i for the rape vict,im, life may not be nearly 
so happy as it was, but it is not over and normally is not 
beyond repair. II ~ 

~ ~ y. MurPhy, 648 F.2d 1148, 1160 (8th eir., 1981). 

~ 433 U.S. 584 (1977). 

~ Furman~. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972). 

~ 433 U.S. at 593-594. 

121 433 U.S. at 598. 
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Accordingly, the death penalty was held to be excessive for the 
rapist. 

In light of Coker, it is clear that no analogy can be drawn, as seems 
implicit in the Nebraska amendment, that the crime of rape, like the 
crime of murder, justifies the denial of the fundamental right to 
bail, due to its "heinous nature. II Coker's reference to the -treatment 
of rape in other states is also instructive here, since Nebraska is 
the only state in the union that has a law denying bail for the crime 
of rape. 

Proper application of the "rational basis test II in this case must rest 
upon the principles enunciated in Baxstran v. Herold. 50/ The facts 
of that decision are pertinent. New York statutes pelTnitted continued 
confinement of convicted criminals Who were mentally ill beyond their 
sentences without a jury trial, as afforded others, CL.'1d based on trere 
adrninistrati ve detenninations. Not unlike Nebraska's argument, New 
York's attorney general argued that its classification was reasonable 
since such persons 'II/ere not only insane but had proven criminal 
tendencies as shown by their past criminal records. And as in 
Nebraska, the state courts had accepted that argument. 

In reversing that judgment, the Supreme Court first set forth its 
classic statement, "Equal protection does not require that all persons 
be dealt with identically, but it does req~ire that a distinction made 
have sane relevance to the purpose for which the classification is 
made." 51/ Applying this rule to the facts, tbe Court. acknowledged 
that while a reasonable distinction for determining the type of 
custodial or medical care could be made on the basis of whether 
mentally ill persons were either insane or dangerously insane, that 
classification had "no relevance whatever in the context of the 
opportunity to s11cM whether a person is mentally ill at alL II 52/ 

Similarly, in MlLrphy the State of Nebrasr-..a contended that there is a 
rational basis for denial of bail to defendants ch~rged with rape 
because of the "heinous nature" of that offense--just as New York 
State argued that it could class~,fy the insane on the basis of whether 
they were "dangerously insane." l.'ut, as in Baxstran, while the nature 
of the offense am the severity of its penalty may well determine 
conditions of release and the anount of bail to assure appearance in 
court, etc. , a classification based on the "heinous nature II of the 
offense ''has, no relevance Whatever in the context of the opportunity 
[to make ba~lJ at all. II 53/ And like Baxstran, this classification 

2Q/ 383 U.S. 107 (1966). 

383 u.s. at 111. 

Ibid. (emphasis in original). 

Ibid. -
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must be deemed "capricious" in light of the fact that the "full 
benefit" of bail is afforded those charged with equally heinous 
offenses, such as shooting or stabbing with intent to kill. 54/ Like 
Baxstran, "this distinction contradicts all serrblance of rationality 
of the classification." 55/ 

Jackson Y: Indiana 56/ is also instructive here. That decision 
invalidated an Indiana statute that declared unconstitutional a 
<:Uscr.llninatory classification. of accused persons found presently 
msane and unable to stand tr~al. Unlike other alleged mentally ill 
persons, such defendants were deprived of sUbstantial rights accorded 
to ~rsons ~tted under the ci~il ccmnitment procedures. In a 
unanlllOus opm~on authored by Just~ce Blackmun, the Court sustained 
thc;t. contention under Baxstran :y.. Herold. The fact of pending 
cr~al charges was held not sufficient to justify such discrimina
tion; and, in language pertinent to the present case, the Court noted 
"[IJf criminal conviction and irnp::>sition of sentence are insufficient 
~o j';ls~ify le~s procedural and substantive protection against 
mdef~n~te ~tment than that generally available to all others the 
~ filing of criminal charges surely cannot suffice. II 57/ ' --

Like the above statutes, the Nebraska bail provision denies, at the 
ver;Y least, th7 important "procedural and substantive protection" of 
ba~l to a part~cuJ.ar class of defendants--those charged with violent 
sexual offenses. The state justified this classificati~ on the basis 
of the "heinous nature" of rape, yet it has utterly .cailed to ShCM 
that lithe distinction made ha[s] sane relevance to ule purpose for 
Which the classification is made." 58/ 

The real question, as ~d~cated by the Baxstr~ackson analysis, is 
Whether or not the class~f~cation of alleged violent sex offenders--as 
distinguished fran alleged attempted killers, kidnappers, robbers, 
etc. --has relevance II in the context of the opportuni ty" to post ba;'1. 
The State provided no proof whac.ever of any basis for such 
discr:imination, but merely asserted that the people of the state 

.~ S28-410, Nabraska Statutes Reissue of 1975. 

22/ Ibid., at 115. 

56/ 406 u.s. 715 (1972). 

W Ibid. I at 724 (anphasis added). 

2!lI Baxstran, supra. 
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"reasop.ab1y detennined that the crime of first degree sexual assault 
is distinct fran other crimes [and] that rape is of such a heinous 
nature as to p:>se a grave threat to society." 59/ 

An amicus curiae brief filed by "Laws at Work" (L.A.W.) with the 
Supreme Court in connection with Murphy v. Hunt essentially echoed 
this unsupported assertion, stating, "[Ar key issue in the instant 
case is tha.t of the dangerousness of accused rape offenders while 
awaiting trial." 60/ But after so stating, that brief merely provides 
data on the incidence of repeat offenses for convicted and accused 
rapists and other offenders--it does not address what is referred to 
earlier as the "key issue" of the "dangerousness of accused rape 
offenders while awaiting trial. II 

Even nore significantly, the L.A.W. data entirely contradict any 
suggestion that rape offenders have a higher recidivision rate. 
According to their Charts, the incidence of repeat offenses by rapists 
is E£ greater and is often less than repeat offenses by other 
offenders. 61/ 

Thus, any implication that the Nebraska statute I s c1assification--as 
it relates to the denial of bai1--is samebQw rationally related to a 
higher incidence of repeat offenses by such accused persons is 
entirely negated. 

C. The Latest Available Enpirical Data Provides No Support for 
Either a "Necessary" or a "Rational" Relationship Between the 
Classification Herein and Denial of Bail. 

The nost recent empirical study of pretrial release practices in eight 
jurisdictions throughout the country provides important new data on 

59/ State of Nebraska brief at 31-32. 

§2/ L.A.W. brief at 17 (emphasis in original). 

§]j L.A.W. brief at 18. UOOer the chart labeled, "Table 2, Offender Arrest 
Recore, II the recidivist rate for offenders with previous arrest records for 
rape range fran a 10N' of 17.5 percent to a high of 27.8 percent, which is 
substantially belON' the recidivist rates for repeat offenders in the "other 
violentii category, ",mch range fran a 10N' of 28.6 percent to a pi9h of 40.6 
percent! Similarly, the chart:. entfhed, Ii"~ 3, Accused W~th PrevIOUS 
Arrest Records, II shows that the previous arrest rates for alleged rapists 
range fran a 10N' of 16 percent to a high of 26 percent, whereas arrest 
record rates for persons accused of "other violent offenses II range fran a 
10N' ~ 22 ffiJcent !e. .e. high of ~ percent! Thus, the L.A.W. brierdata' 
SfiO..I that se accused and conv~cted of other cr.ures have substantially 
hirher recidivist rates. 

.. 
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court appearance perfonrence and pretrial criminality. 62/ These data 
are inconsistent with cormnon notions about those subjects and 
contradict any' theory tilat the Nebraska bail classification is either 
"necessary" or even "rationally" justifiable as a measure to prevent 
crime or to assure appearances in coux.t by persons accused of violent 
sex offenses. 

There were 3,488 defendants included in the eight-site s~le, 85 
percent of whan secured release at sane point before t-ia1: 825 
defendants were released on financial conditions; 2,129 were released 
on nonfinancial conditions; 510 persons were detained. 63/ 

In general, the study found that "the overwhelming rna jori ty , 84 
percent, of all released defendants in the eight sites had E£ pretrial 
arrests." 64/ The overall pretrial arrest rate was 16 percent, with 
rates for mdividual jurisdi.ctions ranging fran 7.5 percent to 22.2 
percent. 65/ Pretrial rearrest rates were broken down by specific 
charge. For the category "forcible rape," the sample conta.ined 17 
defendants who were re1easf~ and 7 defendants Who were detained. Of 
the released defendants, 14 were not rearrested, or 84 percent--pre
cise1y the same proporti(.)n as that of the general pretrial release 
population. 66/ And of the three defendants who were rearrested, only 
one was convicted of the pretrial rearrest charge. 67/ 

Higher rearrest and conviction rates were reported for all other 
serious crimes, except embezzlement. 68/ Among these higher rearrest 
rates were those who had been released on charges of IImurder, 
manslaughter" (21.4 pt:!rcent), "robbery" (16.9 percent), "aggravated 
assault" (16.'7 percent), "burg1aryll (27.6 percent), "larceny, theft" 
(24.1 percent) "auto theft" (29.0 percent), "simple assault" (16.2 
percent), "arson" (30.4 percent), "forgery, counterfeiting" (33.8 

§Y 

§!d 

§/ 

§§! 

67/ 

§§/ 

< 

'lbe study was conducted by The lazar Institute of Washington, 'D.C., and was 
reported in Pretrial Release: A National Evaluation of Practices and 
outcares: Surmary aIxl Polin Analysis (August 1981). It was fU@ed by 
grants fran the National Institute of Justice, u. s. Depart:n\E>.nt of Justice. 

Ibid. , p. 11, Table 4. 

Ibid., p. 20. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. , p. 73, Table A-4. 

~., p. 74, Table A-5. 

Ibid., p • 73. 
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percent), "fraud" (18.3 percent), "s'l:.olen property" (21.9 percent), 
and "malicious destruction" (18.4 perc~ent). 69/ 

The data on failure-to-appear rates, however, showed that five of the 
seventeen released on forcible rape charges (28.9 percent) had failed 
to appear, \'which was the :highest rate, with ca:nparably high rates for 
"forgery" (20.8 percent) and "fraud" (20.9 percent), and "prostitu
tion, vice" (27.9 percent). 70/ However, lest any great significance 
be given to this, the study also repol:ted that, overall, 29 percent of 
the defendants in all categories who failed to appear had returned to 
court of their eMIl volition within 30 days, and an additional 16 
percent returned voluntarily afterwards. The others were either 
returned to court as a result of an .arrest (about one-third) or were 
tried in absentia or forfeited bail (6 percent). Of all the 
defendants Who failed to appear, 17 ~~rcent were ~till at large When 
the data were collected, leaving an "'I'erall .. fugH:.i ve" rate of just 2 
percent. 71/ 

With respect to the ability to predict court appearance outcanes, the 
study could not "identify a set of characteristics that could be used 
to predict with reasonable accuracy the defendants \'who would fail t . 
appear" and concluded that this reflectErl "the difficulty of trying to 
~edict an event that is relatively rare and experienced by persons 
with diverse characteristics. 11 72/ 

Thus, it is clear from this most recent t~irical study that it cannot 
be concluded that the Nebraska bail provision I s classification of 
first-degree sexual offenders is either "necessarily" or "rationally" 
related to any purpose for which bail nlay be denied. It is simply 
irrational to deny to this category of accused persons "the 
traditional right to freedom [which] penllits the unhampered 
preparation of a defense," When others, s:i.milarly situated and charged 
with offenses that are equally, if not more, heinous are accorded that 
fundamental right. 

69/ Ibid. 

72.1 Ibid., p. 72, Table A-3. 

7Jj ~., p. 15. 

Ibid., p. 18. With regard to the ability to predict "d.angerousness," 
EiiPIrical studiea also show that such predictions are "grossly inaccurate, II 
and that incorrect predictions occurred in nore than half and up to 99 
percent, in recent efforts. See Martin, "The Prediction of Dangerousness 
in Mental Health am Criminal Justice," Pretrial Services Annual Journal, 
Vol. IV, 1981, p. 14. 
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Conclusion 

Both NIADA and NACDL are deeply concerned and troubled by the State of 
Nebraska I s attempt to curtail the precious right of its citizens to 
bail and the ominous implications of such denial for the future of 
individual liberty in that stat.e and in this country. In this regard, 
they share the views implicit in the remarks of Justice Story many 
years ago: 

"The provision [Eighth Arnendrrent] w:::rold seem to be wholly 
unnecessary in a free government, since it is scar<.;sly 
p::>ssible that any department of such a govet'11Irent should 
authorize or justify such atrocious conduct [denial of the 
right to bail]." 71.1 

W story ~ Constitutional Iaw, 5th edition, Vol. 2, p. 650. 
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A recent study of practices in 119 pretrial release programs published 
by the Resource Center indicated that, despite a general growth in the 
annual budgets of release programs since the early 1970s, the funding 
increases do not appear to have been reflected in larger staffs. In 
fact, there may even have been a slight decrease in the nUmbers of 
staff in some larger programs, so that program resources appear to be 
stretched thinner now than in the previous decade, and the increased 
funding may only be serving to keep pace with inflation. The study 
suggests, therefore, the need for consideration of expanded use of 
volunteers and/or student interns, to assist in interviewing 
defendants, gather ing data, and in-house research. Nonetheless, 
vol unteers will not solve all the problems of diminished program 
resources--nox will volunteers necessarily be effectively utilized in 
the absence of a strong project core and a well-thought-out program 
for their use. 

The authors of this article argue that heightened funding pressures at 
all levels will force the expanded use of volunteers in criminal 
justice progz'ams and that the pretrial arena is particularly well 
suited for such expansion. Authors Lindauer and Cooper explore the 
history of volunteers in criminal justice and pretrial services and 
document examples of how budgetary constraints have placed limitations 
011 operations in several pretrial services agencies. They further 
recount one agency's positive experience with the use of volunteers 
and outline the transition process to the use of volunteers instead of 
paid staff, implementation of a volunteer program, and other issues 
which arise in conneotion with the effective utilization of 
volunteers. 

Barbara K. Lindauer is a research scientist at the Denver Resear.ch 
Institute (DRI). She received both her masters degree and a doctorate 
in psYchology from Purdue University. Dr. Lindauer is currently 
co-director of a study on Central Intake Systems, a grant aWarded to 
DRI by the National Institute of Justice. 

Glenn Cooper is a research associate at the Denver R~search Institute 
where he co-directed an evaluation of the Comml.!lnit'JI Service 
Restitution Program. He has a masters degree in jUdicial 
adminis'cration from the University of Denver. 
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Since their inception, pretrial services agencies have justified their 
existence through provision of defendant services and ?y prov~ding 
alternatives to incarceration. Given the recent e:nphasl.s on fl.scal 
conservatisnl at the county funding level, many pretrial agency staff 
oositions are being faced with severe cutbacks or elimination. An 
al ternati ve to service reduction may be the incorporation of 
volunteers into the program. Historically, criminal justice systems 
in America have benefited fran active citizen participation. In 
addition use of volunteers complements the present Administration's 
emphasis' on self-reliance. 1/ This ~icle exp~ores the relat~onship 
between volunt.eers and pretrial servl.ces and discusses a varl.ety of 
factors which must be considered in the transition to the use of 
volunteers in lieu of paid professional staff. 

V("')lunteerism as a Tradition in Criminal Justice 
..;..;;;.~~----- -
Within the context of criminal justice, volunteerism in America has a 
long and successful history. One hundr~ ~ fifty ye~rs ago, merribe::s 
of the Philadelphia Society for Allevl.atmg the Misery of Publl.C 
Prisons volunteered their time to supervise persons just released fran 
prison. This volunteer effort served as the foundation for parole. 2/ 
In 1841, a concerned citizen named John Augustus introduced the 
practice of placing persons convicted of a crirre under ccmn:mi ty 
rather than prison supervision. Trained volunteer citizens co?tmued 
to assist in allevia,ting problems relating to offender counsell.ng and 
supervision and to court sentencing alternatives. ~ver.. as. the 
corrections field became more dependent upon professl.onal staffl.ng, 
the role of the volunteer private citizen along with the concept of 
volunteerism became less important. 3/ By the mid-1900s, 
professionals had assumed most of the positions previously held by 
volunteers. However, by the 1960s, use of volunteers in corrections 
had came full circle. Because of such factors as the increase in the 
crime rate after World War II and overcrowded prisons, professional 
staffs were unable to provide appropriate human services to the 
swelling prison populations. It becam€~ increasingly apparent that 
private citizens had a vested interest in the co~rectional process 
since nany of those incarcerated would at sane pol.nt return to the 
cannunity. 4/ 

. 

PDnald Reagan, Remarks of the President to the National Alliance of 
Business, The Sheraton-Hotel, Washington, E..C., October 5, 198I 
(Washington,D.C.: The White House, Office of the Press Secretary,198~ 

P. C. Kratcoski, "Volunteers in Corrections: Do They Make a Meaningful 
Ccntribution?," Federal Probation, Vol. 46, No.2, 1982, W. 30-35. 

Ibid. 

"Guidelines for Volunteer Services," in Corrections Vol~teer Inf~tion 
Portfolio, B. R. Bost, ed. (Boulder, Colo.: VOLUNTEER, The National Center 
for Citizen Involvement, September 1980) • 
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Particular success has been achieved during the recent past with the 
use of volunteer counselors in juvenile justice programs. 5/ Such was 
the pe:r:ceived impact of the renewed inte:rest in volunteers on tI;e 
justice system that the National Informat1~ Center,on yolunteers ln 
Courts was founded in the 1960s. later, th1s organ1zatlon al'1d other 
groups that sought to provide information on ~ advocate the ~s7 of 
volunteers caribined to funn VOI1JNrEER: 'ilie Nat10nal Center for C1t1zen 
Involvement. 6/ In a message to the Sixth Natio~lal Forum on 
Volunteers in -Criminal Justice, President ( t.hen candl.date) Carter 
stated, "I feel strongly that the criminal justice system in ~is 
nation must depend on the involvement of the people to assure max:unum 
efforts in crirIE prevention, c:.'Ourt assistance! and ~th juvenile m;d 
adult correctional programs. In a derrocratic soc1ety, fre:edcm 1S 
dependent on £air and sure justice. What better assurance 1S there 
than having the People of the United States themselves involved in our 
justice process?" 7/ 

With continued emphasis on the use of volunteers in both courts and 
corrections, the need was apparent for continuing evaluati.on of the 
effectiveness of suCh programs. In an early (1975) evaluat10n effort 
for the National Science Foundation, Cook and Scioli concluded that 
previous evaluation efforts were minimal, and, that the success of , any 
future researCh in the area of volunteer1srn 1n courts and correctlons 
\'.Ould depend on the developnent and use of a natio~l set of 
effectiveness criteria for agency volunteers. Although thlS was seen 
as a necessary first step for an overall evaluation of volunteer 
programs and inventorying program results, their proposal has not been 
implemented to date. 

Volunteers in Pretrial Release Agencies 

In the late I 60s and early ! 70s, considerable interest was shown 
throughout the criminal justice ccm:nunity in bail refonn and the use 
of nonfinancial fonns of release. With the advent and apparent 
success of the early Vera Institute and Manhattan Bail Projects many 
pretrial services agencies ~an opera,tion thro~ghout the country. 
These agencies, charged w1th screenlng pretr1al defendants ~or 
release I verifying client information I and in sane cases releaslng 
arrestees on a pranise to appear without posting bond, were frequently 
staffed with individual volunteers or sponsored by such programs as 

--------------

7J 

M. Ritchey, liThe Partners Program,lI Volunta;rx Action leadership, Fall 1979, 
W. 32-34. 

P. L. Weston, Volunteers #! Justice: Clbse;vati~ ~ ~ ~ement (Denver, 
Colo.: National Association on'Vo1unteers m Cr:iminal Justice, 1977). 

Remarks by J:i.nmy Cal.ter in Atlanta, Georgia, October 17, 1976. 
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VISTA. 8/ Although many projects were initiated as a result of the 
bail refonn novement, tcx1ay the proliferation of pretrial services 
projects is largely the result of the need to alleviate jail 
overcrowding, preserve human rights, decrease reliance on nonetary 
fonns of release, and avoid new jail construction costs. As judges, 
prosecutors, and other key actors in the system recognized the utility 
of pretrial release programs, and as federal, state, and local nonies 
became available, these projects, muCh like those in corrections, 
became less reliant on volunteers and nore dependent upon professional 
paid staff, using volunteers for ancillary rather than essential 
services. 

But recent cutbacks across all criminal justice agencies at the 
federal, state, and county levels have caused reductions in pretrial 
staffing across the nation. A Change in direction for many pretrial 
services programs has also been doetnnented. According to a ~cerriber 
1981 letter fran Madeleine Crohn, then Director of the Pretrial 
Services Resource Center, "Although many (programs) still attempt to 
provide services to defendants--and occasionally to victirns--they do 
so with increasing difficulties. The service staff of those programs 
are the first ones laid off When budgets are cut. The 
service-providing agencies witlrin the community are themselves being 
phased out. And the program sponsors (often prosecutors or probation 
departments) sanetimes no longer see value in maintaining these 
services. II Many pretrial services agencies have already experienced 
these funding cutbacks--to the extent of program elimination. 
Therefore, the traditional use of volunteers as program enhancements 
may Change to replacement of paid staff. Fran our experience 
conducting research for the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) 
related to post-arrest/pretrial processes, we at the Denver Research 
Institute have seen budget cutbacks severely reduce research efforts 
and service delivery at sane sites. The following are examples of 
impacts that have been observed: 

• In Pilla. County (Tucson), Arizona, budget cutbacks have forced 
the elimination of data collection and infonnation services 
based on client tracking information. 

• In Salt Lake County, Utah, reduced funding has eliminated 
tracking and supervised release of misdemeanant warrant 
arrestees and eliminatel almost all researdh efforts. 

• In Denver County, Colorado, only screening and information 
verification functions renain in a program once also charged 
with supervision of clients after own recognizance release. 

---------------
P. Kennedy, "VISTA Volunteers Bring About Successful Bail Reform in 
Baltinore,lI American Bar Association Journal, Vol. 54, 1982, pp. 30-35; 
Pretrial Services Resource Center, Washington, D. C • , personal 
carmunication; San Mateo ~ Association Newsletter, 1981. 
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• In Baltim:::>re, Maryland, the loss of CETA funds forced the 
Pretrial Services Agency to reduce its staff fran 117 to 68 and 
to sUbstantially reduce its services. 

• In Mul tnanah County, Oregon, pretrial services and carrnuni ty 
corrections were particularly hard hit when the corrections 
budget was reduced by $2 million. 

• In Orleans Parish, Louisiana, the loss of federal funding for a 
pretrial services agency resulted in the tennination of five 
out of seven staff positions. 

• In Santa Clara County, California, extreme ,b~dge~ cuts a~ the 
result of Proposition 13 may cause the elJll1l.natlon of elther 
the Own Recognizance or Bupervised Release programs. 

Because of the recent fiscal probJ.ems encountered by pretrial services 
agencies and their early dependence upon ~JOlunte~r~, they s~em to be 
prime candidates to test the President's po~lc~es ~or lncrea~ed 
use of nonpaid citizens. Not only are pre:trlal servlces ?g~ncles 
losing funds, they seem particularly well SUlted for a transltlon to 
use of volunteers in same staff positions because they have the least 
stereotyped requirements for criminal justice ~ystem ~loyment and 
have traditionally operated on flexible schedullng pollc~es. 9( ~or 
example, in a review of st~ff, qua~ific~tio~s (for,lnte~vlew~ng 
defendants at booking and verlfylng lntervlew lnformatlon, lnclud1ng 
checking criminal history records), direct<?rs fran, all six o~ the 
sites included in a recent research study c:t.ted flexlble ~ucatlon~l 
baCkground requiranents and expressed particularly s~r~~~ 1nterest 1n 
:personality characteristics such as wannth, responslbl:-lty, and the 
ability to carmunicate well. 10/ In tenns of schedullng, the study 
found that many of the larger pretrial services agencies 0P7rate 
24 hours a day, with employees working four- to eight-hour S1;l~tS. 
Smaller agencies, often working in conjunction with oth~r cr~nal 
justice offices, operate only when the courts, are not ~ seSSlon, 
allowing for evening, night, and ~ekend Shlfts. ,TIns t~, of 
scheduling creates ample opportunlty for, those wlth other: Job 
commitments to volunteer, and is also sUltable for homemakers, 
students, retired persons, ex-offenders, and others. 11/ 

These conclusions are based on research currently underway (pursuant to a 
grant fran the National Institute of Justice to the DP..nver Research 
Institute) to analyze central intake systems. 

Ibid. 

11/ Ibid. 
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The use of volunteers by existing pretrial services agencies indicates 
that the concept is feasible" The Court Volunteer Center (evC) in 
Pima. County (Tucscn), Arizona, began a volunteer program in 1972 and 
presently maintain:., a staff augmented by approximately 60 volunteers. 
They are actively recruited through the Volunteer Action Center, a 
United Way agency; through advertisements posted in local college and 
university newspapers i through talks to classes and instructors at 
these post-secondary institutions; through different community 
organizations; and by word of rrouth. Senior citizens are also active 
in volunteering through RSVP (Retired Senior Volunteer Program), which 
reimburses volunteers for lunch and transportation expenses. 

Once recruited, volunteers undergo four extensive three-hour training 
sessions, designed to familiarize them with the functions and 
organizational structure of avc, court procedures, pretrial release 
processing, jail programs, and the appropriate forms and procedures 
for processing defendants through the criminal justice system. Once 
their training sessions are completed, volunteers conduct both 
misdemeanor and felony release interviews at the jail. All 
misdemeanants are pror::essed through a prebooking facility located 
outside of the main j~Ll in a trailer \~ere interviewers using a point 
scale detennine release eligibility. Inside the jail another office 
is maintained, primarily through the use of volunteers, where all 
felony defendants and those misdemeanants booked into the jail are 
interviewed. The jail office is staffed 24 hours a day I seven days a 
week, in 42 four-hour volunteer shifts. Sane volunteers work two 
shifts. 

Volunteers also serve in the eve office and in the past have helped to 
maintain an accurate l1Bnual defendant tracking system ti~ough working 
with city court recorC:s. 12/ They attend court sessions to cheCk on 
the agreement rate betwen evc release reccmnendations and court 
decisions regarding defendant release. evc volunteers staff two 
informa.tion desks located at the Superior and County Court Offices, to 
direct people to the appropriate offices and courtroans. 

Volunteers directed by the volunteer coordinator are always under the 
direction of a staff supervisor who schedules shifts and 
"troUble-shoots" any scheduling conflicts. The volu..l'1teers themselves, 
retired people, ex-offenders, students, people easing back into the 
jOb market, those getting credit for internships or field placements, 
and the curious or those who need to fill up sane free time, must be 
canni tted to serving at least four hours per week for a minimum of six 

--------------
Unfortunately, the paid staff position responsible for research, 
supervision of volunteers, am data collection was eliminated, so this 
effort was significantly reduced. But prior to this reduction, volunteers 
made possible the extensiveness of previous monitoring. 
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nonths . Sc:rne choose to spend eVF~n m:,re time, sometimes as much as 35 
to 40 hours per week. It is estimated that voluntee:-r hours are 
equivalent to eight full-time equivalent positions. 13/ 

.......... 

The value of volunteers goes beyond econanic considerations fol.' evc, 
according to Pat Frank, volunteer coordinator at evC. Frank points 
out that volunteers have exerted a positive influence +hroughcut the 
criminal justice sy&tem and .:annuni ty. 14/ Keeping the agency knOM1 
to the public, increasing professional staff motivation and level of 
expertise, keeping the criminal justice system open to routine public 
scrutiny, educating the public about criminal justice functionioo, 
maintaining a humane element in colTections, and developing a pool ~f 
potential job candidates are all attributed to the use of 
volunteers. 15/ 

Wher€as pima County I s Court Volunt~er Center was sel~ct.ed as an 
illustrative example of voll..1nte2:r usage in pretrial rele3.s~, the 
concept has been utilized elseWherp. . A survey of the 283 pretrial 
services agenc~es contained ~ 1 the 1979/80 Pretrial Services Resource 
Center Directory indicates that 77 I or 27 percent, of the agencies use 
volunteers in sane capacity. . 

Tr~9ition to Volunteers 

Incoq:x::>rating a volunteer program into an exi.sting criminal justice 
system is not without its drawbacks. Schwartz, Jensen, and Mahoney 
report that,as many as 25 percent of all volunteer criminal justice 
programs fa~l. 16/ Therefore, the move to staff a pretrial services 
agency in full or in part by volu., '':.eers requires careful 
consideration. The following discussion cen ... ers on those factors 
which WDuld facilitate a SUCCessfUl transition. 

------,---------

No dollar arnoU11t is given because a review of. the literature on 
volunteeri~ .in criminal justice turns up 00 specific ntlrCi:lers. Also, in 
o:mtacts Wl.th a ntlrCi:ler of programs that employ volunteers, it was learned 
~t 00 agency has calculated savings attrfr' .lted to the use of volun :eers 
m an exact fashion. Rather, savings were approxinated using an average 
hour.'ly wage an:i multiplying that figure by tha nu:rl'ber of hours donated by 
volunteers, leading to questionable high figures. 

14/ Personal ccmnunication, 1982. 

W See rote 14. 

};§i I. M. Schwartz, D. R. Jensen, an:i M. J. Mahoney, I/Int.egrating the Volunteer 
Program :in the Agenc::y Structure," in fbst, 91,2' .s!:!:.. 
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Initially, a pretrial services agency must consider potential sources 
of volunteers and I'I101(e a preliminary detenuination if sufficient human 
and fiscal resources are available to initiate a voll..1.nteer program. 
An initial feasibilit.y study should ascertain the presence of large 
agencies noted for volunteer services (United Way, Salvation Army, 
Volunteers of America, etc. ) I special-interest carrnunity service 
groups (Kiwanis, Jaycees, VEW, Elks, etc.), college or university 
student populations, elderly, underemployed or unemployed workers, and 
grOLt'pS or individuals already jnvolved with assisting criminal justice 
agencies. (For example, the Service League in Redwood City I 
california, has been active in assisting defendants with rreeting 
personal needs while incarcerated; such an organization I s functions 
might be expanded to include volunteer activities in pretrial 
services. ) Based on this infonnation, a decisioo can then be made 
whether sufficient local resources exist to provide an ongoing 
canplanent of volunteer workers. 

Secondly, careful consideration must be given to the selection and 
training of the volunteer force. Concern by t.1x>se reluctant to 
incorporat.:> volunteers has focused 00 unprofessionalism, underlying 
notives of volunteers, p:>tential for illegal or unethical actions, arrl 
threats to public relations. 17/ H:Mever, in reviewing all the 
evaluations of criminal justICe volunteers to date, Sigler and 
I..eenhouts (1982) conclude that no studies have derconstrated t.hat 
clients serviced by volunteers are less successful than other clients. 
18/ It remains, then, for the prospective volunteer agency to develop 
guidelines for screening applicants for volunteer work. Ideas for 
screening interviews or application procedux'es can be ll'Odeled after 
existing procedux'es fran other agencies which depend on volunteers, 
through contacts with other criminal justice systems which rely on 
volunteers, or from such agencies as the National Information center 
on Volunteerism or the Pretrial Services Resource Center I both of 
Which can provide technical assistance j,n areas related to volunteers 
and on staffing pretrial services agencies. 

Once p:>tential volunteers have been identified, they must becare 
acquainted with the agency itself and the tasks +Jhey wlll be required 
to perform. Training decisions include selecting the most effective 
instructional media and an instructor, deciding if ir!struction or 
on-the-job training is nost appropriate, and scheduling training 
sessions. Agency expectations of the volunteers should be clarified. 
For example, pima County holds training sessions that are broken down 
int.o four broad topic areas--COurt Systems, Crisis Intervention, 
Perspectives on the Criminal Justice System, and Tr.aining in program 
Specific Areas. Guest lecturers are included to familiarize 

-----------.. --
17.1 Krat.coski, 9£. .s!!:.. 

R. T. Sigler and K. J. ~enho~ts, uVolunteers in Criminal Justice: 
Effective?!! Federal Probatioo, Vol. 46, No.2, 1982, pp. 25-29. 
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volunteers with the roles of relevant criminal justice agencies. All 
sessions are mandatory and expectations regarding length of volunteer 
service are clearly ~ified. A critical factor in the retent~on of 
volunteers in criminal justice programs is the successful matching of 
volunteers I talents with agency needs, effective training programs, 
and the development of precise job descriptions to reduce chances of 
conflict between paid and volunteer staff rnerrbers. 19/ 

After canpletion of training, program administrators must concern 
themselves with the continued motivation, incentive, and support of 
volunteers. Since volunteers do not receive monetary considerations 
for their performance, they must receive other kinds of recognition 
for their effort:;. In the Corrections Volunteer Infonnation Portfolio 
eight items are listed as relating to vulunteer motivation and 
incentive. 20/ They include volunteers I having an agency 
identification card or pin, certificates and/or recognitions at an 
annual awards meeting, recognition of staff leadership for its role in 
volunteer progr;:uns, location of a volunteer office o,r ~esk within the 
agency, ability of proven volunteers to move up w~thJ.n the agency, 
presence of an ex-volunteer on paid staff, presence of at least 
two-thirds of trained volunteers on duty at the end of one year, and 
the presence of at least one-third of the new volunteers Who were 
referred by present volunteers. 

Additional considerations in the use of volunteers are those of 
liability and insurance coverage. Informa.tion can be obtained through 
a:>nsultation with a professional insurance agent or through a local or 
state volunteer 'board or resource cent~r. In their survey I NIC-NICOV' 
fiound several insurance companies Which provided volunteer coverage at 
a group rate or based on a low or year cost rrodel When volunteers 
could be classified as employees-without-pay. 21/ 

Since they are unpaid staff, volunteers usually cannot fit into a 
program's normal organizational structure in the same ~my as salar~ed 
personnel. Several organizational rrodels have been created t,Jmch 
provide management choices for supervising the \'.'Ork of volunteers. 
These rrodels include a separate volunteer unit headed by a volunteer 
program administrator, a separate unit headed by an assistant director 
for volunteer services, and a special unit working directly under the 
agency director. 22/ 

}2j Kratcoski, 9£. cit. 

20/ National Institute of Corrections and National Information Center on 
Volunteerism, Corrections Volunteer Information Portfolio (Boulder, Colo.: 
National Information Center on Volunteerisrn, Apr.!l l.979). 

21/ Ibid. 

'BI These and other volunteer organization,al designs are elaborated upon in 
Schwartz ~ al., £E. ~. 
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In order to establish the effectiveness of any in~ovative program or 
change in staffing a system must be designed to evaluate and monitor 
agency performance. In this case, an evaluation plan to treasure 
volunteer as compared to paid staff pretrial services performance must 
be created. 23/ First, p::>licies and procedures should be tailored to 
incorporate a volunteer staff. Second, the goals of and Objectives 
for the use of volunteers in pretrial services should be defined in 
operational terms. Third, performance measures for various tasks 
assigned to volunteers should be devised to assess levels of volunteer 
output (e.g., nUllU::>er of screening interviews canpleted, nUllU::>er of 
follCM-UP contacts made) as carpared to pre-established or paid staff 
levels of achievement for each job. Finally, feedback loops shOUld be 
developed between volunteers and agency management and between 
"consumers" of agency services (defendants, courts, corrections) and 
program administrators to provide infonnal, subjective measures of job 
performance and service satisfaction levels. 

Conclusions 

The above discussion was designed to stimulate interest in the use of 
volunteers by pretrial services agencies Which are currently facing or 
in the future will face a reduction in professional staff and 
subsequent cutbacks in services. Because the design, implementation, 
maintenance, and evaluation of a volunteer program is a canplex 
process, a list of relevant resources has been appended to this 
article. It is hoped that the lack of adequate evaluation data and 
the presence of few model programs will not discourage the adoption of 
volunteer' programs by pretrial services agencies, ~specially given the 
existence of approximately 2,000 volunteer programs involving a 
quarter of a million people in criminal and juvenile justice at last 
count. 24/ Evidence cited has suggested that a well-planned 
utilizatIOn of volunteers can not only result in a significant cost 
savings to pretrial programs but can also provide beneficial 
nonfinancial advantages to the agency itself I the criminal justice 
system, and to the ccmnunity. 

-~------- .... ----
23/ T. J. Cook and F. P. Scioli, The Effectiveness of Volunteer Pr'(Jams in 

Courts and Corrections: An EvaIUation of Policy Related Research Chicago: 
university of IllinoIS, Department of Political Science, 1975). 

W Kratcoski,~.~. 

,« .... 
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APPENDIX 

Resources: Volunteers in Pretrial Release 

Court Volunteer Center 
pima County SUperior Court 
45 West Pennington 
Tucson, :AZ 85701 

Pretrial Services Resource 
Center 

918 F Street, N.W. 
Suite 500 
Washington, IX! 20004 

National Institute of Corrections 
Information Center 

1790 30th Street 
Suite 130 
Boulder, CO 80301 

VOI1JNTEER: The National Center for 
Citizen Involvement 

P.O. Box 4179 
Boulder, CO 80306 

National Association on Volunteers 
in Criminal Justice 

P.O. Box 6365 
University, AL 35486 
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:NASADAD: '!'Edoo:CAL ASSISTANCE TO 
SUPPORr~ DRUG/ALCOHOL 
REHA13ILITAT~PROO.RAMS 

by 

ROBERI' B. STITES I Esq. 
MILTCN CLOOD, M. Div. 

Over the last ten years, federal response to the need of communities 
to provide alternatives for drug and/or alcohol abusers and addicts in 
the criminal justice system has in part centered around the 
development of the Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC) 
programs. The 1980/1982 Directory of Pretrial Ser.vices pUblished by 
the Pretrial Services Resource Center lists TASC programs in nearly 50 
cities nationwide. Despite the demise of LEAA, the federal government 
still funds several statewide TASC systemsr and a nUmber of programs 
llave found alternative (local) funding sources. 

The majority of TASC programs accept pretrial defendants for substance 
abuse treatment. Participation in a TASC program may be a condition 
of pretrial release or diversion of a defendant. TASC programs often 
fulfill the fUnctions ~L pretrial agencies or serve existing agencies 
by providing ancillary treatment and resources. For this reason, 
their development is important to pretrial practitioners. Also of 
interest is the history and role of the National Association of State 
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors (NASADAD) in pro'V'iding technical 
assistance to TASC programs. These issues are the SUbject of the 
following article, based on NASADAD's final report to LEAA early this 
year. 

Not only is the experience of NASADAD valuable in terms of the 
knowledge accumUlated about providing services to a large proportion 
of clients often served by pretrial agencies, but it is also of 
interest in terms of the provision of technical assistance generally. 
Of particular value are insights about the development and 
implementation of "alternative" programs in a community, and the 
difficulties which arise in securing political and' economic support 
from the community. 
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Robert B. Stites was project director for NASADAD's LEAA-funded 
technical assistance project. Prior to his position with NASADAD, he 
was director of New Jersey's state drug abuse authority. Mr. Stites 
is d graduate of Rutgers Law School, and is currently practicing law 
in New Jersey. 

Milton Cloud was project manager of the technical assistance project 
described in the article. Prior to that position, he was employed by 
the Cincinnati Health Department as TASC directorft Currently, Mr. 
Cloud is project manager for Project Connection, funded to provide 
technical assistance to drug abuse and treatment programs in the 
criminal justice system. He has a Master of Divinity degree from 
Methodist Theological School. 
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I. B.Aa<GROUND 

TASC Origin 

The Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC) program has enjoyed 
a long run for a limited federal assistance program. It has been 
II I imited II not only in the sense of the relatively small amount of 
noney available in a given year, but also in that local programs were 
eligible to receive federal funds for only two to three years each. 
Undoubtedly, the continued acceptance of TASC was due primarily to the 
need perceived by many ccmnunities to find alternative processes to 
cope with drug andlor alcohol abusers and addicts in the criminal 
justice system. In no small ~asure, however, TASC acceptance can be 
attributed to the willingness of the law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (LEM.) to aid ccmnunities in adapting TASC to local 
needs and values. 

TASC began as one of the innovative programs developed by the White 
House Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention (SAODAP) to 
counter increasing drug addiction and abuse and to deal with its 
r~leation~hip ~ t.?e ,increase in crime. After initiating a single 
p~lot proJect m W~l.rn.ington, Delaware, SAODAP and LEM. cooperated in 
offering support to establish and operate TASC programs in those 
cities included in LEAA's High Impact Crime mini-block grant program. 
A third federal agency, the Division of Narcotic Addiction and Drug 
Abuse (~) of the National Institute of Mental Health, joined the 
effort and awarded grants to additional jurisdictions to begin TASC 
programs. 

In less than two years, from the award of thp. ~ilot project grant in 
early 1972 to the end of 1973, TASC projects became operational in 13 
locul jurisdictions within 11 states, and several other grants were 
awarded to sites that would be operational in a few rronths. The local 
TASC project~ established mechanisms for screening, intervention 
(identification), referral to treatment, and rronitoring treatment 
progress of drug addicts or abusers charged with criminal offenses. 
In many cities TASC also either provided drug abuse treatment or 
purchased treatment services from ccmnuni ty programs. Late in 1973 
the three federal agencies involved agreed that LEAA would 'thereafter 
be responsible for developing, funding, and overseeing the screening, 
intervention, referral, and m::>nitoring functions, while DNADA and its 
successor, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), \';Quld take the 
lead in providing federal assistance to treatment providers. 

- - t' 
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The p::>pularity of TASC continued with the addition of 19 lTOre 
operating projects in 1974 and 1975, While three former projects were 
discontinued. The 29 operational sites represented 24 states; three 
other grant awards in an additional three states were also made in 
1975 but had not yet started operations. With a majority of the 
states having thus been exposed to TASC, LEAA set out to expand. TASC 
derronstration by encouraging the start of local projects in a major 
city or county of the states not yet represented. In 1977 TASC was 
opened to canpeti tion by all caners seeking the TASC "rrodel. 11 

TASC Expansion 

The TASC "rrodel ll continued to evolve. The original design for 
heroin-addicted criminal offenders was rrodified to include those 
dependent upon or abusing other drugs, and later, alcoholics and 
alcohol abusers . Diversion as the sole or principal procedural remedy 
was supplemented by intervention conditioned upon treatment, and by 
probation or parole with similar conditions. TASC fun~tions changed 
with experience: 24-hour screening capability was found unnecessary 
in lTOst jurisdictions and was replaced by one or two shifts or by just 
a ff1W hours per day in smaller jurisdictions; mass urinalysis as a 
scre.~ning tool was discarded by nost projects in favor of limited, 
confirmatory tests; broader client eligibility created a need for a 
greater range of treatment and support services available to TASC 
clients; and continued budget pressures forced project directors to 
seek and implement more efficient methods of operation. 

TASC Incentive Programs 

Territorially, the early TASC projects each served a major city or an 
urban county. Later, TASC projects were developed in smaller cities 
or counties or in multi-county regions. One such project, serving a 
l7-county jUdicial district with the state capital as its core city, 
expanded in its se~~nd year of operation to became a statewide TASC 
project, establishing branch offices in the cammunity corrections 
agencies in the other seven judicial districts. Another state applied 
for and received a statewide project grant, implementing TASC through 
the state probation network. 

In view of the successful implementation of the two state\'lidc TASe 
programs, and anticipating statutory changes that would eIT!Phasize 
replication of successful programs, LEAA initiated an Incentive 
Program in 1978 Which included TASC as one of 'Lhe programs eligible 
for incentive grant support. TASC incentives encouraged statewide 
TASC programs, providing grant funding support for a state 
coordinating office and local TASC projects. The intent of the 
Incentives Program was to encourage--provide incentives to--states and 
local governments to replicate successful LEAA programs. The major 
incentives were long-tenn grants, pennitting the grantees to use 
federal funds (including LEAA block grant funds) for a substantial 
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portion of the state/local share. In the case of TASC, additional 
objectives were to encourage states or large substate units of 
government to assume a major role in developing, coordinating, and 
managing local TASe projects. Three states were awarded statewide 
TASC incentive grants in the 1979 grant cycle and four lTOre such 
awards were made in 1980 (renamed National Priority grants to coincide 
with statutory terminology). The seven states have activated 55 new 
local TA:SC pr<;>jects to canplernent the 13 previously existing local 
TASC proJ~cts m those .states. As of 1982, the tenth anniversary year 
of the. f1rst ,TASC proJect begun, 99 local TASC projects remained in 
operat10n nat10nally out of the 130 projects that had been developed 
(plus tne seven state TASC coordinating offices). 

In retrospect, statewide tASC development was a logical conclusion to 
the earlier stages of TASC demonstration. Major cities with 
sufficient interest in TASC had received grants and shared the TASC 
experience; other cities and counties also had opportunities to test 
TASe I... 004=f,..,.. ... .; 'OP"", __ • through t d t t' d 

u • - ......... "" ...... v'-" .. <:::~:::; assor e mu a 10ns; an Iowa and 
Connecb.cu~ had shown that TASC units smaller than lTOst (or all) 
self-contamed TASC projects could function effectively, ~en in low 
population jurisdictions, with support from a statewide TASC 
management canp::>nent. But reproducing the federal TASC acti vi ty 
required finding or developing skills at the state level that the 
federal program office had not previously been concerned with: local 
pr~ram developnent by state managers in rerrote locations, plan 
n~v1ews and grant or contract awaroJO, grant/contract lronitoring, and 
f1scal management. 

Throughout the history of TASC, LEAA encouraged local planning of TASC 
projects to meet locally identified needs. Within limits, flexibility 
~n design, standards, and operation has been sought, rather than 
~posing a rigid model upon dissimilar juriSdictions. In order to aid 
local.cammunities in tryin~ ~ew approaches While benefiting from the 
exper1ence of other cammun1t1es, LEAA has supplemented its in-house 
teclulica1 assistance capability through a contract, first with Social 
Consult, Inc., to rnid-1974 and, after a lapse of about one year, 
through contracts with the National Association of State AlcohOl and 
Drug Abuse Directors, Inc. (NASAI:lAD), since July 1975. This report 
will discuss some of the impacts of NASADAD I s fulfi1.lrnent of the 
contracts on the TASC program. 

II • 'l"E03NICAL ASSISTANCE 

When NA8ADAD received its first technical assistance contract in the 
summer of 1975. TASC projects were in operation at 24 sites one of 
Whose ?"~ts has just been assumed by state and local funding 'sources. 
In ad~1t~on,. g~ants had just been or were about to be awarded to eight 
lTOl;""e .Jur1Sd1ct1<;>ns. The subgrantee or operating agency in the vast 
maJor1ty of proJects was from the trea'l:ment sector: a drug t-'!:eatrnent 
provider or coordinating agency I a mental heal th or public heal th 
department; a scant ha1f-dozen projects were in probation deparbnents I 
and a f~· were in other criminal justice agencies. 

- t« 1 
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'lhose Who had been closely associated with TASC, at the local sites as 
well as at the federal program level, were convinced that TASC 
"works. 1/ Their opinions were supported by a 1974 evaluation of five 
TASC projects which concludued that TASC was dealing with a 
substantial proportion of repeat offenders with long histories of 
addiction, intrcducing the subjects to treatment (a IT\ajority had no 
prior treatment experience), and reducing their criminal recidivism. 
LEAh set out to expand the TASC program to additional jurisdictions in 
order to test the model in differing environments and, if successful, 
to demonstrate more broadly the program's effectiveness. 

Continuing the earlier method of site selection, the LEAA program 
office chose target cities or counties for their demonstration 
potential. A new factor was added to the selection process in 1975, 
however, with infonnation fran the new TASC technical assistance 
contractor, NASADAD (then named the National Association of State Drug 
Abuse Program Coordinators - NASDAPC). NASADAD had a ccmnunication 
network on the drug abuse treatment side through its member state 
agencies that ~lemented the LEAA State Planning Agency criminal 
justice carmunications. In addition, NASADAD staff had first-hand 
knowledge of criminal justice drug .abuse treatment activities in many 
ccmnuni ties, having just sponsored a series of justice-treatment 
interface planning workshops for the Drug Enforcement Administra'tion 
(DEA.) Operation Alternatives. 

LFAA. Objectives 

Expanding the TASC demonstration \'t'aS intended to accanplish several 
LEAh objectives, the most obvious being wider geograPhic distribution, 
not only in the nunber of states with TASC projects but also a greater 
distribution among the regions of the nation. Another objective was 
to gai."1 TASC experienc(~ in jurisdictions of varying size, political 
climate, and socioeconomic environment. A third objective was to have 
TASC implemented by a variety of sponsoring agencies or organizations, 
and a fourth was to continue expanding TASC services to a broader 
clientele. 

Objective 1: Geographic Distribution 

The 1975-76 expansion of TASC concentrated on the first of these 
object.ives, with more emphasis on the others coming when that 
demonstration phase was canpleted. Identifying 12 states that had l'lot 
had TASC projects but did have at least one jurisdiction that was 
likely to meet the selection criteria, LEAh I s TASC program office 
attempted to select a target site within each st.ate. The criteria 
were a minimum population of 200,000 jn the jurisdiction ( city, 
county, or judicial district), a substantial drug-related crime 
problem, fu,a an adequate treatment availability. Seven target sites 
were selected quickly; the remainder, several months later. 

'0 
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Objective £: Size and ClilTlate -----.;;.. 
LEAA ~an to acccmplish its second objective before the geographic 
expansJ.on cycl~ ~s . ~leted. LFAA. began to respond to requests fran 
oth~r . local JurJ.sdJ.ctJ.ons in states with local TASC programs by 
decJ.d~n~ to a:"ard all new TASC gra.nts in future cycles on a 
compe~J.t~ve.ba~J.S. Thi~ open competition allowed for TASC proposals 
from JurJ.sdJ.ctJ.ons of dJ.fferent sizes and environments. Through 1975 
only one of 35 TASC projects had been established in a jurisdiction 
smaller ~an 250,O?0 p?pulation--the original pilot project WhiCh had 
been te~t~ P~:urarJ.ly because of cost inefficiency. The minimum 
poPUlatJ.~ crJ.ter7on of 200,000 had been maintained during the 1975-76 
geographJ.c expansJ.on cycle, except for one project Where the applicant 
reduced costs enough to convince LFAA. that it could be efficient (in 
cost ~r client) in a population base sanewhat under 200,000. The 
staffJ.ng patte:n . an~ budget for that project became a rrodel for 
several small JurJ.sdJ.ctions that successfully canpeted for funds in 
late:':' cycles. 

In a decade,of TASC devel~pment and demonstration, TASC'~ exposure has 
been ext:nsJ.ve: TASC pr,?Ject13 have been in operation in 37 states and 
Puerto Rico, Wl.th statewJ..de coverag~ (major jurisdictions) in nine of 
t1;em. Scrne 130. local TASC projects have been initiated, with more 
lJ.kely to be actJ.vated by same of the statewide TASC projects. 

Objective~: Sponsoring Agencies 

Grants were award~ to a variety of sponsoring 0r operating agencies 
for local TASC proJects. However, they continued to be largely fran 
the sUb~tance abuse or health field, especially since their n\.lITbers 
were. reJ.n~orc:ed by the bulk of new TASC projects developed by the 
Flo:r:J.da, MichJ.gan, and Pennsylvania statewide TASC projects. But TASC 
proJects have al~ been operatE'ii by courts, probation departments, 
pros:cutors, sherJ.ffs, departrnPxits of C0rrections, pretrial agencies 
publJ.c safety departments, criminal justice planners or coordinators' 
IT\ayors: offices, civic organizations, and free-standing corporations: 
StatewJ.d~ TASC projects have been operated by state departments of 
correc~J.~n (2), a prob~t~on d~par~ent, alcohol and drug abuse 
aut~o.rJ. tJ.e~ ( 2) '. a crJ.mJ.nal JustJ.ce planning agency, a court 
adminJ.stratJ.on offJ.ce, and by independent nonprofit corporations (2). 

Objective 4: ~oader Clientele 

Finall~, the ~~ and nuniber of eligible clients were expanded by 
evolutJ.on. InJ.tJ.ally, drug addiction had been the target· then drug 
ab~s7 .~at fe~l ~hort of physical dependence was incl~ded within 
elJ.gJ.bJ.lJ.ty crJ.terJ.a. Abuse of or even dependence on the lega.l drug 
alcohol was not treatable through TASC referral, however, unless it 
was secondary to abuse of other psychoactive drugs. This anana.ly was 
addressed by a task force of TASC project directors assembled by LEAA. 
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The task force developed and recarmended eligibility criteria, ~or 
alcohol patients, and procedures--acceptable to ~-for obta:uu.ng 
grant adjustments to pennit acceptance of those cl~el1ts. Thereafter 
individual projects broadened their client eligibility to accept 
mental health patients or family violence offend~r~, to, e:~ program 
support through client fees, and to serve the cr~nal JUs~~~ sys~em 
by operating restitution programs and (non-sUbstance abuse) dLvers10n 
programs. 

There have been several ways in Which local projects have made TASC 
services available to larger client lX'pulations, most often ~ough 
extending eligibility to include offenders whose sole <;Irug, or p:~ 
drug of abuse was alcohol, in addition to the proJect s. <?r~g~l 
eligibility for opiate and polydrug abusers. In sane carmun~t~e~ ~s 
task involved merely redefining eligibility a<?ce~l<=: to cr~nal 
justice officials; in others it required establ~sh~ng l~nkage ~th a 
secooo and separate treatment network, revising monitoring methcx;ls~ or 
revising record systems. Sane projects enlarged the stage of crJJnJ.nal 
justice processing at which offenders, would be ?cceptable to TASC, 
established working arrangements w~ th probat~on or parole, or 
negotiated diversion (deferred prosecution) criteria and procedures 
with judges or prosecutors. S?me TA~C pr~?e~ts, exp~nde~ 
geographically by means of satell~ te off~ces , c~rcu~ t r~der 
coverage, or passive referral mechanisms. 

Role of Technical Assistance 

In order to assist LEAA in accanplishing its objectives, technical 
assistance was designed to intersect at three distinct stages of 
project developnent and cperations. ~ ~troduced TASC ~ many 
local communities and, as part of pl~ng ass~stance, gave gu~dance 
in developing a viable plan and rreeting LEAA requirements. I,f an 
applicant were success~ in rec~iving a gran~ ~ward, NASADAD a~s~st~ 
the project in start~ng operat~ons, by tra,~m,.ng, staff, help~ng t" 
develop written procedures, and help~ng to ~?ent~fy data elernent~ t., 
be collected. Once projects were operat~onal, NASADAD prov~ded 
assistance with expansion, improved operations, and problem 
resolution. 

Task I: Planning Assistance 

The role of technical assistance had begun by helping LEAA in site 
selection. LEAA also used NASADAD to oooouct a meeting to introduce 
local criminal justice, drug abuse treatment, and,g~n~ral gove~nt 
offici?:'s to the '.rASe concept. and model and to ~n~t~at~ ,a plann~ng 
process. To the extent desired by local planners and dec~s~on makers, 
further assistance was made available in developing a viable plan. 
While deferring decisions to the local planners and officials, NASADAD 
staff encouraged broad participation in the development proce~s and 
sou~ht a variety of sponsoring agencies. NASADAD also gave gu~dance 
to the planners on ~~ requirerr~nts and on successful approaches used 
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by other TASC projects. If an applicant were successful in receiving 
a grant award for TASC, NASADAD also provided assis'" mce in activating 
and operating the program. 

Pab:ems of assistance to the sites varied with the needs a..'1d the 
level of interest in each ccmnunity, but lrost began in the same 
manner. Follot'ling written and telephone carrnunications arrong LEAA, 
NASMAD, and a local lead agency or individual, an introductory 
meeting was convened by local officials. Typically, this meeting was 
followed by a smaller working session of ~~e L~dividuals who carried 
the planning load. 

In the course of pel"fOrlTting the technical assistance contracts, 
NASADAD conducted pre-planning introductory sessions not only in the 
12 target sites chosen in 1975-76, but in more than 30 other 
jurisdictions as well. TP~ projects were sUbsequently established in 
about two-thirds of those jurisdictions, and some conclusions may be 
drawn fran the succe~sful grant applicants as well as the unsuccessful 
applicants and nonapplicants. NASADAD and LEAA approached planning 
assistance with the philosophy of helping the technical assistance 
"clients" to help themselves, rather than with the intent to do the 
clients' tasks for them. This philosophy was reinforced by the 
capacity of the more self-reliant groups to understand, plan, and 
irrq;>lanent TASC. . 

A contributing factor to assanbllng a planning group able to carry the 
burden was the authority of the "sponsor" of the initial meeting. In 
sane jurisdictions thl3 key figure able to get the attention and 
attendance of ranking officials was the presiding judge; in others the 
district attorney, or the sheriff; in still othero, the mayor or 
county executive. Seldon was a treatment or health director or a 
criminal justice planner sufficiently influential to assure attendance 
of the desired individuals, but in sane jurisdictions they were the 
persons needed to initiate the TASC process. A related factor 
affecting the success of a plan and implen~ntation was gaining the 
acceptance of other key officials early in the planning process and 
maintaining it through frequent cannunications. Another important 
factor was an early' decision on Which agency or organization would 
have responsibility for operating the TASC project; this did not need 
to be the same as the lead planning agency but did need to have a 
major role in planning. 

At the salle tirre that TASC was expanded to new territory, efforts were 
made to derronstrate the effectiveness of the TASC concept with a 
different clientele. TASC had originally been designed as a pretrial 
program that had rather quickly been enlarged to include post-trial 
offenders (probationers or deferred sentence cases). However, many of 
the later TASC projects were so predominantly probation~riented that 
it bacame necessary to reverse the approach and provide technical 
assi&tance to establish pretrial referral as a meaningful option. 

------------------------.-.......<------,"- -
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Task 2: Activation Assistance 

One area in which there \'laS roan for :improvement by nearly all new 
TASC s\lb-grantees was in activation of the project. Sane of the early 
grants were awarded on the basis of incomplete plans that required 
additions and revisions before the sub-grantee could begin 
implementing the plan. Even after TASC grants had became regularized 
under the LEM. award process, the stats of TASC knowledge and 
ccmnunication arrong local projects was such that few sub-grantees 
benefited from the mistakes or accomplishments of others. Both the 
time consumed to activate the projects and the difficulties engendered 
by early mistakes were costly to efficient operation. 

Sane of the activation delays and errors were alleviated by better 
planning processes initiated by NASADAD and by information provided by 
technical assistance staff during planning, imparting knowledge gained 
from the experience of other TASC projects. Coupled with nore 
thorough planning was post-award advice to many sub-grantees regarding 
'background and skills needed by TASC staff, content, and format of TASC 
record systems, and ccmnunications with criminal justice and treatment 
agencies. Much of the post-award activation assistance was performed 
off-site by rreans of telephone and nail 'COlmunication1 only Where 
necessary was on-site assistance also provided. M:>st projects were 
also site-visited shortly after they began processing clients, in 
order to walk through local procedures and reccmnend any rrodifications 
that would be helpful. 

Staff training was as integral element of activation assistance but 
would be a heavy drain on contract resources if NASADAD attempted to 
provide all of the required training. The LEAA program manager and 
NASADAD agreed that the technical assistance staff would genea!ly 
confine its training activities to national conferences and regional 
training events. Routine training of local TASC staff would use other 
existing training sources, such as NIDAl s National Drug Abuse Tr'aining 
System and state criminal justice or substance abuse training 
facilities, with NASADAD assisting the projects in gainirlg access to 
those resources and providing direct training only When no other 
source was available. This approach proved less than satisfactory, 
however, as the available training was too often irrelevant to TASC or 
took a parochial view of ':rASe rather than drawing on experience from 
the rlational program. 

At about the t:i.m9 that the inadequacy of external training was 
realized and consideration given to increased training on a regional 
basis, Cincinnati TASC, with encouragement fran its regional LFAA 
office, proposed a National TASC Training Center in conjunction with 
its continuing operation. NASADAD was asked by LEAA and the 
Cincinnati TASC director to assist in developing the training content 
and to work with the Cincinnati staff in the training of staff of new 
projects. Participation by NASADAD allowed rrore efficient use of 
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Cincinnati staff, broader national perspective in the training, and 
greater continuity with the technical assistance that preceded and 
fo!.lowed training. Beginning in June 1977, the National TASC Training 
Center (N'ITC) provided training to the staffs of 29 local TASC 
projects, the TASC Coordinating Office (TCO) staffs of seven s'tatewide 
TASCs, and same local project staff in six of the latter states. 

Wl;ile the provision of ~nsiste~t, TASC-oriented training probably had 
l~~t~e effect on reduct~on of ~lementation delays, it did help to 
el~ate some of the usual early operation problems. In some cases, 
however, a new set of problems arose. Although the training stressed 
that no two TASCs were exactly alike and examples were drawn fran a 
n~r of projects, What the trainees saw in operation, often their 
~~rst exposure to a TASC-in-being, was Cincinnati TASC. This unduly 
~nfluenced same TASC personnel to pattern their own project operation 
after Cincinnati TASC, whether or not their operating environment oore 
any resemblance to that project1s. 

The early on-site review of project operations thus continued to be an 
essential part of the activation assistance provided by NASADAD. 
Because many of the problem areas (e.g., record keeping intake 
procedures, reporting requirements, etc.) could be addressed in the 
course of training, the optimum t:i.m9 for, a routine review was found to 
be a~ter the project. had two or three rronths of client processing 
exper~ence. B¥ that t~ the TASC staff usually had a clearer picture 
of the persClnalities and procedures of the criminal justice and 
treatment aget'lcies in the jurisdiction, but it was not too late to 
recommend appropriate changes in TASC operation. 

Task 3: Qperational Assistance 

Emphasis was placed on getting new TASC projects "up and running" as 
smoothly as possible based on the ratioTh~le that a good start would 
reduce the incidence of later operating problems. Tb a great extent 
the rationale proved to be valid, but that did not eliminate a need 
for further operational assistance. The approach was to use technical 
assistance to help good TASe projects became even better, as well as 
to correct problems. 

Although,the number of ~ASC projects was important to LEAA managers, 
the qual~ty of those proJects was of greater :importance to then and to 
the oammunities served b¥ the projects. Therefore, the major thrust 
of NASADAD technical assistance was directed toward more effective and 
more efficient operation of individual TASC projects. 

LFAA IS TASC program manager asked NASADAD to provide "pro-active II 
technical assistance b¥ scheduling routine visits to all active TASC 
projects in concert wi""h LFAA. The purpose of these visits was to 
identi~ potential problems and advise local management on corrective 
measures, give advice on improvements that might be made or alternate 
methods that could be used, and learn" innovative procedures that could 
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be shared with other local TASC projects. '!his method of deliv7ry 
differed from reactive technical assistance in that it did not requ~re 
a specific request or a problem report to trigger assistance. sane of 
the advantages of this active approach were that matters could be 
dealt with at an early stage before becaning full-blown problems, 
usually at less cost in financial and other resour~es: travel, cost 
could often be reduced by scheduling two or nore s~te~ on, c: s~t;9l~ 
trip: local project directors did not need to a~t, ~efl.c;~~~c~es 
before getting help: indeed, there need not be any def~c~enc~es as a 
prerequisite to making improvements. 

Local projects were assisted in resolving problems in perfo~g,the 
basic TASC functions of identification, referral, and noz:~~or~~. 
TASC projects were aided in improving program accountab~l~ty ~n 
several ways. Better collection of client intake data ,and treatment 
progress information was fostered through changes ~n forms a~d 
procedures. Use of that infonnation ~s ~roved ~ough chan<:!es 10 
record keeping and abstraction of stat~stl.cal sumnarl.es. Cons~stent 
and nore usable progress reports to the .criminal justice ~y~tem were 
attained by better defining the needs of relevant off~c~als and 
refonnatting the reports. 

Individual project management was improved ~Y,assisting in i~i~i~t~ng 
a management-by-objectives system, by redef1O~ng the respons~b~l~t~es 
of staff positions, and by developing better c;on~ols on st~ff 
activities. Cost savings were effected by bu~ldl.ng COC;>P7rat7ve 
relationships with other agencies in the community and by el~nat~on 
of duplicative or unnecessary activities. 

Problems involving the confidentiality of client records arose with 
regularity, requiring all of NASA.I:l1ID's technical assistance staff to 
develop a degree of expertise. The content of federal statutes and 
regulations governing the confidentiality of alcohol and drug abU!;;e 
patient records, and the applicability of the federal laws to specif~c 
situations, were an endless mystery to rrost TASC personl1el. Thus, 
procedures to safeguard c~ient re60rd confidentiality were revi~ by 
NASADAD staff as part of rrOst site visits. Frequently, when ~ssues 
occurred outside the routine project procedures, the local project 
sought and received advice by telephone or mail from NASADAD. 

III. PRCX.3RAM CX>NTINUITY AND TEDiNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Except to meet federal agency goals and to justi~ the existence of 
the program or the agency, it matters little how many state and local 
examples of a program are established or how well they operate ~s 
federal grant supported ~ojects. When the purpose of 'the agency ~s 
to intro:luce and dem:mstr:ate innovative programs to state and local 
governments, a truer test of ac~lishing that purpose is the degree 
of acceptance of the program by states, and m~icipalities aft:r the 
grant support expires. NASADAD's techn~cal asslstance was to ald the 

, continuation of state/local TASC projects that had been effective 
while receiving federal support. 
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Several terms have been applied to the fact of continuation. In the 
early years of TASC, the tenn "institutionalization II was used nost 
frequently to denote becoming an institution within local govern~nt. 
That term has a very different connotation in the fields of 
corrections and behavioral disorders, however, and so was always 
troublescrne in the TASC program. "Institutionalization" was therefore 
s'Jpplanted in the TASC lexicon by "cost assumption /I : the use of 
state/local revenues or federal funds in the discretionary control of 
state or local government to assume the costs of the program. M::>re 
recently the tenn "service assumption" has been used to describe 
either the continuation of TASC ~ se or the continuation of TASC 
services through another agency or agencies (e.g., pretrial services, 
probation, or a treatment program) without continuing an identifiable 
TASC entity. The tenn used here, continuity, is ini:ended to cover all 
of these definitions, although our information on service assumption 
without the TASC name is incanplete. 

Reference has been made to the 99 local TASC projects now in 
operation. Of that number, 54 were established under grants that are 
still active~ that is, the six active Incentive arn National Priority 
TASC grants. The other 45 projects now operating were among the 77 
started under LE'AA grants that have expired (technically, 44 of 76 
fonner LEAA. supported projects continue; the other was begun with 
local and state discretionary funds and never received LEAA noney). 
That leaves 32 local projects that have been discontinued, and a 58 
percent success rate for continuation. The current measure of success 
is better than many federal programs, but even so it is deceptively 
low. More than half (17) of the discontinUed projects Were continued 
for at least one year with state/local dollars, Which would make an 
assumption rate of 80 percent if measured at the point of LEAA grant 
expiration. The 17 temporarily continued projects generally fell 
victim to state/local budget crises with a major part of the available 
revenues required for legally mandated or high priority services. 

TASC's acceptance in a given ccmnunity, and hence its chances of 
continuation, depends upon hO'v'l well it meets positive expectations. 
M:>re particularly the chances for future funding depend upon how well 
it meets the expectations of potential funding sources or of those in 
a position to influence the funding sources. NASADAD' s technical 
assistance with respect to project continuity was generally focused 
upon assisting local projects in identi~ing and quali~ing for 
p::>tential funding support, determining Where and by whan funding 
decisions were made and What information was used to make those 
decisions; and gathering credible information to influence decisions 
favorable to TASC--in short, finding the market, learning What is 
being bought, and selling what the market is buying. 
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In many cases the future fund::'ng source appeared obvious: the 
sponsoring or "parent" agency of TASC. Frequently, however, obtaining 
funds fran the obvious source required canpeting with nore established 
programs supported by the same source. For example, if TASC were part 
of a treatment "urribrella" agency, it would be canpeting for funds with 
other units that provide direct treatment services. TASC in those or 
similar circumstances 'Was aided in documenting the benefits it offered 
to the "parent" and to the sister units in order to reduce the sense 
of canpetition, while arming itself to COITg?ete nore effectively. 

Lor.al TASC projects were also assisted with suggestions of alternate 
funding sources and service additions or nodifications that could 
appeal to such sources. Perhaps the nost consistent advice given to 
local TASCs was to consider potential funding sources at the outset of 
TASC planning and develop-nent, designing local TASC acti vi ties, and 
defining TASC planning and objectives to encouraS9 interest fran 
likely supporters. Unfortunately, this advice was also the nost 
consistently ignored; nost projects gave little apparent thought to 
continuation until after operation was underway and some delayed the 
issue until their second and final grants were awarded by LEAA. 
Because of such delays, projects often. limited their options of 
sources and their ability to be responsive to a source's requirements. 

LEAA's requirement that appl icants budget funds for an independent 
project evaluation in their grant proposals helped many project 
administrators prepare for continuity issues in spite of themselves. 
Fran a national perspective, the evaluations were of little value 
because they lacked cannon data, methods, analysis, even uniform 
definitions. Many were useful, from a local perspective, in 
documenting TASC effectiveness to the satisfaction of local decision 
IIEkers. Projects were assisted in developing evaluation plans that 
met local needs and LEAAls minimal requirements, and some were also 
assisted in preparing requests for proposals (RFP) conforming to their 
local requirements. 

l'obre than any other aspect of TASC, a project's continuity depended 
upon TASC's effectiveness in the local environment and the ability of 
TASC persor-.nel and sponsors to understand the force fields in that 
environment. Some local projects were not continUed because they were 
ineffective or because the personnel failed to understand the 
environment. Undoubtedly, sc:!OO were continUed despite ineffective 
operation because there was an ability to "read" the decision IIEkers. 
Technical assistance L~uld not assure a receptive audience for TASC in 
any jurisdiction, nor could it provide Ule mixture of innate ability, 
ingenuity, and personality that would cause a TASC project's staff to 
jell into an effective team. As perfonned by NASADAD, it did provide 
the knowledge, skills, and expertise to those projects willing and 
able to use the assistance to make themselves successful TASC 
projects. 
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TASC may be in its terminal stages as a federal government activity. 
The past re,cord of TASC programs' continuity after expiration of 
federal grants indica-tes, h:>wever, that programs embodying the TASC 
concept are likely to remain active for serqe time to cane. Although 
it may be difficult, federal m:mey can be replaced fran other sources i 
but other elements of federal support may be even nore difficult to 
supplant. LEAA has given the TASC program an aura of legitimacy 
simply by its identity as a continuing federal effort. More 
concretely, support has been provided by means of national 
evaluations, training, technical assistance, and serving as a 
ccmnunication link arrong "old" TASC programs as well as active 
grantees. All of these have helped to define TASC as a national 
program while supporting local projects. 

Even if TASC is continUed as a federal program, reductions in budget 
and personnel allocations will lower the capacity to provide support 
similar to that given in the past. A greater burden will, therefore, 
fall upon local TASC programs and, in a few states, statewide TASC 
coordinating offices (TCOs) to maintain the vitality of TASC. 

There are, of course, infonnal contacts arrcng some local TASCs, 
particularly programs within close geographic proximity or within a 
statewide program. The danger is that the inbreeding of TASC programs 
that already have much in ccmnon will cause them to become nore alike, 
narrowing the potential for serving their unique ccmnunities. In 
contrast, if there is an opportunity for cross-fertilization of ideas 
arrong programs in a broader geographic area, each local TASC can 
continue to expand the service possibilities. 

With as much continued federal assistance as feasible, local TASC 
programs and statewide TCOs should be encouraged to seek support fran 
each other and from appropriate outside resources. A conscious effort 
by the programs to forge links fran the bottan up would strengthen the 
participating programs and provide the additional benefit of a 
national TASC identity. At least five support elements previously 
furnished from the national level could be derived in this manner: 
communication, technology sharing, problem solving I' external review, 
and training. 

Several modes of communication have been fostered, frequently routed 
through Washington instead of directly between or arrong TASC programs: 
face-to-face discussion, telephone, and written ccmnunication. Future 
face-to-face contact might be engendered through national or regional 
TASC conferences sponsored b¥ a group of programs, state TASC events 
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to Which 1I0utside" TASCs are invited, or planned TASC gatherings that 
"piggy-back" on other national or regional conferences. Frequent 
telephone contact between programs just to discuss current operations 
could be initiated. Written correspondence arrong programs could be 
enhanced by periodic exchange of statistical summaries, summary 
reports, or bulletins prepared for local or state distribution. 

The sharing of TASC technology--standards, techniques, and 
documentation used in TASC-is nore difficult without a third-party 
"clearinghouse. II The problem is that local programs often do not 
realize whether or not they are doing sanething innovative an::l, 
therefore, either fail to make new ideas known or broadcast what 
amounts to reinvention of the wheel. Nevertheless I programs can share 
technology by methods such as exchanging procedures manuals, 
opertional directives, or fonns. Keeping carmunication channels open 
will also assist TASC programs in knowing who is doing What, enabling 
those interested to seek more information. 

The first step to problem solving is identifying the problem or 
aCknowledging that a problem exists that may not have been defined. 
Without federal monitoring or technical assistance support, program 
managers will have to be more attentive to problem identification and 
pranpt interna.l action or enlistment of outside aid to solve problems 
in early stages. Each program should compile a roster of individuals 
and organizations available to provide services or to make referrals 
of assistance resources, noting special skills or areas of expertise. 
The roster may begin wi t.l} personnel fran other TASC programs but 
should also include third-party resources. 

The rrost ca.npetent and attentive management is sometimes too close to 
an activity to recognize a problem or a potential problem as readily 
as an objective observer could. A program seeking to be rrore than 
just adequate should plan an external review at least once a year by 
someone familiar with the program but without direct interest in its 
perfonnance. This service could be performed by managers of other 
TASCs or by sane of the problem-solving resources. 

Statewide TASC management has generally assumed responsibility for 
training of nE':'W local programs within the state system, in nost cases 
also utilizing assistance made available to them (without cost) from 
the National TASC Training Center and NASADAD. It should be a short 
step for the state TOOs to provide training for replacement staff and 
to develop in-service training for existing personnel, in both cases 
using outside resources from other TASCs or third parties. It may not 
be econanically feasible for local TASC programs that are not part of 
statewide systems to provide in-house training. These programs might 
arrange to participate in training activities of nearby statewide 
programs, purchase training services from a state TCO, develop 
regiOnal plans with other nearby TASCs, or make use of related 
non-TASC training resources. 
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Services and activities such as the foregoing are essentially provided 
to individual local or state programs and thus can be genera.ted fran 
within the program. They are not without cost but are relatively 
inexpensive and can be made even more so by reciprocal support arrong 
TASC programs. An obstacle that could be g-.ceater than cost· is the 
procurement process that the program may be required to follow. Each 
program that is part of a larger organization or receiving public 
funds should inquire into the process for procuring the support 
services previously received without cost. Amounts needed to purchase 
anticipated services should be budgeted and procurement requirements 
met in advance to enable use of services When needed. 

Finally, if ten years I experience in TASC has value to society and to 
the American taxpa.yer, it must be expected that the concept will be 
kept alive after federal funds no longer susta.in the existing 
programs. While it seems unlikely that the present climate for 
government spending--federal, state, or local--will spawn new TASC 
programs, the problems TASC confronts ar'e still problems in society. 
It should be anticipated that the TASC approach will be considered 
again and implemented again, with or without federal funds. 
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by 
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II. 

CREATIVE INTERVENTIONS IN AN 
AlCOHOL AWARENESS PROORAM 

by 

GEORGE M. APPLEI'ON', Ph. D. 
JOEL KATZ, M.S. Ed. 
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Increased public awareness and concern about drinking and driving has: 
led a number of jUrisdictions to look for new approaches to prevention i 

and treatment of drunk drivers. One approach calls for increased: 
and/or mandatory penalties for persons convicted of the charge of. 
Driving While Intoxicated (DWI). At the same time, some jurisdictions 
have viewed offenses associated with alcohol as appropriate targets 
for diversion programs. Some form of counseling and treatment--either 
directly by diversion program staff or through referral to an outside 
treatment program--has attracted considerable interest. 

But as different treatment programs emerge (and seek funding), 
questions have arisen concerning the propriety of diverting DWI cases. 
al'1d which (if any) of the treatment programs are likely to have a: 
positive impact on the divertee. 

I, '\ The two articles which follow address both aspects of DWI diversion. 
, Ths first describes a diversion program in Rochester, New York, in 

w.hich defendants charged with their first felony DWI charge may be: 
diverted and referred for treatment to & non-traditional alcohol· 
awareness program. This program, Creative Interventions, is the; 

I subject of the second article, in which the aur:hors di.scuss some of 
the issues facing (and dividing) the field in identifying positive 
treatment models. The theory behind the Creative Interventions model, 
along with how it operates in practice, is described in detail. 

\ 
("if 1 

The articles will be of interest to the diversion field on several 
levels: in assessing the feasibility of including DWI cases in 
diversion programs; in choosing among available treatment options for 
diversion cl.ients; and in assisting diversion staff who counsel 
clients with alcohol-related problems and charges. 

The authors of the first paper are diversion counselors at the Monroe 
County Bar Association Pretrial Services Corporation in Rochester, New 
York. Andrea M. Vale1.'io earned her master of science degree in 
community psychology at Temple University. Kathleen Kane and Florie 
S. Saiger hold masters degrees in educational counseling from the 
State University (':f New York (SUNY) at Brockport. 

The authors of the second paper, George H. Appleton and Joel Katz, are 
co-directors of Creative Interventions. Dr.. Appleton, Who received 
his undergraduate degrea from Harvard College, holds masters degrees 
in Social Studies education and counseling psychology from the State 
University of flew York (SUNY) at Buffalo. He earned his doctorate 
from the Department of Counseling Psychology at SUNY at Buffalo. Dr. 
Appleton is currently an associate professor of counselor education at 
SUNY at Brockport. Mr. Katz, a graduate of the University of 
Rochester, earned his masters dp-gree in counselor education at SUNY 
Brockport. 
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T.8E POLE OF PJwrRIAL DIVERSION IN E!F.F.ECl'ING CLImr 
C.:lANGE IN A ID.\j-TRADITIONAL AI.CC:>fDL TRFA'IMl!NI' PROGRAM 

by 

Andrea M. Valerio, Kathleen Kane, and Florie S. Saiger 

Introduction 

This paper dE/scribes factors that sean to be signif~cant ~n ,affect~g 
the outC"Qre of treatment for clients charged Wl. th Drl. Vl.ng Mule 
Intoxic2'.ted (IM.I) felony offenses. The clients are enrolled in tI;e 
Monroe County Pre-Trial Diversion ImI felony program located l.n 
Rochester New York .. and are referred to canntmity treatment programs 
by the Diversion counselors. The :"O~seling staff, is. cat1p:)s~ of 
mental health professionals who utl.ll.ze therapeutl.c mterventl.ons 
throughout their relationships with tileir clients. 

This paper will specifically examine factors affecting client progre~s 
in a particular non-traditional, alcohol, ,treatment ,progr~, l.n 
Rochester, called Creative Interventl.ons. (This program l.S described 
in detail in Part ':&0, in an article by George Appleton and Joel 
Katz. ) Tne clients have all been referred by Pre-Trial Di versi<:>n 
counselors who select appropriate clients for treatment 3 nonitor the.1.r 
progress, and rrake evaluative re.p<?rts to th~ courts :tJrr0ughout the 
six- to seven-m:>nth program duratl.on. We WJ.II explal.n the role of 
Pre-Trial Diversion in helping to bring about effective client change 
while describing other factors that s~em to interplay' ~erapeutica~ly 
for clients in the Creative Interventl.ons Program. 'nus perspectl.ve 
is written from the viewpoint of the authors based on their clinical 
impressions as counselors for the M:>nroe County Pre-Trial Di verison 
Program. 

Prog;ram Objectives and Philosophy 

The objectives of the Pre-Trial Diversion Pr~am are:, I} to pr~vide 
the clients with an opportunity to Change thel.r behavl.or by actl.vely 
participating in treatment i 2) to reward the cl~ents I successful 
completion of Diversion by allowing them to,p~ead gul.lty to a :ed~ced 
charge of OWl as a misdemeanor, thereby avol.Ql.ng a felony convl.?tl.Oni 
and 3) to interrupt the clients I pattern of arrests by attemptl.ng to 
prevent their future involvements with the law. 
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'1he clients have been charged with their first r.w.r felony in New York 
State ~ This meanS' that tiley have at least one prior drinking 
oonviction, a rw.r misdemeanor. l>1any have been convicted of Driving 
While Ability Itrlj?air.ed as welL The najority have been through a New 
York State Drinking Dri vt::r seven··week educational coUt'se as a result 
of their rMI misdemeanor conviction. 

The: clients sign a cont,ract w:ttli. Pre-'I'rial Diversion agreeing to the 
c.djournme1'1t of their court cha.zoges for the period of time necessary to 
ccmplete treatment, usually six to seven nonths. This contract is 
caI"!J?OSed jointly ~.l 'the client and c.'Ounselor outlining the client IS 

cannitrnent to treatment. Sin..ce no one approach is for everyone, a 
variety of tt'eatrnent mod.ali tied are utilized. This paper focuses only 
on those clients we refer to Creative Interventions. 

No attenpt. is made at labeling the clients lIa l coholics." Clients'are 
elcouraged to take the responsibility of defining the areas of their 
lives which they feel are problematic for them ClT'Al devising ways they 
can nore effectively manage them. '!his includes, bqt is not limited 
to, drinking. Sobriety is never a requirenent, nor is it even an 
issue. Clients are encouraged to learn limit-setting skills that are 
appropriate far their own value systems. 

Naturally, shifting the responsibility to the clients for producing 
their life cbr.mges creates stress. The Diversion counselors use this 
anxiety as a way of developing rrotivation for Change. It is a 
productive part of the therapeutic process. The relationship between 
the Diversion c.'Ounselor and the client is used as a tool to motivate, 
monitor, and then evaluate the client. In other \'JOrds, the Diversion 
counselors take on the role of catalysts for Change. This will beccme 
clearer as the functions of the counselor-client relationship are 
explained. 

Stages of the ,!?iversion Counselor-Client Relationship 

A. Screening 

First-time OWl felony offenders are referred to Pre-Trial Diversion by 
the District Attorney I s office after defendants involved in serious 
personal injury accidents or those with extensive criminal or motor 
vehicle records lwve been screened out. Another layer of screening 
occurs during the one- to three-session intake process wi th the 
Pre-Trial Diversion counselor to determine program eligibility. 
Clients with long-term mental health needs and those Who completely 
lack rrotivation are not accepted. The selection process is geared 
toward accepting clients Who have thQ ability and readiness to be open 
to short-tenn treatment interventions. It is important to remain 
aware that this non-random selection process may have an effect on 
conclusions we draw from our clinical observations . 
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During the intake sessions, the client's needs and drinking patterns 
are assessed. Issues are developed together with the client, am the 
ones that the client wishes to ~rk on in treat.ment are targeted, if 
possible at this time. The selection process for referral to <"'''reative 
Interventions (and for all other programs) is experimental and 
subjective. 

The client is given a list of expectations or criteria for successful 
program completion and signs a contract with the Diversion counselor 
if both agree on the terms of the treatment plan. This activity is 
also part of the th~rapeutic process: the way in which a client 
approaches this task is illustrative of his motivation for treatment, 
his style of interaction (i.e., manipulative, demanding, passive, 
etc.), and his issues for treatment. 

B. M:>nitoring Process 

Clients are required to maintain regular, usually weekly, contact with 
the [Ii version counselor. During these interactions, clients discuss 
their reactions" perceptions, and fe€'lings about the treatment 
program. These contacts help the clients work through their 
r·~sistance to treatment and help develop their motivation to change. 
It provides an opportunity for the clien's ~ demonstrate behaviorally 
the changes they have made as a result of the treatment process, while 
still being a p3.rt of the treatment process. It is another layer of 
accountabilit.y, separate fran the group, where the clients continue to 
develop and integrate their newly acquired behavioral skills. In the 
case of clients who are not making productive change, it is an 
opportunity to observe their patterns of "staying stuck." 

E1ther way, it's grist for the mill. Clients don't just report their 
changes; they are verified by their actually doing them. How they 
rrake contact with the Diversion counselor demonstrates whether they're 
being responsible, being assertive, and taking care of themselves. 

An important canponent in this process is feedback. We continually 
let the clients know how we experience their behavior and what their 
status is in Pre-Trial Diversion. We pay particular attention to 
canparing the infonnation we get fran the Creative Intervenotions gruup 
leaders with the information we get fran the clients. If the 
perceptions fran both sources don't match, that is an indication to 
the Diversion counselor that something needs to be addressed. By 
pushing clients to address issues in their treatment group, we help 
stir up frustration and stress. We believe this creates motivation 
and growth. 

C. Evaluation 

Reports are made periodically to the courts describinq the client IS 

progress. When the client canpletes his treatment program, the 
Diversion counselor must determine if he has "favorably" or 
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"unfavorably" canplied with the expectations of his Diversion program. 
If he successfully finishes his program, he is convicted of a rMI 
misdemeanor rather than a felony. If unsuccessful, the client may be 
indicted by the grand jury on his original charge of a IM: felony and 
returns to the traditional court process for disposition of his case. 

The criteria used to detennine the client I s final Diversion status 
include the demonstration of behavioral change. How a client 
expresses feelings, how he shows responsibili ty , and how he 
cammunicates are viewed as indicators of meaningful dh&,ge. (Please 
see the ~pendix for complete listing of program criteria.) The final 
decision is based on input from the client, with a stress placed on 
behavioral demonstration rather than verbal report, and on the 
treatment program facilitators' evaluations of the client I s growth. 

Other Factors Affect4n9 Clients' Progress 

In addition to the ongoing relationship with his/her Pre-Trial 
Diversion counselor and the direct treatment process of the Creative 
Interventions program, there are other influences at ~rk on the 
client. The interplay of all of these variables seems to have a 
p:::Merful :i.n1Pact on the client's behavior. It appears that the 
combination of these factors is crucial to bringing about meaningful 
change, but this has not been tested experimentally. This conclusion 
is drawn fran clients' self-reports, observations of their responses 
to stressful situations, and from trying approaches differently with 
some clients at different times. The t~ other significant variables 
seem to be the client's lack of a driver's license and his fear of a 
felony conviction: 

L lack of Driver's License 

Clients are required to voluntarily surrender their driver's licenses 
for a one-year period beginning when they sign the Pre~rrial Diversion 
contract. This los$ of personal freedom and mobility necessitates 
that the clients structure their lives on a "physical" level. They 
need to develop the skills of mapping out the logistics of their 
ccmnuting needs, and thus -they are faced with the inconvenience of 
restructuring their lives. The issue underlying this inconvenience 
appears to be their inability to ask other people for help. They are 
now in a position Where tiley must rely on others and assertively make 
reques°l:.s. At this -time, the client often responds to this loss of 
driving privileges by grieving. This lack of a license forces the 
client to assess his situation and make pro-active decisions. 

2. Fear of a Felony Conviction 

Most clients choose to enroll in Pre-Trial Diversion not because they 
are really motivated for treatment, but because they want to avoid a 
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felony criminal record. This is realistic, and it is a good starting 
place. The dramatic influence of fearing a felony conviction seems to 
ccxne largely fran the client I s need not to be labeled a "criminal" or 
"bad. .. Avoiding the felony is a way of protecting the self-concept 
fran the jt.ldgments of others. 

A felony conviction is a label that lasts a lifetime. It requires a 
mandatory jail ,sentence, as well as the loss of other personal 
freedans: , the r~ght to vote, ,to have a passport, to register guns, to 
hold publl.c offl.ce, to get ll.censed in certain careers, and to hold 
cert:au: jo~. Man¥, clients fear, and rightly so, that they will lose 
thel.r JObs l.f conVl.cted of a felony. The risk is very real and keenly 
felt: losing financial security is a J;X)Werful notivator. 

Conclusion 

In this paper we have attempted to describe how one Diversion program 
staffed by mental health professionals utilizes therapeutic and legal 
means to effect Change in clients charged with DWI felony offenses. 
The caribined impact of rraintaining a relationship with the Diversion 
counselor, participating in treatment with Creative Interventions 
facing a felony charge, and coping with thE lack of a drivel.·'s licens~ 
s:ems ~ fuel tb:e client's notivation and sparks his behavior change. 
Dl.yersl.on provl.~es ~lout to the client's treatment experience. 
Cll.ents are \rorking toward the incentive of a "favorable" evaluation 
report to the ~. , This "carr~, at the end of ~ stick" approach can 
be a };X)W'erful l.ncentl.ve for p:>sl.tl.ve change. '!lus clout is only one 
of the tools the program utilizes in its overall role as catalyst for 
change • By enc::'uraging the clients to deal with the issues that 
ane~ge, ~ pushl.ng then to ~e their own responsible choices for 
thel.r decl.sl.ons, and by provl.ding the linkage for all the other 
factors at work, input and structure are constantly provided. 
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APPENDIX 

Pre-Trial Diversion OWl Felony Program 

Successful Program Cartpletion Requirements 

Successful completion of Pre-Trial Diversion is based on the client's 
demonstration of significant attitude and behavior change, not 
attendance. Clients must actively participate in treatment in order 
to learn and implement new behaviors. 

Because of the individualized nature of the treatment plan and the 
uniqueness of each client I s p:>tentia,l for change, final evaluatior:s 
are deter.mined on a case-by-case baSl.S. There are, hcMevGr, certam 
basic criteria that are taken into account for each client: 

3. 

5. 

Responsibili.!:l. - At all times the responsibility for change 
rests with the clien+- He/She will be encouraged to learn to 
be responsible for his/her actions and their consequences. 

Insight Development - The client is expected to develop 
awareness of his/her particular dysfunctional patterns of 
behavior and make nore constructive changes. 

Feelfngs - The client is encouraged to get in touch with the 
feell.ngs that produce his/her dysfunctional behavior. 

Ccmnunication Skills - Effective interpersonal carmunication 
skills should be derronstrated by the client. A stress is 
placed on learning to be specific, direct, and open, and on 
devel~ing active listening skills. 

Identification of Needs Met by Alcohol - The client is 
expected to learn more about himself or herself, and 
specifically What needs are met for him/her by drinking. 

6. ~rimentation with New Behaviors - The client should be able 
to l.dentify other behaviors that can meet the same needs as 
drinking. He/She should experiment with these new behaviors 
and be willing to take risks to develop these new skills. 

7. Reistructuring Lifestyle - The client is expected to change 
hiS/her lifestyle so as to interrupt the established pattern 
of rw.r arrests and prevent the likelihood of future arrests 
for drinking-related offenses. 

May 1982 
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II. CRFATIVE ~IOOS IN AN AICOHOL AWARENEss PROGRAM 
;; - - -------------

by 

George M • .AJ.:pleton and Joel Katz 

Intrcx1uction 

In this paper the authors wish to examine briefly sane of the 
assumpti?ns associated with alcohol awareness programs, speoifioally 
thc;s7 d~re:oted: t~d the treatrrent of individuals oharged with 
dr~vJ.ng while ~ntox~oated (r:w.r). The implioations of reoent researoh 
on the design of suoh programs warrant nell approaohes. Sane of this 
research is discussed in the follOOng section. 

An existing program Whioh incorporates some of these ne\tl approaohes 
has pr?v~n. dramatioally that a new model based on individual 
respons~b~l~ty ?an be more suoo~ssful t?an traditional approaohes to 
tr;atJnent. This new progr~ ~s desor~bed later in this paper, in 
whioh we explore the assumpt~ons basio to the program and the process 
through which the group members move. 

Part I 

Review of CUrrent ~ 

MUoh emPhasis ~s being plaoed today on relieving problems oaused by 
the drunken dr~ver. As a result, stringent awtioation of penalties 
for. c:;ot;viotion of driving While intoxioated as well as broader 
def7117t~ons of the ~tate of intoxifioation have been praroted. In 
add~ t~Cl1, the penal t~es themselves are beocming harsher. In New York 
S~te, for example, '!lew. laws canpel the courts to im,pose mandatory 
f~nes for a OWl oonv~ot~on, and mandatory prison sentenoes have been 
proposed for related orimes. The im,position of legal deterrents (the 
mandatory applioatio~ of fines and prison sentenoes), however, does 
not s7em to be effeot~ve. In SWeden it was proven that the im,position 
of st~ffer penalties and mandatory jail sentenoes (punishment and the 
fec;u- . of punishment) did .n~t act as a deterrent to further drinking and 
dr~v~ng. 1/ That puru.t~ve aotions fail to inhibit reoidivism is 
further supported by other studies. 2/ 

... _---------_ ... _--
11 H. ,Iaur~e FD~s, "Does Threat of Jail Deter Scandinavia I s Drinldrlg 

Drl.vers? Traffl.c Safety, VoL 75, N:>. 1, January 1975, pp. 10-]3. 

Robert, ~. Booth and Ralph A. Grosswiler, "Correlates and Predictors of 
Rec~dl.vl.sm Among Drinking Drivers," International Journal of the 
Mdictionsl Vol. 13, N:>. 1, January 1978, pp-. "":Il7;n9-'-88~.;";;";;;;'=;;;::;"'';:;''='===:''''::;=-=:':::' 
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Conourrent with the emphasis on apprehending and punishing the 
offender driver is an inorease in attention on programs designed to 
discourage the drunken driver fran qperating a motor vehiole on the 
road. The direotions taken by many programs, however, are limited by 
finanoial and social considerations. (For example, individuals Who 
have been consuming alcohol and have, as a result, a higher content of 
alcohol in their blood than pennitted by law cannot be forced to take 
a breathalizer test until they have driven~ normally, they oannot be 
forbidden to drive until suoh test has been made.) Social custans and 
institutions, furtherrrore, generally do not exercise a restraining 
influence on the drinking driver. 3/ 

As a result, a variety of programs designed tD increase the awareness 
of individuals already conviot€d on alcohol-related charges to the 
dangers of alcohol are being tri~i today. Many of these programs, 
eduoational in nature, do not seev, to be successful. There is, in 
faot, considerable evidence that Alcohol Safety Action Projeots and 
progr.ams with similar obje(.ttiv~$ (the edr,lcation of persons convicted 
of driving While intoxioat~i) dQ not wor]t~. 4/ 

Indioations that education alone is not enough oan be found throughout 
ourrent literature. Researoh has demonstrated that eduoational 
programs may have a detrimental effect on certain types of referrals 
(e.g., severe problem drinkers). 5/ Individuals Who are reluctant to 
assume responsibility for their aotions may be prone to believe that, 
after oompleting the requirements of an eduoationally-oriented 
rehabilitation progr~, their problems with drinking and driving will 
disappear. This is t'lot surprising, since the assumption is evidently 
resio to the design of the program and is espoused by the leaders. 

t 

Richard D. Yoder, "Prearrest Behavior of Persons Convicted of Driving 
While Intoxicated, II Journal of Studies on Alcohol, Vol. 36, No. 11, 
NOvember 1975, pp. 1573-l577~ 

Bert Hayslip, David Kapasainski, Alex Darbes, and Robert Zeh, "Evaluation 
of Driving While Intoxicated Programs: Sc::rre Methodological Considerations," 
Journal of Studies of Alcohol, Vol. 37, N:>. 11, 1976, pp. 1742-47. 

Paul Zador, "Statistical Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Alcohol Safety 
Projects," .Accident Analysis and Prevention, Vol. 8, No.1, February 1976, 
pp. 51-66: Paul Levy, Robert Voas, Penelope Johnson, and Terry M. Klein, 
"An Evaluation of the Departm:!nt of Transportation I s Alcohol Safety .Action 
Projects," JournaLpf Safety Research, Vol. 10, N:>. 4, Winter 1978, pp. 
162-176: Pascal SCOles and Eric W. Fine, "Shott Term Effects of an 
Fducational Program for Drinking Drivers," Joumal of Studies on Alcohol, 
Vol. 38, N:>. 3, March 1977, !=p. 633-637. 
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In an article entitled "Einerging Directions in Alcohol Treatment-A 
New Hope for the Problem-Drinker Offender, II 6/ the authors point out 
that the difference between alcoholics and alcohol abusers is largely 
ignored by the majority of alcohol treatment programs. This is 
interesting in light of the fact that the majority of drunken driver 
offenders are alcohol abusers, not alcoholic persons. They continue 
to point out that what treatment has been available has been directed 
toward the alcoholic person. Characteristically, emphasis is placed 
on the recognition of the fact that the person convicted of driving 
while intoxicated has a problem with alcohol and. should consider 
himself/herself an alcoholic. Based upon this traditional approach, 
many of the programs sUbscribe to a medical model. The offenders are 
regarded as people who have a disease, a basic intolerance for alcohol 
which, after the sUbstance has been consumed, renders them incapable 
of self-control. 7/ 

The fact that traditional approaches continue to be prevalent, 
according to Goodrick, reflects deeply held beliefs and attitudes by 
those working in alcohol dependence treatment programs rather than any 
sUbstantial evidence that the approach is effective. 8/ It was noted 
that many of these alcohol workers are thernsel ves members of 
Alcoholics Anonymous. This reinforces the ideas basic to the disease 
model of alcoholism and their use in programs associated with alcohol 
treatment programs. These ideas may be counter-producti ve in 
providing therapeutic assistance to individuals who have drinking 
problems. Basically, they allow the individual to deny responsibility 
for his/her behavior and, in effect, provide an excuse for 
irresponsible behavior. 9/ 

An important statement made by Sobe11 and Sobell (and one which seems 
to have been largely ignored by many of the current alcohol workers) 
is that out of more than 125 reports pUblished in journals associated 
with problems related to the use of alcohol, none has presented 

David D. Goodrick, Gerald Vigdal, and Dennis Suttoo, IIEmerging Directions 
in Alcohol Treatment--A New Hope For the Problem-Drinker Offender," 
Offender Rehabilitation, Vol. I, pp. 57-66. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

M. B. Sobell and L. C. Sobell, liThe Need for Realism, Relevance and 
Operational Assumptions in the Study of Substance Dependence," in 
Biol ical and Behavioral ches to De ence, H. D. Cappell and 
A. E. leBlanc, eds. '!bronto: Mdiction Research Foundation, 1975). 
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scientific evidence that the disease model of alcoholism is valid. 10/ 
Indeed, exclusive allegiance to the theory has had several adve:se 
consequences (including the de-emphasis of research on a1ternat~ve 
viewpoints, the legitimization of one questionable viewpoint, and the 
political support of one questionable v.tew. This statement, made in 
1973 by Sobell am Sobell is, in the authors I opinion, still true. 

Sane alcoholic persons have learned to drink responsibly, a fact which 
is not recognized by the rnore traditional approaches. The newer 
approaches in alcohol treatment are directed toward the examination 
am elimination of many of the a~;surnptions previously held to be true. 
They stress the introduction of a model which incorporates individual 
responsibility for all behavior as a cornerstone of the therapeutic 
process. 11/ 

The poou1ation fran which the clients a...-~ drawn is, characteris
tica1l~, experiencing considerable stress. The group rnenibership ~s 
mandated by the judicial system. The stress is manifested ::n 
~esistance and hostility. In traditionally oriented approaches, this 
resistance and hostility may never be deal t wi th adequately t 
particularly in programs which emphasi~e a didactic appr~ch to t.J;e 
problem. This approach may result ~n temporary and ~nautJ;ent~c 
adoption of the value system of the teacher-leader and may explam the 
failure of many programs. 

Another limitation with many existing programs is associated with tine 
constraints which do not take into consideration the effectiveness of 
the information provided on the program enrollees or the differences 
in the rates of learning and the effect of such learning on behavior. 
These limitations may help to account for a lack of effectiveness in 
current program performance as measured by rearrests. Clearly ~t is 
needed is an individualized approach by which the length of the 
program corresponds to the length of time each. it;di vidual . in the 
program needs in order to derronstrate that spec~f~ed 1earn~ng. has 
taken place. This requires that the program planners have clear ~deas 
as to heM the program participants demonstrate the changes which have 
taken place for them while participating in the experience. The need 
to spell out competencies and define them operationally is paramount 
an:l must be met on a regular basis. Inasmuch as al.trost all of the 
competencies are interpersonal situations, a condition which is 
pennitted in a group counseling setting (which, rather than being 
structured, remains flexible) allCMS the participants to learn to 
becane rnore effective in handling interpersonal problems in living. 
With the acquisition of knowledge and interpersonal skills, and the 

1Q/ Ibid. 

W Ibid., pp. 135-136: Richard Zyllnan, "J:Ml Enforcement Programs: Why Are 
They Not. r-Dre Effective?" .Accldent Analysis and Prevention, Vol. 7, No.3, 
September 1975, W. 179-190. 
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realization that each person is ultimately responsible for all his or 
her own decisions, eaCh person is more able to meet individual needs 
in satisfactory ways. 

The authors would like to suggest here that treatment programs should 
serve another function as jroportant as that of preventing those under 
the influence of alcohol fram driving: the identification of drivers 
who are prone to behave in irresponsible ways in spite of the 
influences of education and increased awareness prampted by program 
experiences. The accurate identification of such individuals is 
difficult in programs Which have as the Objective education of 
participants as to the effects of alcohol on drivers and the dangers 
implicit in driving after drinking. What is needed is an approach 
Which allows for accurate clinical assessment of the degree to Which 
group members behave responsibly and rrake responsible decisions about 
When ani h<::M to drink. Recannendations for reissuance of driver's 
licenses should not be made until the individual clearly demonstrates 
responsible behavior, particularly under stressful conditions. Such 
individuals are less apt to allow the occurence of a situation in 
whiCh they might drive While intoxicated. 

Part II 

Creative Interventions Program 

The program described here has been in effect for three years. Its 
v success is illustrated by the fact that since its incep+.ion no 

individual who has successfully completed the program has been 
rearr.ested on charges related to drivll19 While intoxicated. Between 
March I, 1980, and DecerOOer 30, 1980, 125 individuals were enrolled in 
the group experience. The average amount of time spent in the group 
was about 30 weeks. Approximately 15 percent of the group merribers 
were unwilling to make the required changes in behavior and as a 
result, left the groups. Reccmnendations for the reissuance of 
licenses were not made in these cases. 

The Creative Interventions Program (eIP) is based. on the assUITq?tion 
that most individuals with ~lcohol-related problems have not acquired 
or have lost the interpersonal skills and knowledge that enables them 
to .rec~ize cu:n meet basic needs associated with or met through 
socJ.al mteractJ.on. As a result, the problems in living Which they 
en~unter cannot be solved through interpersonal means and are largely 
avoJ.ded by those experiencing difficulty. These individuals are 
inclined t.o avoid the awareness and expression of intense feelings 
Which result fram contact with others. Such people tend, furthenrore 
to react to their environment rathe:t' than act upon it. As a result; 
it is difficult for these individuals to be assertive and meet their 
needs actively. The consumption of alcohol serves several purposes 
associated with reducing anxiety in interpersonal situations and 
redUcing the individual's ability to recognize his or her 
responsibility for failure to meet those needs. It is the 
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irresp::msible constmtption of alcohol with \tihich this program is 
concerned. 

The experiential approach characteris·tic of our program is one in 
which clients who are under considerable stress (aggravated by 
.'fOssible felony charges and the certain loss of their driver I s 
license) meet for gr.oup therapy. In this group all of the social 
behaviors, effective and ineffective, are evident and all behaviors 
are subject to discussion by the group. Perhaps for the first time, 
the group members regularly becane aware of how their behaviors affect 
others and can learn r~ to exchange less adaptive behaviors for those 
Which are helpful in meeting needs and might be classified as 
responsible. 

There is an assumption made here--one Which may be difficult to grasp 
but which is very basic to all experiential group counseling 
situations; that is, individuals in the group will demonstrate the 
same interpersonal behavior in the group counseling situation that, 
they demonstrate in their lives outside of the group. The same needs 
are present: similar stresses exist in the group situation as exist 
outside of the group, and group participants I interpersonal reactions, 
effective and ineffective, are demonstrated in response to the 
stresses Which occur in the group. It is these characteristic 
responses wi th which the g~oups must work. The process of 
carmunication, epitomized by the feedback process, is used to enable 
group members to behave, to became aware of the behavior of others 
(verbal and non-verbal), to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
behaviors, and to encourage group members to try new behaviors. The 
focus is on What is said, What is done, and how the individuals react 
to What is said and done. Excuses for behaviors Which are not 
productive are not accepted. The lives of the group merribers outside 
of the group situations, although not unimportant, became jroportant 
only as they relate to behaviors experienced in the present. (This is 
an important connection i the ability to generalize fran the group 
situation to one's life problems outside of the group is necessary for 
change to occur.) For example: 

t 

Mr. Smith has made several attempts to say something during a 
heated exchange inVOlving several group merribers. He is 
interrupted and ignored and finally gives a sigh, leans back 
in his chair with his anus folded, and mutters sanething 
under his breath. A more experienced group member recognizes 
that sanething important is happening and authoritatively 
stops the discussion. The group member then gives Mr. Smith 
feedback about how little impact Mr. Smith has on him When he 
seems frustrated like that, and he goes on to describe hOY! 
Mr • Smith withdraws. One of the group leaders points out 
that Mr. Smith has stated that the times that he stops at a 
bar after work and loses control of his drinking are times 
When he is experiencing the same type of frustration. 
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Mr. Smith is then encouraged to try to make sane active 
statements to the group al:out hOW' he felt when he was 
interrupted. Mr. Smith continues to experiment wi th active 
ways to deal with the group when he feels frustrated over the 
following weeks. His role and image in the group begin to 
change, and he reports positive changes in his life at work 
and at bane. 

Part of Mr. Smith's behavior pattern that led to his arrest was his 
inadequate way of taking care of himself wh~"1 he was frustra~ed. 
Rather than finding an active and responsible way to change thmgs 
that frustrated him, Mr. Smith would find some rationale or 
justification for why he COUldn't or shOUldn't do anything. 

The group itself acts as a therapeutic a~e~t of change with ea~ and 
all of the rrerribers. Resistance and hostl.ll. ty are encouraged mall 
group merribers. In that resistance, however, lies an important source 
of strength. The free expression of the hostility, accepted and 
encouraged by the group leaders, allows clients under stre~s to ~e 
constructive use of the energy they have bottled up m passl.ve 
withdrawal and inappropriately expressed hostility. The anger becanes 
redirected at the source of the difficulties ( tile self), and the 
client is able to use the energy in useful ways, ways Which put the 
client in control of his or her life. This is an :important aspect of 
the group process. Resistance is part of the reality of the 
situation. It must be recognized and used in constructive ways to 
help the group members to becane better able to take care of 
themselves. Through the feedback process, group members are 
encouraged to react to each other and share with the entire group the 
effects of the behavior of other participants on each individual. The 
feedback may be supportive or unsupporti ve of specific behaviors 
denonstrated witin the group experience. The non-evaluative aspect of 
feedback must be stressed here. Those who give the feedback report on 
their reactions to specific behaviors. The behaviors in themselves 
are not II good II or "bad, II and the decision as to whether they are 
appropriate is always left up to the receiver of the feedback. Only 
that person can judge whether the behavior has helped him or her m7et 
specific goals. In a sense, the group may be regarded as a carmunl. ty 
in which interpersonal behaviors may be perfonned and evaluated by the 
perfonner as to the degree to which they help him or her meet needs. 
The behavior may be practiced or eliminated in sUbsequent situations. 
Clearly, operant conditioning is taking place. 

There are behaviors, encouraged by the group leaders, which are 
fundamental to the process of change. At their first group meeting, 
members receive a list of 11 behavioral canpetencies--behaviors they 
are expected to derronstrate on a regular basis throughout their 
attendance in the group (see Appendix I). The behaviors are related 
to appropriate ways by which an individual can meet emerging needs. 
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At the same time, the behaviors are interrelated and, although treated 
discretely, each competency supports and promotes others. Taken as a 
Whole, they function to help the passive individual became active in 
meeting his or her needs. These behaviors also serve as a basis for 
feedback and enable group members to evaluate their progress in the 
group. The ccmpetencies must be practiced on a regular basis by each 
participant in order to meet the requirements necessary to 
successfully complete the program. 

It should be noted here that whether group members II fake II responses if) 
irrelevant. It is expected that the production of new responses may 
require the exaggeration of affect, or experimentation with affec'l:ive 
responses including verbal and non-verbal over-reaction. New and 
different responses are foreign and are, in effect, being "tried on 
for fit. II Clearly, those which are effective will have meaning and 
will be incorporated into the behavioral repertoire of the client. 
Only with the repetition of such responses can they be included 
pennanent.ly. 

Interpersonal stress, similar to the stress encountered in life 
outside the group, inevitably occurs. Frequent evaluations by other 
group members, ambiguity which characterizes the group meetings While 
expectations are slCM'ly clarified, as well as the stress associated 
with being arrested fbr driving under the influence of alcohol, all 
contribute to the distress of group members. At times, a high degree 
of stress is an im.1;x:>rtant elanent. By working with it, and through 
it, group members are able to becane aware of the effect of stress on 
individual behaviors. They are able to get feedback on their 
reactions in a stressful situation and learn how to change their 
behaviors until they becane pro-active and productive. 

The process through which the group as a whole and the individuals 
within the group pass is one which involves change. The change is the 
result of active participation in the group, and the learning takes 
place as a result of the group experiences. In an experiental group, 
the ~ype of learning differs fram that which occurs under a didactic 
approach. It is nore value oriented, nore active, and, in the 
authors' opinion, trore meaningful. The learning is derronstrated both 
verbally and non-verbally. Behaviors whicn denonstrate increased 
participation in the group decision-making processes (as displayed by 
posture, expression of inVOlvement in interventions, display of 
creative thought and awareness of the impliccltions of behavior, 
relevant self-disclosure, etc.) are readily observable. The entire 
group experience is relevant. Group members are responsible for 
asking £Or and setting up their own evaluations. The ways in Which 
they take responsibility for this process are related to the ways in 
Which they take responsibility in life outside of the group. All of 
tltis provides data for the leaders and group members on the degree to 
Which each participant behaves responsibly. Basing evaluations on the 
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totality of dem:mstrated behavior reduces the opportunity for a Irelliber 
to display inauthentic behaviors solely for the purpose of I'getting 
through II the program. 

Basic to the change is the acceptance of res};X)nsibi1i ty by each 
individual for the decisions each has made and which have resulted in 
present conditions. The degree to which the group rnerriber is satisfied 
with present conditions is related to the degree to which the 
individual is motivated to make changes in life. The acceptance of 
personal responsibility for life-related decisions necessitates a 
change in values. Where a group menft:>er previously saw problems as 
events "out there, II he or she is nCM able to examine res};X)nses and 
make choices as to which response he/she wishes to make. The 
res};X)nsibi1i ty for the problems as well as the solutions nCM is seen 
as belonging to the individual. 

The experience itself has a IIfreeingll quality. Group members 
generally express optimism. They becane less rigid, more accepting of 
themselves and others, able to deal with others in more facilitative 
ways. Their relationships with other members as well as the leaders 
become less demanding and more open. The most important 
characteristic of the newly demonstrated behaviors, however, is that 

" each of the members accepts res};X)nsibi1ity for his/her behavior and 
the consequences of his/her decisions. . 

Program Specifics 

In this section, the authors will describe and ccmnent on specific 
aspects of the program. These aspects are associated with ':;e1ection 
of group rnerribers, characteristic leader approaches, evaluation of 
group rneniber behaviors, and the procedure for termination of the 
experience. 

Leader Approaches 

The group leaders, who usually wor.k in pairs, maintain focus on the 
present behaviors in the group. At the same time, they encourage the 
use of facilitative feedback in the group interactions. Such feedback 
is a simple, concise statement of hCM one reacts to the behavior of 
others. It is generally noneva1uative and provided as information on 
the effect of the behavior of others rather than an attempt to change 
behavior. 

Leaders discourage advice-gi ving, which is seen as a method of 
imposing the will of one group rnerriber upon another. They also 
discourage asking questions, which may avoid respcnsibi1i ty by the 
questioner for pertinent statements which underlie the questions. The 
importance of demonstrating res};X)nsibi1ity for statements and behavior 
is vital. 
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At t~mes the group leaders suggest experiments which might be 
practJ.ced by the group ~l.. to increase opportunities for the 
feedback process to take place and individual awareness to be 
increased. Role playing, psychodrama, lI€!lT!Pty chairll techniques, and 
other games may be suggested. Many of these are allied to games 
practiced in Gesta1't: psycho103Y. IlHaneworkll assignments may be 
sugge~ted . ~uch assJ.gnments are presentoo in the form of specific 
beha;rJ.ors whJ.ch the group menft:>er can practice in social situations 
outsJ.~e of the group envirornnent. The results incurred by the 
behavJ.c.c may then be evaluated by the members. The focus of this 
1?rcx::~ure might be on, the degree to which the new behavior helps the 
J.!ldJ.vJ.dua1 to meet hJ.s or her needs satisfactorily. Subsequently, 
t.'1ey may share SOTIe of the results with the group. 

The leaders, who conduct themselves as members and whose behaviors at 
times may not be distinguished fran those of the mandated menibers 
model the beha~iors which will be practiced by group members, he1pin~ 
them 't.c:? take rJ.sks, develop new behaviors, and behave in facilitative 
ways WJ.th other group members. It is important that the leaders be 
awar~ ~f grou~ atmosphere~ particularly of the element ~f stress. By 
rernaJ.nJ.ng ambJ.guous at tllnes, the leader may increase the level of 
stress and at the same time force the group members to becane 
res};X)nsib1e for ~at happens in the group, thus permitting the group 
members to experJ.en~e themselves in situations with varying degrees of. 
stress. At s';ch tllnec, the leader may give feedback. The focus of 
the feedback mJ.ght be, for example, on how a certain meniber reacts to 
nonsuppor~ive statements ID3.de by others. Feedback given by the leader 
should, J.f };X)ssible, focus on actions which might be related to 
ir:;es};X)nsib1e behavior <;Xl the part of a group member, or behavior 
whJ.ch does not seem to help the rnerriber to meet his or her goa1~. 

Evaluation of Group MP.ffibers -_._---
Group members are evaluated primarily in terms of the behavioral 
campetencie~, a list of which is presented to each new group meniber 
(s~e AppendJ.x ,1) . These canpetencies are associated with processes 
whJ.ch are desJ.gned to help the members to beca.ne pro-active and in 
control of tasks they encounter in life. 

~ d~sign, the canpetencies focus on observable behaviors. Words 
l.IDp1YJ.ng the use of value judgments are not included. 'Ihe behaviors 
are defined in clear terms and the use of psychology jargon is 
avoided. They should be practiced regularly throughout the experience 
bY,a11 members of ,the group. The practice of these behaviors (or the 
faJ.1ure to practJ.ce them at appropriate times) is a source for 
feedback to each member by the rest of the group. 

... 

____________________________________________ ,_--____________________________________________ ~ ________ ~ ____ .d~ __________ ~ 
__ .1 d _ ~-a= __________________________________________ ~~ ______________ ~~~~----
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Procedure for Tennination 

Tennination procedures are designed to increase -t:he ~rtt1ni:ties ~or 
feedback enable the member requesting term~nat~on to ~dent~fy 
specific 'areas Which need nore W\:)rk on his or her part, and ~y be 
seen as an appropriate finishing experience (see Append~x 2). 
Although evaluations such as these rcay take up a great deal Of. the 
group I s time, it is important to not~ tha~ ~ll group memoers 
participate in the experience and, wh~le g~ v~ng feedbac~, may 
themselves practice the behaviors suggested by the campetenc~es and 
supported by the objectives of the group. 

.1 ....... 
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Appendix 1. 

Creative Interventions 

This oampetenqy list is designed to serve as a basis for evaluation 
am as a structure for participation in group meetings. In order to 
neet the requirements of this program it is necessary for natU:>ers to 
demonstrate the behaviors in these competencies on a regular basis in the gr.;)Up. 

1. Giving Feedback - Making a statement about how a group merriber I s 
present behavior affects you. This involves paying attention to 
non-verbal behavi"t' in others (tone of voice, silence, posture, 
gestures I etc '. ) • 

2. Being Responsible - Seeing yourself as causing your own feelings 
and as having a choice in the way you behave. 

3. Derronstrating to others that you can understand their feelings, 
understand the way they see a situation, and hear them accurately. 

4. Self Disclosing - Derronstrating the ability to carmunicate your 
thoughts and feelings in the inmediate present to others. 

5. Making connections and seeing similarities between your thoughts, 
feelings, and behavior in the group, and your thqughts, feelings, 
and behavior outside the group. 

6. Congruency - Having your words and non-' verbal behavior 
carmunicating the same thing to others. 

7 • Identifying specific needs Which you m:!et by drinking or in the 
environment associated with drinking. 

8. Demonstrating behaviors in the group Which meet those needs aside 
fran drinking. 

9. Experimenting with new behaviors. Example: If you typically 
speak loudly, try experimenting with Whispering. 

10. Finding ways elf helping group members who do not m:!et the 
canpetencies. 

11. Demonstrating basic assertiveness skills to actively and directly 
make changes in the group. 

Developed and copyrighted by George M. Appleton and Joel Katz. 

-
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Appendix 2 

PROCEIlJRE OF TER4INATION 

It is each merrU::>er I s responsibility to request an evaluation ~t the t:nth ~ 10th) 
week and again before the twentieth (20th) week. Each member s behav~or mIl be 
evaluated by the group and the leaders. The evaluation ~ll be based on, tJ:le 
extent to which the group and leaders see that member as hav~ng met the spec~~~c 
competencies. All competencies rrrust be met before a favorable reoommendat~on 
will be written. 

If the evaluation determines that a member has not met ?ll ~t~ncies, ,the 
merriber has an option of continuing on in the group. In this case ~t ~s requl.red 
that the m?liiber pay for five (5) sessions in adval1ce and request a gr<:>up. 
evaluation at the end of that time. It is possible that rcore than one extens~on 
may be necessary to meet the competencies. 

Consensus must be reached in each evaluation, h"-1at is, all members and leaders;) 
must agree to support the group decision. ;; 
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The Commonwealth of Kentucky has long been in the forefront of 
progressive efforts in pretrial justice. In 1976 Kentucky became the 
first state to outlaw bail bonding for profit. Soon after, a 
statewide system of pretrial release was imple~nted, in Kentucky; ~nd 
over the next few years, programs offering ?~v~rs~on, and mediat~on 
were added with projects organized in urban Jur~sd~ct~ons throughout 
Kentucky-

One SUch urban locale where an alternative dispositional prograr;' ('las 
started is Jefferson County, which inclUdes the metropol~s of 
Louisville. It is in Louisville that the Dispute Mediation ~rogram of 
Jefferson County was established, the program whose evaluat~on ser~es 
as the focus of this paper. The paper highlights the evaluat~on 
results and includes a lengthY l~rocess discussion; an a$'sesszrn:nt of 
program impact in terms of client satisfactior; with and l~ngev~ty ,of 
resolutions; a cost analysis on a per-case bas~s; and a case analys~s, 
examining the link between the referral source ,the charge, ,and ~he 
relationship of disputants' imraat on success. Readers w~ll f~nd 
particularly interesting the increased efficiency of the court 
criminal summons and arrest warrant processing system, attributed by 
the authors to mediation intake staff fulfilling this f~nction. Note 
alsO the benefits associated with housing the program ~n the Hall of 
Justice. 

Paul J. Weber and Philip G. Laemmle are associate professors, of 
political science at the University of Louisville. Dr. Weber rece~ved 
his doctorate in political science from the Unive,rsity of Chic~go. 
Dr. Laemmle r:eceived a doctorate in political, sc~ence from ~nd~ana 
University. Together, they are currently work~ng on an exper~ment~l 
data-manage1l'ent project with the pretrial, Servi~es Agency ~n 
Louisville. Ray Weis is Director of the Pretr~~l Serv~ces Agency ,for 
the 30th Judicial Circuit. Jan Kempf is Coordinator of Court,Serv~~es 
at the same agency- Mr. Weis received his masters degree ~n soc~al 
work from the University of Louisville. Ms. Kempf received her 
bachelor of science degree from the University of Louisvi~le, wh~re 
she is currently working towards a master of business adm~nistrat~on 
degree. 
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In the 1980 Annual Journal of the Pretrial services Resource Center, 
Dr. Da.vid I. Sheppard published the results of an ~valuation of three 
Dispute Merliation Programs I each set up on a diffet'ent organizational 
model. 1/ The Atlanta Center was sponsored by a non-profit 
organization created for the purpose. The Kansas City Center was 
sponsored by the local Comrunity Services Department. The los Angeles 
Center was sponsored by the los Angeles County Bar Association. All 
the Centers were funded by LEAA grants. 

There is another IOOdel which has not yet.. been adequately evaluated: 
the court-sponsored IOOdel. It is the ptlr!X)se of this paper to examine 
the Dispute Mediation Program of Jefferson County (Louisville), 
Kentucky, which has also been funded by an LEAA grant, but is 
affiliated directly with the court itself rather than a non-profit or 
social servio~ agency. 

Evaluations of programs are generally concerned with the following 
areas: content, process, structure, outcanes, and impact. Because of 
the laCk of available dat4 prior to the establishment of the Dispute 
Mediation Program, our evaluation is forced to follOW' a "post-test 
ooly" format. Within our evaluation w= shall assess three of the 
above areas-process, outcanes, and :impact. 

Process evaluation focuses on a$sessments of the workload management 
of an agency and/or program. In this evaluation we are looking at the 
fbllawirlg indicators of workload management. 

1. Total cases reviewed and number of cases diverted frcm 
the judicial system. 

2. Cases handled under expedited warrant review. 

3. Staff tiIre involved in processing cases. 

4. Case-staff ratio. 

5. Cost per case. 

outcane neasures focus upon the results of progranmatic or agency 
activity. In this evaluation we shall focus on data related to case 
disposition as a resUlt of the Dispute Medi~tion Program. 

Irrq;:act measures are the rcost elusive I and in many regards, the rcost 
imp:.>rtant of all evaluative neasures. Impact measures deal with not 
only the systemic effect of the program/agency I but the perceived 
effect of the program by the clientele. There is often a conflict 

« ' 

David I. Sheward, "National Evaluatic:n of the Neighborhood Justice Centers 
Field Test," Pretrial Services Annual Journal, Vol. III, 1980, p. 192. 
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between II excel lent II perfol:mance on process indicators and impact 
indicators, because IIcitizen satisfactionll tends to be labor 
intensive, While lIefficiencyll requirements tend to minimize labor. We 
have included two measures of citizen satisfaction in this evaluation 
as an att.empt to evaluate impact. '!he first is to examine the results 
of the 30-day follow-up. The second is to examine the results of a 
survey of program participants. Before proceeding to the evaluation, 
it may be useful to provide a description of tbe program. 

Program Description 

The Jefferson County Dispute Mediation Pro:1ram was initiated on May 7, 
1979, as an experimental project to provide an alternative to the 
fonnal warrant process in the resolution of interpersonal disputes. 
Mediation is an option available to the complainant in most 
misdemeanor cases, e.g. , assault third degree, criminal mischief, 
harassment, terroristic threatening, menacing, and theft by unlawful 
taking. Depending upon particular circumstances or at the discretion 
of the court, other charges may be considered for mediation. Unlike 
sane other programs, the one in Jefferson County does not neiiate 
civil disputes. 

MOdeled after the Neighborhood Justice Center concept and the Night 
Prosecutor's Program in other localities, implementation of the 
program follows a national trend toward nore personalization of human 
needs within the criminal justice system. Jefferson County has a 
population served by the Jefferson County District Court of 
approximately 930,000. 

In Jefferson County the Pretrial Services Agency of the Administrative 
Office of the Courts has administrative responsibility for the 
program, While judicial resp:msibili ty is vested in the District Court 
bench. By rule of the District Court, infonnation regarding the 
hearings, records of proceedings, and personnel employed to execute 
the program are exempt fran subpoena. 

The main goal of the program is to assist the operation of the 
District Court in processing a large number of p::>tential cases while 
providing more personalized services to those individuals wishing to 
utilize the court. In order to achieve these goals the program 
provides two distinct functions: intake, the interviewing and 
screening of citizen complaints; and mediation, an attempt at conflict 
r~solution. Figure I provides a month-by-month record of the two 
functions. 
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FIGURE 1 
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At initial intake the emPhasis is on the screening of frivolous and/or 
invalid canplaints, the referral of complainants to other service 
agencies 'Where appropriate, and the assimilation of sufficient and 
pertinent infonnation to assist the reviewing judge to detennine 
charges. Current program data indicate that at this stage 28.3 
percent are screened and referred elseWhere while 24 percent of those 
remaining eligible elect rrediation. '!he initial "over-the-counter II 
interview provides a function in the community difficult to quantify. 
In many cases it is the sole "p::>int of access" into the political as 
well as the criminal justice system for people who have little 
knowledge of the system and few resources. The physical location of 
the program in the Hall of Justice, we believe, adds an element that 
may be lacking in Neighborhood Justice Centers: the aura of law and 
order, of legitimacy and seriousness associated with traditional court 
proceedings. While they still have the advantage of a nore personal 
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infonnation service, clients are spared the impression that they are 
being given a cheap substitute proceeding reserv~ed for " frivolous" 
cases. The location gives roth the ccmplainant and the respondent the 
realization that the charge is being taken seriously. We believe this 
adds to the respondents I willingness to settle the problem. A second 
advantage of the physical location is that it assures that sufficient 
nuni:>ers of cases are processed to nake the system efficient. Indeed, 
ff;M people care to the Hall of Justice with the idea of mediation in 
mind. Tying the intake function to the traditional warrant desk has 
meant that many people who originally had cane to seek warrants chose 
mediation when they discovered this option. If they decide not to 
attempt mediation, they are already in the location where alternatives 
are available. 

Additionally, the Intake staff is instrumental in processing for the 
court all L!riminal SUIllIOns and arrest warrants. As an extension of 
this involvement and in keeping with program goals of assisting the 
court to better manage its fleM' while persoilalizing its services, 
Intake provides a vital link in the process of review of unserved 
warra..'*I=>. With the support and encouragement of the local judiciary, 
a process was established to review all warrants which were unser"ed 
within 60 days of their issuance. In all cases except bad checks, 
Intake staff contacts the complainants, appraises them of the 
difficulty in service, and attempts to seek additional infonnation to 
expedite resolution. All canplaints are then reviewed by the 
judiciary and reiSSUed for service, filed as valid, or docketed for 
dismissal. 2/ While the first two optiOI'lS assist .in controlling the 
flOW' of paperwork, the latter eliminates the physical arrest of a 
defendant and all the subsequent departmental involvements ( e.g. , 
police departments, corrections, pretrial). 

Cases are channeled into the second function of the program, 
mediat..ion, fran three sources. The majority of cases result fran 
individua.ls selecting mediation after discussion with an Intake 
Officer. When an individual elects to utilize the program, an 
infonnal hearing is scheduled for approximately one week fran the date 
the canplaint is filed. The respondent is notified by mail of the 
tine and date of the scheduled hearing, the canplaining party, and the 
nature of the canplaint. A nurriber of cases are referred to the 
program by the indi.vidual judges after revie\'l of sworn affidavits. 
Individuals whose canplaints are referred in this manner are notified 
by letter of the judge's request that they attempt mediation and the 
date and ti.rre of the hearing. The third channel of entry is referral 
fran the bench in Warrant Cottct. Involved parties are notified in 
court of the referral to the program. All such cases are C\,ssignecl a 
court continuance date as well as a mediation hearing date. 

-------------
Y 'lb date (Deceni:ler 19B1), of the 5,609 returns, 1,290 (23 percent) were 

dooketed and disposed. 
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At the time of the mediation hearing, the two (or more) parties 
involved in the conflict meet with an impartial Hearing Officer and 
work toward developing a mutually acceptable resolution to their 
diffiet;lty. The Hea:r:ing Officer directs and controls the hearing and 
estc:hlJ.shes some ba.sJ.c rules of oonduct at its onset. The Hearing 
OffJ.cer does. not act as a judge in determining guilt or innocence, nor 
does s/he l.mpose or attempt to impose a resolution upon the 
individuals. Rather, the prime function of the Hearing Officer is to 
facilitate the fleM' of cOllmmication between disputants so that a 
resolution may be more readily aChieved. The climate of the hearing 
is one of. ~fonnal~ty. in which ~th parties are encouraged to speak 
freely, gJ.vJ.ng theJ.r J.nterpretatJ.Ons of the conflict, what resolution 
they would like to see acnieved, and what they would find acceptable. 
Athttorne~ are welcane to attend hearings with their clients; however, 

e sesSJ.ons are infOrmal rather than adversarial in nature. Figure 2 
illustrates the mediation process. It can also be used to shCM the 
striking differences in complaints according to the various seasons of 
the year. 
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Should a respondent fail to appear et the appointed time or should the 
parties be unable to resolve their differences, the Hearing Officer 
assists them, if 'they desire, in filing a formal canplaint. In 
situations Where an individual had initially filed an affidavit Which 
was subsequently referred by a judge to the program, the judge is 
advised of the unsuccessful mediation and the affidavit is again 
reviewed. Unsuccessful bench referrals are directed to return to 
c.'Curt on the scheduled continuance date. Successful disputants need 
not reappear on the continuance date. In all such cases, the Hearing 
Officer provides the judge with a report of the hearing. 

In all cases in Which an agreement is reached, a 30-day follow-up is 
canpleted by the Hearing Officer, to assure that the tenns of the 
agreement are being upheld. If at the time of the follow-up, the 
agreement is not being adhered to, the Hearing Officer advises both 
parties of all available options, 

~ Disposition 

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the flow of cases through the system fran 
intake to final disposition for the first 30 nonths of the program IS 
existence. 

The Dispute Mediation intake desk is open for 102 hours each w'eek. 
For the period under study the staff averaged 3.5 interviews each 
hour. Twenty-eight percent (13,143) of those interviewed were 
screened as frivolous or referred to more appropriate agencies. 
Fifty-four percent ( 25, 206 ) initially chose to file a fonnal 
complaint, but of these same 22 percent (5,502) returned to mediation 
on the order of a District Court Judge. Seventeen percent (7,957) of 
the initial canplainants chose mediation. What this has meant is that 
by providing screening and referral as well as mediation service prior 
to judicial review I 45 percent of all incaning complaints were 
diverted fran formal court processes. If one includes those diverted 
later by judges, 56 percent of all canplainants have been diverted 
fran the formal system. This has been accanplished with a full-time 
staff of five intake workers. 

Turning to the mediation component of the process we find that of the 
15,578 cases scheduled for hearings during the period under review, 
53 percent (8,360) were actually held. Of these, 74 percent (6,210) 
were resolved to the satisfaction of both parties. An additional 
1,552 cases were cancelled. Of this figure 54 percent (838) contacted 
a mediation officer prior to the hearing date to re:port the conflict 
settled after the res:pondent received notice of the mediation hearing. 
Thus, When oambining those cases that were successfully mediated with 
those cases Which were successfully resolved once notice of the 
mediation hearing was received, a total of 7,048 individuals reached 
satisfaction without formal court intervention. 
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Of the rema~mng 5,258 cases for which a hearing was not held, 27 
percent (1,415) were dropped due to failure of the canplaining party 
to appear. An additional 30 percent (1,576) were dropped because both 
parties failed to appear. Of the 2, 225 (42 percent) where the 
respondent failed to appear, 1,066 (47 percent) were also dropped when 
".:he canplainant decided not to pursue the rratter further. Thus 4,057 
(25 percent) of the IS, 778 cases scheduled for trediation were dropped. 
Theoe cases I had they been processed in the fonnal court system, would 
have unnecessarily cluttered the dockets. 

Granted that the flow chart roay appear canplex and the total nuniber of 
cases processed appear large, it is significant that from the 
standpoint of the individual complainant the process is vastly 
simpler I quicker, ar..d less expensive than a formal court procedure. 
Not only is the entire process carried on in the Hall of Justice with, 
in the case of successful mediation or cancellation, a maximum of two 
appearances, but the tine taken to resolve the nonnal conflict is 
seven to ten days, as opposed to the 60 to 90 days required in the 
fonnal court proces.s. 

Mediations are normally tenned II successful II if both parties reach a 
mutually agreeable solution at the session. One important monitoring 
procedure utilized b¥ the Dispute Mediation Program is a call to the 
canplainant 30 days after the mediation to determine whether the 
agreement has held up. Of the 6,210 cases in which initial agreement 
was reached during mediation, 3,296 were able to be reached. All 
reported that the agreement had held up and there were no continuing 
problems. An independent review of subsequent court records revealed 
that 117 or 1.9 percent of all mediations did fail and result in 
warrants being issued. 

In August 1981 the Dispute Mediation staff initiated a canparative 
study of canplainants over Q three-rronth period (June-August 1980) who 
had selected mediation and ccmplainants 'Nho, during the sarre three 
months, had elected to file a fonnal canplaint. The study was 
designed to evaluate ccmplainant satisfaction a full year after the 
Ir.ediation or court proceeding had taken place. While the contact rate 
was disappointing (558 of the 664 persons called were not able to be 
interviewed), the 106 persons interviewed provided an interesting 
contrast. Of the 53 who had chosen mediation, 48 (90.5 percent) 
reported that the mediation had been successful and that they had no 
continuing problems wi th the respondent. Five reported continuing 
problems. By contrast, of the 53 Wl:x::> had chosen a fonnal court 
proceeding, 38 (71.7 percent) reported no problems while 15 ( 28.3 
percent) reported continuing problems. 3/ While the numbers are very 
srrall, the difference in satisfaction rates between the two groups 

The nUItber is slightly misleadir~ • According to the interviewer, a 
significant number of people reported no fUrther problems with the 
defendant, blt indicated dissatisfaction with attributes of the court 
process (e.g., never notified, case dismissed, multiple appearances). 
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does seem to indicate that mediated agreements are likely to be more 
stable and nore satisfying than solutions imposed in a formal court 
proceeding. 

Finding an accurate measurement of cost-effectiveness has proven 
someWhat difficult. The original LEAA grant was for the entire state 
of Kentucky and it was oot FOssible to find a formula allocating 
preciee costs for the 30th District. Nor was it possible to find a 
proper overhead figure for fixed costs such as rent and capital 
expenditures. For the purposes of this paper, wa are assuming that if 
the Dispute Mediation Program were not operating, same other element 
of the court systan would need to pick up much of its intake and 
record-keeping functions and that the overhead would remain the same. 
Therefore, in looking at cost-effectiveness, we are considering only 
personnel costs for the 30 nonths. The average mnthly payroll, 
including fringe benefits, was $11,366.67 or $341,000 for the entire 
period. If canputed b¥ the total nuni:>er of cases processed fran the 
initial interview stage ( 46,306 ) , the cost per case was $7.36. If 
ccmputed by the n\.llTber of those diverted fran the District Court 
systan (2,539), the cost per case was $13.41. 4/ If one figures costs 
only on the basis of hearings scheduled ( 15, 578), the cost per case 
was $21.89. 

Staff size remained constant over the 3O-rronth period under study. It 
included five int.::tke staff, six hearing officers working part-time 
(20 hours fler week), one program clerk I the Pretrial Service Agency 
director, who devoted 10 percent of his time to the program, and a 
C~rdinator of Court services, Who devoted 30 percent of her time to 
the program. The full-time equivalency was 9.4 individuals. Since 
the average n\.ll1ber of cases processed per m:>nth was 1,544, the monthly 
case/staff ratio was 1:164. The monthly case/staff ratio for hearing 
ofiicers actually mediating cases was 1:93, or slightly more than one 
case mediated for each hour spent. 

On the bases of the indicators suggested earlier, it seems apparent 
that the Dispute Mediation Program performs successfully on all the 
evaluative measures. On the process evaluatj~n measures, the total 
cases reviewed is high and efficient use of personnel time seems 
apparent. The cases diverted fran the systan \'JOuld seem to be 
extremely beneficial, though cost estimate data on the benefits of 
this diversion are oot available in any reliable form. On the outcane 
measures, the large nuniber of cases which are handled wi thin the 
system (54 percent) and the relatively small percentage of rnediations 
which eventually reach the judicial system (1159/11,578) would 

These figures do not include the salaries of the Director of the Pretrial 
Service h3ent::'f wb:> administers the overall program or the Coordinator of 
Court Services. 'the former spends 10 percent of his time on the program, 
the latter 30 percent. If their salaries are included in the program, 
the costs per case are approxi.m'!l.tely $7.62 per case for all cases and 
$13.61 per case for all cases successfully diverted f~ District Court. 

----------------~----------------~~----------------------~~~"--
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indicate the Dispute Mediation Program is successful in :eaching unit 
goals of non-judicial mediation. On the frnpact evaluat10n measure~, 
the satisfaction indicated by clients through the survey 1S 
impressive though the data are only suggestive. The 30-day follCM up 
data indic~ted that only 1.9 percent of the mediatio~s failed.. ~e 
principal conclusion of this evaluation is that the D1spute Med1at1on 
Program has been effective in achieving its goals. 

case Analysis 

Fbr a closer analysis of the source and type of cases in Which com
plainants chose mediation, we examined the records of .fo~ rronths. 5/ 
During these nonths 882 cases were referred. to rrechat10n frcm the 
three sources which were tracked for analYS1S. Table 1 s~ the 
distribution by success rate. 6/ 

'l'able 1 

Success by Referral Source 

Number 
ReM % 
Col % Staff Judge 
%Total % Referral. Referral 

384 194 
Successful 63.6% 32.1 
Mediation 76.6 63.4 

45.8 23.1 

Unsuccessful 82 39 
Changes 64.6 30.7 
Dropped 16.4 ),2.7 

9.8 4.6 

Unsuc:."Cessful 35 73 
Pursued in 32.4 67.6 
District 7.0 23.9 
Court 4.2 8.7 

501 306 
59.7% 36.5% 

.... -----------

Bench 
Referral 

26 
4.3 

81.2 
3.1 

6 
4.7 

18.8 
.7 

0 
0 
0 
0 

32 
3.8 

604 
72% 

12.7 
15.1% 

108 
12.9% 

N=839 

Needless to say, we 'NOUld have preferred to analyze. all the cases during 
the tine under review. Unfortunately the program snll relies on a manual 
filing system arrl staff resources were not available to p.111 the 9,198 
cards. 

"Successful" :includes cases in Which agreement was reached after mediation 
was scheduled but before it was held. The difference in the nurrber.s 
between Table 1 and Table 2 (839/882) is due to lack of ccmplete data for 
each case in Table 1. 
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The table shows feJll surprises: 59. 7 percent of all cases were 
referred by the staff, which reinforces our earlier observation 
concerning the impJrtance of locating the program intake service in 
the Hall of Justice; 72 percent of the cases were mediated 
successfully. (Although it is oot evident frcm the table, t."1e fi.gUl::e 
is. ~O. 7 percent if those resolved prior to t~e hearing are 
e11m1nated. ) In 15. 1 percent of the cases med1ation was not 
successful but can- plainants were not willing to proceed further, and 
in 12.9 percent the carplainant pursued the matter in District Court. 

One significant difference is the success rate of judicial referrals 
in relationship to staff referrals. The former are unsuccessful 46.6 
percent of the time, and the latter 23.4 percent. One probable 
explanation is that those referred by a judge are not necessarily 
there voluntarily and cannot be expected to have the same rrotivation 
as those Who agreed to mediation of their 0NIl accord. It w:>uld be 
interesting to kJ:1o..l the relation between voluntary and involuntary 
re~erral by the judges: unfortunately, no records were kept on that 
p::>mt. 

The distribution of charge-types in Table 2 reflects the kinds of 
problems'citizens encounter and their relative frequencies. 

Charge 
~ 

Terroristic Threatening 

Assault 3rd 

Harassment 

Criminal Mischief 3rd 

Theft by Unlawful Taking 

Criminal Trepass 3rd 

Theft by Deception 

Wanton Endangerment 

Table 2 

Absolute 
Frequency 

244 

226 

147 

III 

91 

34 

17 

12 

category Cumulative 
Percentage Percentage 

27.7 27.7 

25.6 53.3 

16.7 70 

12.6 82.6 

10.3 92.9 

3.9 96.8 

1.9 98.7 

14.3 100 

______________________________ ~ ____________ ~ __ ~l~t~t _____________________________________________________________________________ ,~~---
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It is noteworthy that 53.3 percent of all requests for mediation come 
fran people who feel personally threatened (if harassment, which is 
usually by phone, is added, the figure jumps to 70 percent). Certain 
types of charges were tested to see whether they were less amenable to 
mediation than others. There are some tendencies, but they are not 
statistically very significant. In terroristic threatening, assault 
and harassment cases, unsuccessful mediation and subsequent referral 
to District Court occurred in 7.3 percent of the cases, whereas in 
theft by unlawful taking or deception, failure and referral came in 
14.8 percent of the cases. Perhaps the most useful conclusion that 
can be drawn is that when mediators are trained, more time should be 
devoted to techniques for dealing with personal threat type cases 
rather than with theft and trespass issues. 

''Ie were also interested in exploring the relationships between 
canp1ainants and respondents, our hypothesis being that the closer the 
relationship, the greater the chance of keflping the case out of 
District Court. 'Ib test this we collapsed the II successful II and 
II unsuccess ful-dropped II categories since both did in fact rerrove the 
case fran the court system. 
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lilb!/! 3 
Reiovill frol Court Systel by Relillionshipa 

tlullber 
ROlf ~ 
Col % 
Tohl X 

Falllly Neighbor X-inU.ilt! Friend Unknown RehUvt' Business Other 
197 155 120 90 74 57 39 29 751 Successful 24.9 20.6 16.0 12.0 9.9 7.6 5.2 3.9 89.6 and 94.0 90.6 90.2 85.1 85.2 B5.1 BB.6 82.9 

Unsuc~drop 22.3 18.5 14.3 10.7 8.B 6.B 4.7 3.5 

12 16 13 12 13 10 5 6 87 Unsuccessful 13.8 10.4 14.9 13.8 14.9 11.5 5.7 6.9 10.4 to Oi strict 6.0 9.4 9.8 14.9 14.0 14.9 11.4 17.1 Court 1.4 1.9 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.2 0.6 o:~ 

199 171 J33 102 87 67 44 35 8lB 

IX-Intimate includes forler spouse and forler boy/girl friend. 
Relative includes aunts j uncles,cousins ilnd in-laMs not in illediate falily. 
Other Includes such persons as bill collectors, pastors and landlords. 
Unknown reflects either i tailure of the intake stilff or ledialor to report the reliltionship or that the conplainilnt did not knoH the respondent. 
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The tendency does weakly support the hypothesis. Family and relatives 
are least likely to pursue a case i.1to District Court: business and 
unknowns are m::>st likely. Neighbors and ex-intimates are in the 
middle. 

Conclusions 

At the beginning of the paper we proposed to explore the efficiency 
and effectiveness of a court-sponsored Irodel of a Dispute MeCiiation 
Program. One conclusion is that the nodel has been quite efficient. 
The time taken to process cases ranges from seven to ten days versus 
60 to 90 days in District Court. The cost per case, calculateCi on the 
basis of any initial contact Which is sufficiently extensive to open a 
file, is approximately $7.31. Calculated on the basis of 
non-frivolous and non-referred cases diverted fran the formal court 
system, the cost is $13.41. The overall m::>nthly staff-case ratio is 
1: 164. For mediation staff the ratio is 1: 93. 

We also believe the court-sponsored II~ ldel has been effective. 
location jn the Hall of Justice has assured a steady stream of cases, 
While allowing the intake staff to perform a gatekeeper function for 
the courts. Between a third and a fourth of all potential cases are 
screened and referred to other agencies or rejected; 17 percent of 
all canplainants choose dispute mediation instead of filing a formal 
canJ?lain-:.. This means that 45 percent of all potential cases are 
diverted fran the formal judicial process (56 percent if we include 
those later referred by judges). No figures more graphically 
illustrate this impact than the fact that t\lX) warrant courts have been 
able to m::>Ve into smaller quarters. 

Client satisfaction with the mediation process has likewise been high. 
Of the cases actually mediated (or cancelled .because of i'l 

reconciliation after the hearing notice was received), 76.6 percent 
were viewed. as successful by both ccmp laina.'1t and respondent. A 
routine check 30 days later indicated that all were still satisfied. 
Finally, a study of one three-month set of cases conducted a full year 
after the mediaticn showed a 90 percent satisfaction rate compared to 
a satisfaction rate of 71 percent for people who had chosen a fornal 
court proceeding during the same three-m::>nth period. 

The analysis of a sample month showed several important facts, firs t. 
being the importance of intn'ke staff referrals in providing the 
quantity of cases which rrade the pro;Jl',:am cost-effective. Judicial 
referrals are slightly less likely to be successful ~1an staff 
referrals but certainly not so much as to suggest a change in this 
referral pattern. 
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Roughly two-thirds of all requests for mediation came fran people 
feeling personally threatened as opposed to those having their 
property threatened. The fanner are slightly Irore likely to engage in 
successful mediation. 

Final~y, ~ere is a,rather ~lear hierarchy in complainant-respondent 
re~at~onsh~p. Med~ated d~sputes are m::>st likely to be between 
ne~ghbors, fOl~owed by family and ex-intimates, and least likely to be 
~tween canpla~nants and business, relatives I and others. At the same 
~, ,familY and ~elatives are least likely to pursue an issue into 
D~str~ct Court, wlule business is lTOSt likely. 
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SUBP~ OF NEOOl'IATION: 

THE CASE OF CCtvMJNIrh MEDIATION 
L.,,-

by 

JOSEPH PALENSKI, Ph. D. 
IDREEN M. SUGRUE 

The preceding article provided an introduction to dispute resolution 
and assessed the performance of one program in a statewide system of 
alternative conflict resolution. The following article "brea~s ~he 
k'" f the actual mediation session to analyze the negot~at~on 

s ~n 0 b' h d' t' resul ts context and "subprocesses of negotiation" by w ~c me ~a ~on 
in su~cessful resolution. The authors examine the structure, format, 
and dynamics of the mediat.ion session and mediators' st~l7s for 
directing negotiation, maximizing involvement, a~d avo~d~ng or 
extricating the session from the pitfalls often ~nherent ~n ~he 
mediation process. Finally, the authors address the two maJor 
cat~gories of negotiation subpr,0cesses, iden~ified as "defusing" and 
"repairing," and define strateg~es for effect~ng both. 

Dr. Joseph Palenski is presently an assistant professor of ~ociol~y 
and criminal justice at Seton Hall University. He rece~ved h~s 
masters degree from the City University of N~W Yo~k (H~nter College), 

nd his doctorate in sociology from New YorK. Un~vers~ty. Co-author 
~oreen M. Sugrue is currently teaching in the Sociology Department at 
Northern Illinois University. 

The research and data for this article were made possible through a 
grant to the Eva.1uation Group, Inc. (EGI), Glend~le, New York, by the 
New York Stat.e Division of Criminal Justice Serv~ces; Suffolk County, 
New York Office of Crime Control Planning; and the La"" Enforceme~t 
Assistan;e Administration. The authors wish especially t~ thank.Er~~e 
Odom, project director of the Suffolk County Commun~ty Med~at~on 
Center, for his insight and assistance. 
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Introduction 

Mediation programs and Neighborhood Justice Centers, Which serve as an 
alternative to courts as a means of resolving conflicts! have 
flourished in the last ten years. 1/ Such centers are a response to 
overcrowded court dockets, am offer citizens an expedient, lCM-cost, 
and personalized arena for conflict resolution. Resolution is 
achieved through mediation and negotiation, rather than Rdves 
sarial court procedures. 

The Centers utilize mediation as a form of neg·otiation. Mediation 
techniques require that actors in conflict depend upon a third party 
to arrive at a solution. A nunber of third-party techniques are used 
in conflict resolution, including conciliation, mediation, 
arbitration, fact-finding, and administrative procedures. 2/ Over and 
against other t.llird-party techniques, mediation requires that the 
mediator actively participate, reflect on the conflict at hand, and be 
involved in shaping pe.csonal agreements and resolutions. In their 
analysis of Neighborhood Justice Centers, McGillis and Mullen describe 
mediation in the follCMing m:mner. 

Mediation involves the active participation of the 
third ~y in the processing of a dispute. This 
partic~pation can range from minor involvement to 
highly structured interaction with the disputants. 3/ 

They further suggest mediation set.t.ings to be cpportunities for 
disputing parties to express errotions, consider options, and talk. 4/ 

This paper focuses upon individuals in conflict and the negotiation 
context where resolution is sought. The organization in which 
negotiation contexts were examined is a county-xun ccmnunity mediation 
center. Central to our discussion of mediation is what has been 
tenned the "subprocesses of negotiation". 5/ Subprocesses have an 
organic relationship to the negotiation process and attempt to nore 
specifically identi~ the fOl1mS of negotiation as they occur. Strauss 

---------------
Paul Wahrhaftig, "Dispute Resolution Retrospective," ~ ! Delinquency, 
Vol. 27, No.1, January 1981. 

taniel McGillis and Joan M.lllen, Neighborhood Justice Centers: An Anal¥sis 
of Potential t.t:dels (Wasl1in<.;ton, D.C.: Office of Testing aixi EValuation, 
IE'AA, October 1977). . 

Ibid., p. 11. 

McGillis and Mullen, 52. cit. 

Anselm Strauss, Nr:..wtiation: Varieties, Contexts, Processes and Social 
~ (San Franci8O::>: Jossey Bros., 1979), pp. 8-9. .. 
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has described subprocesses as the tradeoff, concessions, and 
canpranises that actors make in order to "get things done. II 6/ 
Subprocesses are necessary to the negotiation process, for they link 
together the structure of negotiation, the actors, and the outcanes. 
In short, they are the "stuff" of negotiation. 

Negotiation as a concept often is used in very general tenus. 7/ 
Strauss' sensitivity to the subprocesses of negotiation is an attempt 
to provide a conceptual fran,~work for understanding negotiation 
processes in greater analytical ::larity and substantive detail. As 
one fonn of negotiation, mediation can be treated as a fonn of group 
negotiation in Which subprocesses are explicit; as such, they becane 
very amenable to empirical scrutiny. This feature makes ~iat~on an 
ideal setting for the st.udy of subprocesses. Therefore, J.t J.S the 
purpose of this article to identify and examine those subprocesses as 
functioning elements of the negotiation process. < 

The Structure of Mediation Sessions 

Strauss has noted that a negotiation context "refers specifically to 
the structural properties entering directly as conditions into the 
course of the negotiation itself. II 8/ In this paper we examine the 
context of mediation within a Neighborhood Justice Center. The 
mediator is seen as a negotiator; however, negotiation and mediation 
are not synonynous tenns. Rather, mediation is a form of negotiation 
and the very process of negotiating is critical to sustaining the 
mediation process. 

The overall flow of the mediation session, the sources of control 
exercised within the session, and the fonn of the resolution are all 
critically influenced by the mediator. The mediator's ability to 
nurture and apply the techniques of negotiation is critical to the 
continuation of mediation. In order to understand the mediation 
process, as well as the role of the mediator, data was collected over a six~nth period at tile Suffolk County Community Mediation Justice 
Center Program. This program is a neighborhcx:rl justice dispute 
resolution program located 70 miles outside of New York Ci ty. 
Participation is voluntary, and its success is dependent upon the 
ability of the disputing parties and the mediab.lrs to work together in 
order to arrive at a fair and equitable resolution. The data were 
collected through interviews with mediators and disputants and by 
observing and recording actual mediation sessions. 

Strauss, ~. cit. 

Robert rauer and Warren Handel, Social Psycho1m: '!he '!heory and 
~ication ~ Symbolic Interact.ion (BO'StOii.: Houghton and Mifflin, 1977>-

Strauss, ~. cit., W. 237-238. 
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MJst. cases are referred to the program by the p:>lice or tile court, and 
usually involve danestic violence and arguments, noise canplaints r 
landlord and tenant disagreements and third-party/love affair 
quarrels. Both p:>lice and D .A. see a mediation session as the "rrore 
constructi v'e II route to peace \.men canpared to court. 

Involved in a mediation session are the canplainant (offended) , 
resp:>ndent (offending party), and two rnediators employed by the 
center. The program uses two mediators as a matter ,...f p:>licy to 
ensure that both the canplaining and resp:>nding parties receive 
adequate attention. 

The center's staff prepares an outline for each session which 
identifies the complainant, the respondent, and the specific charges. 
The outline is given to the mediators; it helps set the parameters of 
tile session, u.s well as ensure that all charges are acknowledged, 
attended to, and, should resolution occur, withdrawn. 

The session begins with an introduction by the mediators. The content 
of the, opening rronologue is standardized; however, delivery, style, 
emphasJ.s, and tone vary dramatically. The purpose of the intrcy'n" :'ion 
is to relax the resp:>ndent and the catqJ1ainant, and to dispe 1 . ..-ears 
~at ~ey are sanehow being judged. "We are not here to jl·~.;~ge you" 
J.S delJ.berate1y stated so as to underscore the non-judgnlf.. 41 and 
negotiative nature of the session. Additionally, the introduction 
describes the process of mediation, the goals of the center, and the 
ground rules for behavior which are to be adhered to by participant~. 
These rules enable the mediator to control the behaviors of the 
:esp:>nden~ and the canp~a~t during the session. They prohibit 
~terruptJ.ons and set l.lllU.ts on language, screaming, and general 
demeanor. Complaina~t~ and respondents also are reminded that 
mediation is voluntaD.l, confidential, arii that should ,tlediation fail, 
there are alternatives available to resolve the conflict. All 
parti~ipants may take notes dur.ing tile mediation process. Mediators 
explaJ.n that oftentimes they will take notes, Which enables them to 
have an immediate and accurate reference of Who said What. 

The introduction concludes with tile mediators explaining that the 
session ~s divided into caucuses that are public and private. During 
the pUb~J.c cau?us each party states his or her side of the story to 
the medJ.ators J.n the presence of tile other parties. Clients rep:>rt 
that this gives tilem a feeling of participation. 

I would have to say you do get to talk. I didn't 
think so , but you get to tell your side. 

Resp:>ndent #9 

I knew what tilis would be like because I checked it 
out before Icarqe down. I found out my friends 
reached a solution here so I said why not? 

Respondent #4 

- - -
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This feeling of participation is often reported to be non-existent 
When disputes are handled in court. 9/ During public caucuses, the 
participants discuss the issues surround: "g ,t1;e dispute. Moreo:rer , 
the public caucus draws out anger, fear, susp~c~on, and other emot~ons 
that characterize human conflict. 

Court! (pause and laugh) Iook, if the case flies 
(is heard), what is a judge going to tell you? Go 
h:xne? Try to get along? Anyv..ray, the reason shp 
(the canplainant) took me to court was she don't dig 

Il1Y style. I pay Il1Y rent so I figure my guests are 
my business. 

Respondent #9 

I.ook, if you have been to court, you k.na.v' it is not 
easy to talk. The people, the noise. I'll tell 
you it wasn't like I figured it would be ••• you kncM, 
the judge listening, concerned and all. Hey, I 
think he was looking mad at bot~ of us for even 
being there. 

Respondent #1 

After respondent and canplainant each has had his or her say, the 
mediators meet alone to discuss strategies for the upcaning private 
caucuses. 

During the private caacus the parties in conflict meet one at a time 
with the mediators. Issues not brought out in the public caucus which 
are relevant to the dispute as well as possible solutions to the 
conflict are explained. At the private caucus each person is allowed 
to express feelings at'}d thoughts without the other person's knowledge; 
we label this occurrence as "confidential expression." The mediators 
are made aware of feelings that each party has Which they can take 
into account When negotiating a resolution, yet these feelings need 
never be made ptlblic. During this caucus the parties in conflict are 
asked to offer an equitable solution to the problem. The mediator 
listens to these offers and then disputes the proposed solutions by 
playing "devil's advocate. .. These private sessior:.s maximize the 
pal:ticipation of 'both the respo~ent and the, canpla~nant., ,and 'bo~ 
parties in conflict are requ~red to act~vely part~c~pate ~n 
identifying ~ source of conflict and in constructing a sOlution. 

W. S. F. Fe1stiner and Lynne A. Williams, "Mediation as an Alternative to 
Criminal Prosecutioo: Ideology and Limitations,lI li:J.w ~ H\.ITIall Behavior, 
Vol. 2, No.3, 1978. 
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Iook, I never liked Il1Y in-laws but that session 
showed Ire sanething! ( emphasis in tone ••• smile 
ceases) It ShCMed me that the feeling I hurt and 
all, is deep. Deep enough for me to hurt one of 
them. I'm glad 11m not back in the house, because 
I'm not a guy who takes much shit. A couple of bats 
'n balls (drinks) and who knows, maybe I I d do 
sanething I would be sorry. This way 11m out of the 
muse for 'OOW. (pause) Maybe sanething will get 
worked out later. 

Respondeut #12 

The one good thing I noti.ced is they asked me what I 
wanted frem this. I told them, and then we 'WOrked 
it (the case) through. 

Respondent #7 
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After the mediators have met with each party, they again meet alone 
before resuming with another public caucus. 

The second publi.c caucus denotes the last stage of the mediation 
process. During this stage the mediators present a tentative 
agreement to both parties. This tentative agreement is the focus of 
discussion during this session. When both parties and the mediators 
agree upon the solution, the resolution agreement is formalized. At 
this point, the conflict is resolved and the mediation process is 
over. lbwever, if no agreement is reached, the case can be referred 
back to court, the matter can be dropped with neither party satisfied, 
or another mediation session can ~ scheduled. 

The Elements of Problematics in Mediation Encounters - - - ~-;.;;;..;;;;;.;;;;.;;;;;;,;;;;.;;.:;. --~-........;.. 

The role of the mediators is pivotal to the mediation processs. The 
actions and styles that a mediator brings to a session axe fundamental 
in how the respondent arrl canplaj.nant view each other and themselves 
within the conflict situation as well as within the proposed 
resolution. 

Once we ';;reach that tentative agreement, I know the 
private caucus was productive. Scrnetimes you get a 
stall or snag: so I tty to let them 'both know they 
ha~ agreed to some solution ••• at least privately! 

Mediator #1 

-
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Everybody tells you, don't start with the "problem," 
and I agree. I was in business for years. I 
approach these people like I did 1'l1Y clients", ~ure 
there is a probl-Jrn, but let's let them see th~s ~s a 
good service that can help. The pro bIens .•• you'll 
hear about them later. 

Mediator #3 

Mediation that fails can mark the onset of further and more 
ca:nplicated conficts. After all, ;::eeking the aid of a ~ird part;-y 
(e.g., a c-ourt, a mediator, an arb~trator) makes the C()nfl~ct publ~c 
and often escalates the problem. If mediation is successful, then all 
the parties are winners; if it is unsuccessful, everyone loses, In a 
court setting it is a negative situation; in mediation, success is a 
gain for all and failure is a loss for all. 

You see I you don't have a loser in a mediation 
resolution. If both parties contribute, Where is 
the loser? In court .•. somebody's got to lose •.. one 
loser and one winner. That I s the system! Funny 
thing though, rrost winners still ain I t satisfied. 

Mediator #6 

Because the mediator is the key figure in resolving the conflict, how 
she is trained and how she perfonns her role are very imfX)rtant to the 
process. The mediator can erase, gloss over, or accent the 
problematics of the mediation process. The training of mediators 
involves the explicit definition of their role, but their role 
performances are negotiated during each session. Avoiding failure is 
the organizing there for a mediator's training. The goal of the 
center, hence the goal of every mediation session and every mediator, 
is successful conflict resolution; the complainant and the respondent 
are to leave the Center with an agreement detailing the resolution to 
a problem. Furtherrrore, the mediators are to resolve conflict by 

, helping the parties, not by judging them. The mediator directs the 
respondent's and complainant's actions so that resolution is attained. 
The parties in conflict must actively participate in designing the 
resolution with the mediator helping in any and all ways. In 
training, it is explicitly stressed that mediators cannot use drama, 
threats, intimidation, force, or distance in order to acquire a 
resolution. The resolution must be negotiated between the resfX)ndent 
and the canpla.inant in a setting Where they are secure in their 
feeling of volunt.ary cooperation. The use of tactics Which in any way 
threaten the spirit of COT!Pranise and VOluntarism violates the very 
purpos~ of mediation. Furtherrrore, the use of any such tactics often 
gives the Center the appearance of courts, something that the program 
as well as its participants want to avoid. 
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Authority? Yes, in the training we talked about 
authority. We want people to see us as help first 
and authority second. Fbr good reasons, I guess I 
try to refrain fran showing any authority. 

Mediator #6 

Yes, I've lost 1'l1Y temper in sessions. In fact one 
time I threatened them both with going back to 
COUlt, sanething I'll do even though it I S not part 
of our training. 

Mediator #1 
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Mediators often are perceived as a threat or as judgmental. This can 
and does occur 00 mat.ter how closely a mediator adheres to the helping 
role. This perception of threat or juagment can be explained in large 
part by the emotional dimension to conflict as well as b¥ the guilt 
and embarrassment produced by public acknowledgement of the conflict. 
In addition, actors attach a self-justification to their past, 
present, and future behaviors. 

With the conflict escalated to the fX)int of requ~r~ng mediation, 
actors must bring such self-justification in line with the definitions 
agreed upon i..11 mediation. The definition of behaviors Which are 
settled ufX)n within mediation are not necessarily those a person held 
prior to the mediation session. Accenting these problems is the fact 
that IroSt persons Who becane involved in mediation are unaware of the 
events that are likely to unfold. As one mediator fX)ints out: 

fust persons caught up in these sorts of fights, 
arguments, and problems are worried about 
thensel ves. While we want them to understand we 
aren't the court, they don I t hear us! All they know 
is they are being accused of something and they are 
pissed! Most times, they don I t even hear. Being 
accused is the problem, and they think they are 
right. Many of them see us just like a court, a 
judge, about to make judgments about them. They see 
an office and people making decisions about them. 
Fran their "side of the fence ll all of this is aimed 
at them--and you can call it What you wantl 

Mediator #1 

Most mediators are aware that complainants and respondants are 
nervous, unsure of 'What will happen, and anxious about the situation. 
Mediators must develop a repertoire of techniques that can be used to 
relax ca:nplainants and resfX)ndents as well as ease their fears. 
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Training sessions can suggest hON' one might calm another person. 
H:::Iwever, they cannot equip the mediator with the skill. The ability 
to put the parties in conflict at ease is sanething that must be 
acquired and can be handled only on a situational basis. Putting the 
complainant and respondent at ease is necessary if successful 
mediation is to occur, since ccxrpranises and agreements cannot be 
handled in a setting of feal.": anxiety, and nervousness. '!he follON'ing 
are examples of various tecrrrdques employed by mediators in order to 
put the clients at ease: 

I use coffee with my people, I offer coffee and 
never use the word "problem." If I say the word 
"problem," and talk problems, I only reinforce What 
they susJ?ect already. I don't want to expand on the 
problem. I would much rather get people thinking 
about solutions. Nc:1.-I 'h.c:M you get people to think 
solution deJ?ends on What 01e case is and how people 
are acting. You see, When the "guy down the block" 
thinks he is right •.. he is, at least in his own 
mirrl. So Why should he think solutions? Solution 
for What? 

. 
Mediator #6 

I sanetimes talk about my last case, and make up 
sanething. 

Mediator #7 

I often talk about myself. You knON', talk light: if 
the guy has a golf hat on, I'll say t "Is this 
dispute over a golf course?" 

Mediator #5 

<'.anfort. I ask them are they canfortable: too wann, 
cold rocm, temperature items. 

Mediator #4 

, There are four elements or dimensions in mediation Which may make a 
p session problematic in reaching compromises and agreement. 

/' The first elerrent is that mediation is voluntary: it is a setting 
Where neither the complainant nor the respondent is obligated to 
participate. At any nnnent the process can be hal ted. When 
~icipc:mts feel threatened, are unwilling to compromise, or When 
mfonnatJ.on that one does not wish to face is made public, they can 
withdraw fran mediation. The mediators, as well as the complainants 
and ,respondents, are c;ognizant of this independence all during the 
sesSJ.on. What the medJ.ator must do is nurture the participation of 
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the parties in conflict, confront all pertinent issues, and agree upon 
a resolution--while not going to a point where one or both parties 
will wa~k out. ~fining, confronting, and resolving the conflict, yet 
not havJ.ng the dJ.sputants stop the process, places severe limitations 
upon the mediators. The following examples discuss these limitations 
and hON' they are handled in mediation. 

You knON', I'm not certain ha." I did get a resolution 
on sane of these cases 1 Scrne people really arrive 
here with sane serious problems, problems they're 
not even in touch with. 

Mediator #10 

I had one case where the wife admitted to l:x:>th of us 
(the ~uiators) that she ~ss bringing the petition 
in order to get her husband. To sane extent she was 
correct. She did right. There turned out to be 
plenty of marriage problems there. 

Mediator #10 

The second element is the threatening or enibarrassing character of ~ 
mediation sessions. Vivid and emotional charges concerning each party 
are commonplace in mediation sessions. Such charges typically include 
description of past deeds Which are threatening or enibarrassing: 
threate~ng because they are,for ~e first time being scrutinized by 
sane tlurd party: embarrassJ.ng sJ.nce detail about sane previously 
personal or private behavior is 'fl.ON' public. As persons are attanpting 
to tell their "best side" of the story, the worst of all ~haviors 
~ll be ,:Sed to ,justify this position in the story. As l:x:>th parties 
J.11 conflJ.ct begJ.n to see themselves in this reconstituted light, 
threat and erriba.rrassment typically becane feelings which penneate the 
session. 

The third element Which lends itself to making mediation problematic 
is the volatile nature of the sessions. Although there are ground ~ 
rules for behaviors, the sessions often contain periods of verbal 
attacks, threats of physical attack, and intimidation. Altho/ugh the 
mediator can refuse to proceed with the session When these~ occur 
doing so would result in a failure to resolve the conflict. On th~ 
other hand, the mediator cannot allON' such occurrences to proceed 
';IDc1;e<;ked. In addition, When one ~y is feeling har:rcassed or 
mtll11l.dated by another, he or she can quJ.ckly stop the sese'don. The 
mediator must allow the expression of feelings, yet control the for:m 
such expression takes. When the expression of feelings gets out of 
contr~l, the mediators must help the conflicting parties get back to 
the ~ssues at hand and continue with the mediation proce$s. 
Furthermore, they must not allow such outbursts to hinder successful 
conflict resolutions: While retaining control over the situation, they 
must have the respondent and the complainant define them as helpers. 

-
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When I can, I will appeal to a health problem as a 
reason for more civil discussion. Often people will 
tell you this episode has put them under a doctor I s 
care. I I 11 use phrases like, I!.IDok, as a helper to 
roth of you, I don I t want this encounter to further 
upset your health; please relax. Remeniber, your 
health is at stake here! II 

Mediator #8 

Bullshit and smiling turns to crying. Crying to 
yelling, lying, Whatever. '!here are a lot of 
feelings crossing the desk. 

Mediator #7 

:/ The fourth element that may cause problems within a session is 
unpredictablity. A wide range of oases passes through the Center, 
each case having unique qualities which make it impossible to 
predict how long successful mediation will take or even if mediation 
can work. The element of unpredict~ility is present as a contextual 
feature until the complainant and respondent leave the session with an 
agreement. 

You don I t have an agreement until both parties sign. 
One ti.>ne I had a gID.l try to II jamll new provisions 
into the agreement at the last minute. 

Mediator #2 

For sane people it I S a game 1 Like people with 
marriage problems. Seems like they know what each 
other is going to do and say in the session--but you 
as the mediator don It. It I S crazy. The whole 
session can collapse in an instant. 

Remember ... some of 
developing for years. 
act! 

Mediator #3 

these problems have been 
We I re caning in on the last 

Mediator #1 

It also should be noted: that this unpredictablity may remain with the 
disputing parties long after they leave the center. HcMever, the 
mediator cannot spend too much time worrying about that. If the 
parties engage in continuing conflict, another mediation session is 
required. 
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Mediation sessions are Characterized by these factors, which rreke it 
impossible for mediators to plan, predict, anticipate, or control the 
behaviors and utterances of the participants. In order for the 
mediation process to continue and be successful t mediators must adopt 
appropriate coping strategies. Strategies often take the fonn of 
tradeoffs, deals, and accarrrodations t.cMard participants. These 
strategies are the very subprocesses which allow mediation to evolve 
and culminate in success. 

Mediation SUbprocesses 

In their training, mediators are taught that they must try to achieve 
a resolution to conflict, and that such resolution involves keeping 
both the respondent and the canplainant participating in the session. 
Mediators must be cognizant and responsive to each party, the issues 
at hand, and all potential solutions. Therefore, it is critical that 
mediators utilize various tactics and strategies which keep mediation 
a going concern. These strategies and tactics, which are not part of 
0 e training, are the necessary subprocesses of mediation. v","" 

There are two distinct categories of sUbprocesses. The first, 
"defusing a potential crisis, II requires the mediator to define the 
ongoing situation as one leading to a cr~s~s or breakdown in 
mediation. The mediator heads off the potential crisis by redirecting 
or redefining the interaction. In the second category, "repairing a 
crisis, II the mediator must respond to a crisis in the mediation 
process by realigning the participants I actions in a way that 
contributes to resolution. When the process requires such repair, 
control over the situation has fallen into the hands of either the 
respondent or the complainant. It is then the mediator I s 
responsibility to regain a measure of control over the interaction. 

Defusing 

When the mediator defines a situation as problematic, he must 
intervene in order to maintain the mediation process. The fonn of 
intervention varies with the problems being mediated, the general 
direction of the session up to that point, the potential he sees for 
the session, and the interactants themselves. However, vmen a 
mediator intervenes, he does so by altercasting). 10/ Altercasting 
becomes a general approach for keeping the session focused on the 
problem. We identified four such strategic approaches that are used 
to defuse potential crises. 

First, a mediator can present himself as an "equal. 1I He abandons the 
authority and power of the mediator role, and encourages the 
canplainant and the respondent to talk and confide in him as they 

---------------
Eugene Weinstein and Paul Deutscllberger I II Some 
Alt.er-casting, II ~ianetry, Vol. 26, 1963, pp. 445-446. 
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would a friend. He relaxes the session rules and attempts to create 
the arribience of a "rap session" with his buddies. 

Second, a mediator can "play dumb." 11/ The mediator foregoes swift 
and efficient review of the facts, and instead gets the parties to 
participate by having them deliberately and in great detail review 
their position and their recollection of events. Since this is done 
in public, each party is made aware of how the other perceives the 
problem. 

Third, the rrediator can fully embrace the authority of the p:>sition of 
mediator. "Authority erril:>racement" involves the use of the authority 
and :fX)wer of the mediator role to require strict adherence to all 
rules and, if necessary, the use of coercion to keep the mediation in 
process. In this errJJracement, the mediator takes seriously the 
directive to achieve an· orderly and expedient resolution. 

Fourth, the mediator may take on the role of "facilitator. II In this 
role the mediator explicitly explores tradeoffs, bargains, and 
concessions Which will enable a resolution. The mediator emphasizes 
the give-and-take of the situation in which all participants must 
engage if a solution is to be reached. 

The first two strategies involve the mediator distancing himself from 
the mediator role, and sessions are conducted on an informal basis. 
The third strategy represents the p:>lar opp:>site of the first two. 
Authority embracement appeals to the structural features of the 
mediator role and the mediator uses these features to structure and 
conduct the sessions. The fourth strategy contains features of the 
oti1er three, insofar as the mediator vacillates between role distance 
and role embracement. His identity as facilitator enables him to 
utilize whatever tactics he feels are necessary in order to achieve a 
resolution. This identity gives him the latitude to be aligned with 
the interactions between resp:>ndent and complainant and to do whatever 
he defines as necessary to ~~nsure that mediation continues. 

Repairing Crises 

The repairing of subprocesses is a reaction to a crisis or an abrupt 
or unexpected event in mediation. Whereas defusing is preventive in 
nature, repairing subprocesses are those used to salvage mediation. 
The original basis for controversy in these situations becomes 
secondary to the crisis itself. An asymmetrical relationship results 
when one of the participants introduces unexpected issues and lines of 
actiolli that is, one participant gains control over the definition of 
the session's focus, tone, and momentum, and the negotiated nature of 
the situation is interrupted. The mediator, wanting to keep the 
session progressing, has to alleviate the asymnetry. The two most 

11/ Howard Becker, "Social Class Variations in Teacher-Pupil Relations," 
Jo~ of &!.ucational Psychology, Vol. 1, No. 25, 1952, pp. 451-465. 
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conunon s~rategies for repairing such situational breakdowns are 

t1campem;a~~ng the party w1D has not gained control of the session and 
1reat(~nmg one or roth parties. 

Depending upon,the detail~ of the situation, the mediator can use a 
~umber of tact~cal moves m the compensation strategy. For eY~I~le 
~f the respon~ent is screamin~, cursing, and threatening physical 
abuse, the mechator can tell him to stop speaking and tum th fl 
over to the l' t . e cor ,o:mp:-a~n~. He carrnunicates his displeasure to the 
per~on, who ~s v~olat~ng the nonns of mediation as well as his 
unmll~ngness to, allow thc;tt to happen again. Addi tionall, he 
attempts, to conv~nc7 ~e v~olated party that, as mediator, h: will 
reward him for forg~vmg the outburst and remaining in the ' 
However th mea' t sess~on. , ',e ~a or must also comrnunicate to roth Parties that h ' 
st~ll urib~ased and that it is they who must negotiat~ a resolution~ ~s 

The S~nd,strategy,a ~iator can use to repair a session is threat. 
Wha~ th~s mvol~es ~s ~nducing roth parties to remain in the session 
m;t~l a resolut~on is reached or else be sent to court Th t 
t~, and n~ative conditions of court are something to ~void: ~~e; 
all, both ~~sputants voluntarily entered mediation to avoid' court. 
The threat ~s oft~n used as a follow-up to canpensation. When sane 
fom of canpensa,t~on has been offered and rejected, the use of thr t 
may beccme ~e only way to keep mediation going. Although threaten:g 
can be a.n:;t ~s us~ as a follow-up to other techniques , it also is used 
as a tact~c of f~rst resort. 

The techn~ques used to repair sessions are dependent up:>n the style of 
each ~ed~at~r, the, severity of the session's damage, the t of 
~pla~t be~ng mechated, and 'OOw the parties in conflict res~ to 
the mechator' s suggestions. Mediators need to be cognizant that an 
escalation of tactics to ensure p!t"ogress .;.... th· e ' d 1 t' f ...... sess~on an an 
esca a ~on 0 the pr~blem feed into each other. 12/ The mediators 
need ~ ke~p the: sess~on focused on the problems, the resp:>ndent and 
canpla~nan~ act~vely engaged in conflict resolution and e 
de-escalat~on rather than an escalation of the probl~. nsure a 

The ~onna.l training of mediators equips them to cope with "typical" 
sess~ons and partic~pants. However, When deviations occur, mediators 
must ,employ a var~ety of subprocesses to enable the session to 
con~~?ue: When pr~blems surface that the mediator defines as 
contr~but~ng to ~ess~on, breakdown, he must respond strategically in 
<?rd~ to keep thmgs go~ng. There are few guidelines for specific 
~ns ces of co~laps~, since they often emerge unannounced, and thus 
~ere ~re few d~rect~ves for the use of specific strategies. When a 
s~tuat~on erupts and c~~ication breaks down the med' t whate ' , ,~a or must do 

ver ~s necessary to rega1n control of the session's activities. 

--------------
12/ Frances Fox Pivin and Richard Cloward, Poor People's M::>vements· Why Th~ 

Succeed, ~ ~ ~ (New York: Pantheon Books, 1977). • ~ 
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If the subprocesses of defusing and repairing mediation were not used 
by mediators I few I if any, sessions would result in conflict 
resolution. 

If one of these conflicting parties begins to see 
that I (the mediator) am losing ground, the whole 
session might die. I, by that time, figure I better 
get things back under control and remind people that 
if the session fails to resolve the problem, we 
might go back to court. 

Mediator #1 

Discussion/Conclusion 

In examining the aoove application of What has been tenned here 
"repairingll and "defusingtl subprocesses, important implications would 
appear to exist for hOW' such subprocesses make possible the resolution 
of conflicts. First, the use of subprocess by mediators prevents the 
possible foreclosure of any element Which might aid in the resolution 
of conflict. Partic:ipdnts in sessions may beccme loud, abusive, 
resistent, withdrawn, untruthful, indifferent, etc.; yet the mediator 
may choose to ignore such behavior as a tradeoff for a rrore important 
development inside the session. The person Who expresses emotion by 
y:elling ultimately draws the attention of the other parties to the 
conflict. Such an attention-getting device, while initially 
threatening, may serve to set the entire experience lIin perspective" 
and prevent a withdrawal and an end to negotiation. 

Sacond, the existence of subprocesses limits the degree to Which 
personal ends may be pursued or manipulated in the session. Both 
Strauss and Goffrnan have commented on how inclusion into same social 
circle limits the ability of actors to accomplish ends. 13/ Because 
the session represents such a social circle, actors--Cannot end 
conflict in a unilateral way. Short of withdrawing from the session, 
an acknowledgement of "others I problems" and possible "joint 
solutions" becomes the norm rather than the exception. Subprocesses 
make this both possible and agreeable to actors ~fuo would otherwise 
reject the idea of settling disputes in a mutually acceptable fa~hion. 
The mediation concept stresses the theme of independence; actors ar.e 
free to leave J1e session at will. For mediators, it beccmes critical 
to make actors feel a willingness to continue to work toward 
acceptable solutions. Using the sorts of tradeoffs described above, 
actors find themselves with acceptable options and a commitment to 'the 
mediation situation based upon the non-threatening means directed 
toward them and their adversaries. 

13( Strauss, !?E' cit. p and Erving Goffrran, liOn the Characteristics of Total 
Institutions," Asy1~ (Garden City, New' Jersey: toubleday, 1961). 
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Third, and finally, it appears that while we may wish to think of 
subprocesses as analytically distinct fran the structured context of 
the negotiation, they are not. In fact, it would seem fran the 
above-outlined observations that subprocesses are explicit to all 
forms of negotiation, both in understanding the structure of a 
negotiation and the nore 'fluid processural events which emerge within 
them. viewed here, subprocesses serve to II reconstitute " 14/ and 
reaffirm for all participants that negotiation is actually-taking 
place; that agreements Which allOW' one to "save face" are a concrete 
part of the mediation session one finds himself/herself in; that one 
actor is not going to be overrun by other actors using the sorts of 
power advan.tages and skills which penneate all circles. The 
importance of understanding the presence of subprocesses is that they 
allOW' actors to simultaneously experience both a degree of freedan and 
constraint. They do so since one I s own act never stands by itself, 
but in relationship to all subsequent behaviors. Thus, actC':cs can 
view themselves free to act, judge, or withdraw, only to find 
themselves further constrained by subsequent counter-responses by 
others around them. Mediators within mediation sessions can use the 
actorsB understanding about themselves to work toward solutions Which 
are interpreted as being mutually cgreed upon, via negotiation and not 
coercion, deception, or a changing of the structural rules. 

--_._-----------
14/ Strauss, 9?,' cit. 
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